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WEATHER.

THE

POWDER

Absolutely

Pure.

This nowder never varies. A marvel of purity,
and whotesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Hold only in
cant.
Royal Raking Rowdkh Co., loo Wall
8t„ N. Y.
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strength

Wide Sheeting

shire and Massachusetts are warmer, fair
weather, light to fresh southerly winds, veer-

ing

to

weather

Portland, Me., Sept. 20, 1887.
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
I'OllTLAAT), ME!

OF

..

30.10
Halifax. 30.16
Montreal. ...130.24
El Paso.130.22

com-

AKE

aware

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DO).
LARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUN
IJRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by (lie conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.

LUMBER,

pays its losses promptly. Its policies
IT contestable
after three years.

are in

has liberal

Its affairs are carefully
Directors and Officers, whose integrity and ability are unques-

IT managed byplans.
its Board of

tioned.

wise provisions of the Maine Non-honeiture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
tills Company, anu under Its workings extended
Insurance is provided lor in case ol lapse.

THE

MAINE

LAW CONVERTIBLE
MUTUAL contains

THEPOLICY of the UNION

every desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information in regard to tbe Company
and its plans.
UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents ol
Maine lor their especial patronage, because
It is a HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surequitable and attractive plans ami conscrvave management.

THE
Blus,

DIRECTOBn.
Edward R. Skccomb West Newton. Mass.
Hon. Johiaji II. Drummond, Portlaud, Maine,
John E. UkWitt. Portland, Malue.
Henry C. Hutchinb, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pkrcival Bonnky, Portlaud. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. King, Portlaud, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. 1)., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rockport, Me.
George L. Deblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Uon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland Me.
OFFICER*.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
HENRY 1). SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSLAH U. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

BEN
Superintendent

WILLIAMS,

of

JAMES

Agencies. Easter■

Gcpartmen

SINKINSON

Manager for City Agency, Portland.
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SILK MITTS
SALE.
100 dozen Pure Silk Mitts in Col
orod and lilack, worth G5e a pair,
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Pair.

DARRAH’S

KidGloveStore,
IVo. 463 Contrress St.

_____eodtf

NEW

KID GLOVES!
We have already received large
lots or Fall colors in Ladles’ Kid Gloves.

ButtonIKids

50c

Kids, Embroidered, 69c.
Extra good Kids, 75c, $1,
$1.39, $1.75 and $2.

5 Button

HIKES BROTHERS.
U3t

Democrats

Their
Disgusted With
Mugwump Chief Magistrate.

Augusta, Sept. 20.—It is stated that the
tramps confined in the jail here, suspected
of being implicated in the burning of Officer
Stevenson’s buildings in Clinton, claim to
have passed tbe night of the fire in a barn
on the Milliken farm in this city.
A Journal
reporter visited the Milliken farm to-night
and learned that tramps were discovered in

New Yoke, Sept. 20.-“Will Mr. Blaine
be nominated next year?” asked a reporter
of William Walter Phelps.
“If he wants the nomination, or if he will
accept it.”
“Will he accept the nomination if offered ?”
“I do not know the answer to that question, nor does any one else. I know he did
not want it in 1884, and that he accepted it
against his own judgment and wishes, under

the bam there the morning after the fire in
If the tramps in jail here are
Clinton.
identified as being of this party, an alibi will
be proved.
Slim was recognized as the man who
served a sentence of 30 days in jail here last
winter. Shorty, the man shot at Carmel,
was also in jail here last winter.
He is
thought to have been the man who robbed J.
£. Adams’s store in this city the night after
his sentence expired.

the urgent appeals of personal and political
friends. I know he said before the nomination, and at the time of it, that no Republican could be elected, and I know, too, that
he never changed that opinion until the evidence of his extraordinary popularity overwhelmed all the philosophic reasons which
made him think a Republican triumph in
that election impossible for any one, and
forced him, before the election, to admit
that he was stronger than his party, and
that success was probable. I think the rest
of the party, less confident than their lead-

The Saco Poisoning Case.
BmnEFOKD, Sept. 30.—Among the most
interesting cases assigned for trial at this
term of court at Alfred was that of Winfield
S. Dennett, agent of the Saco Water Tower
Company, against Dennis O’Connor of this
city. The suit brought by Mr. Dennett
charged O’Connor with criminal negligence
in causing the death of James W. Dennett,
who was poisoned last fall by drinking cider
from a cask that had originally contained
vWltSUIlUlUJ£

1
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ers, were sure qn the
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will come up for trial.
Alfred, Sept. 20.—The September term
of the Supreme Judicial Court began here
today, Judge Libby, presiding. There was
a large attendance of members of the bar.
The continued docket contains 250 actions,
and there are 125 new entries.

cases

Business Boom.

Augusta, Sept. 20.—At a meeting of the
citizens today the proposition of the Ed-

Secretary

Cflbert Announce.

[8peclal to the Peess.]
Augusta, Sept. 20.—Hon. Z. A. GilbertSecretary of the Board of Agriculture, is in
the city arranging to send out his aunual report which is now ready for distribution to
the county agricultural societies.
Secretary Gilbert is also engaged iniarrauglug the Institute work of the Board for the
coming winter,and is in correspondence with
the several members of tlie Beard with the
view of fixing the dates and arranging the
details for the entire State before the work
of helding the Institutes is entered upon
Aside from tlie members of the Board he has
a full force of aesistants engaged to aid him
in the work. A larger number of Institutes
will be held than formerly has been the case,
the experience of the Secretary enabling him

to systematize the work in such manner as
will reduce expenses and give more meetThe farmers will
ings on tlie same outlay.
appreciate this effort of his, siuce there

formerly

lias been many more calls for institutes than Mr. Gilbert has been able
to supply witli the means at his disposal.
From Commissioner of Labor Matthews’s
returns it is learned that 400,000,000 feet of
lumber were cut in the State last season, of
which 140,000,000 feet were on the east and
west branches of the Penobscot river; 100,000,000 in Aroostook and St. John; 140,000,000 in Kennebec; and 20,000,000 in other

Among the interesting features of
coming report will be a history of the

places.
ills

granges of ilie State from the pen of ex-Qov.
a history of the use of the
order, its growth and strength.
It will

Kobie, giving

prove an interesting addition to the report.
It is also learned from Commissioner Matthews’s report that the cost of cutting,
housing and delivering ice on board vessels
on the Penobscot the past season was about
CO cents a ton.

The latest wrinkle which has developed
here laud nmy be regarded as a pointer in
1888 is the wearing of pasteboard cards inside the hat, on which are inscribed in large
characters "Blaine 1888.” All of Mr. Blaine’s
numerous friends here are after them and
the card is becoming the rage.
INCENDIARIES.

Two of the Tramps in Confinement
in Augusta.

[Special

to the

vote of 572 to 35.

two
tramps,
Slim and Irish, who were arrested for burning Constable Stevenson’s buildings in Clinton were brought to tlds city til is morning
and placed in jail, the former having been
arrested in Bangor. The girl, Lillie Booker
was also brought down.
She was very ill
and was given tiie best of caro by Mrs. Mc-

Ftdden, wife of Sheriff McFaddcn, nt the
She repeated tier story and toid how
she was enticed from her home with a
family named Bond ,by a woman from Portland, who upon the arrival of the couple in
that city, inveigled the girl into a house of
ill repute. Afterwards she met the tramp,
who persuaded her to accompany him on the
road. The girl showed a hole in her dress
wldeli was burned by the blazing hay on
Stevenson’s mow, and which she barely succeeded ill extinguishing.
The cases of the two tramps. Slim and
Irish, were continued till next Friday, the

being committed meanwhile. W. T.
llaiues. Esq., of Wnterviile, defended them
and sought to prove an alibi, asserting that
they Slopped at a butcher’s, a mile out of
town on
the night of the conflagration.
Sheriff Stevenson said in an interview that
he acted to the best of his judgment when be
fired the five shots, believing that the tramps
were heavily armed by reason of the girl’s
statement and seeing Shorty with one hand
in his breast pocket, as if to draw a pistol,
aud his companion make a movement towards his pocket. The officer concluded that
they intended to shoot him and accordingly
blazed away. He went to Bangor this afternoon to secure the fourth tramp, who
was arrested there,
it was understood that
he would see the County Attorney of Penobscot county, in relation to the shooting Rtfair.
men

No Toes on His Foot.
[To the Associated Press.]

Sept.

20.

—

Yesterday,

officer

Knaide arrested a man at the Exchange
street depot, who answered to the
description

of one of the tramps who burned the
buildings of Constable Stevenson at Clinton
last week, two of whom were
at Her-

caught
Sunday night, and one badly wounded
by tLe officers, and today another, his chum
was arrested by the same officer.
A description of the tramps had been sent to Marshal
•Vliitney, and one of them was described as
having 110 toes on the left foot.
Yesterday,
Knaide was at
officer
when
the dea
noticed
man
he
pot,
leaning
whose
foot
looked
against a post,
He Immedias though the toes were gone.
ately arrested him and took him to the stamcn

Springvale.

Sanford, Sept. 20.—A stable at Springvale, owned by Howard Frost, in which was
stored the household goods of Mrs. H. Cook,
was totally destroyed by
fire
early this
morning. The loss will be about 8300. The
cause is unknown.
Visiting

Patriarchs

Militant.

Biddeford, Sept. 20.-At

a

meeting of

the J. H. Dearborn canton held at Odd Fellows’ Hall in this city last evening, it was
decided to invite and entertain as guests, the
Grand Canton Lucerne of Lynn, Mass., who
are to make a tour of the State the latter
The visiting
part of the present month.
canton will arrive in Saco at 4.08 o’clock in
the afternoon of Friday, September 30, direct from Bath, and will be met by Grand
Canton J. H. Dearborn, No. 4, when a parade of the two cantons of both cities will
be
made.
A
is
to
be
banquet
provided in City Hall, Biddeford, and a concert and ball will be given in City Hall, Saco,
the same evening.

wells.

Young

made such an analysis in
Augusta yesterday for Garland. The chemical analysis showed it to be very suspicious
water and the microscope examination was
still worse. The doctor condemned it unDr.

Ten applications for analysis of

qualifiedly.

water have been received outside of

Augus-

ta, the last one coming from Orono yesterday. There has been an unusual appearance in the water of Webber’s Pond, in Vassalboro, which has given rise to some anxiely

as 11 was

saia 10 nave

Deen

followed

by
of typhoid fever after a similar appearance some years ago. I)r. Young went
up Saturday and brought down a bottle of
the water of the pond for chemical anaivsis.
Under the microscope the scum on the sur-

cases

face was found to consist of microscopic
algae consisting of single cells arranged

lineally.

Fell From His Team.

Dover, N. H., Sept. 20.—The body of
Charles Davis, a grain deale r of South Berwick, Me., was found in the woods near
Salmon Falls, N. H., this morning.
It is
supposed that while driving home from Salmon Falls last night he fell from his team
and was killed.
Launched at Bath.

Bath, Sept. 20.—The

four masted schooner Katie J. Barrett was lauuced tills afternoon from the yard of William T. Donnell.
She is owned by the builders and others, of
this city, and Captain Angus McCloud, of

East Boston, who will command her.
Her
tonago is 663 tons, length 191 feet, breadth
38 feet, and depth 19 feet.
York County Farmers.

Biduefouh, Sept. 20.—The York County
Cattle Show and Fair opened tills morning
with a fair showing of stock and good attendance. Some of the best horses in the State
are entered.
Races will take place tomorrow and Thursday.
A Defective

Chimney.
New Gloucester, Sept. 20.—Tlie house
of Mr. Asa Rice, in the easterly part of New
Gloucester, was burned yesterday.
It was
located on what Is known as the Staples
place. The fire is supposed to have caught
from a defect In the chimney. The value of
the house was small.

No insurance.

J.,1.
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Blaine?”

“Yes, every man of them.”
“Where, then, would Mr. Blaine get the
votes to compensate?”
“From dissatisfied Democrats, from protection Democrats and from every Irishman
who has acquired the right of American suffrage.”

_

AFTER THE INCENDIARY.
Vassalboro Citizens

Likely

to

Make

Him Repent His Deed.

[Special to the Press.]
Vassalboro, Sept. 20.—The feeling in
Vassalboro over the repeated attempts to
drive Oak Grove Seminary out of the town
is intense, and it would go hard with the
incendiary should he be discovered.
“I believe,” said a Vassalboro citizen, “that if apprehended Judge Ly nch would be called in
and he would be strung up to the first tree
at hand. The old town was never stirred
up so deeply before over any occurrence
within it borders.”
“There is a determination to unravel the
mystery if it takes a year and a mint of money,” said Mr. Burleigh today. This is the
prevailing feeling.
Trincipal Charles A.
Jones has shown himself a plucky man, and
he says Oak Grove Seminary shall live despite the incendiary and his touch. “I will
die game” said be, "I do not propose to b e
put down by rowdies.” And will not, for
Greenwood flail, so-called, located at the
summit of the hill above the railroad station
has been leased, and today is receiving new
seats and will be fitted-up for a schoolroom,
to be opened on Thursday of this week.
It
is expected that about 3(1 pupils will attend,
although some have become frightened and
returned home.

Detective True has returned home, and
of his lieutenants from Portland is on
the ground, arriving this morning, the former being too well known here to do detective,

Justices of the Peace and Quorum—Peter W.
Ayer, Freedom; Charles H. Boothby, Portland:
H. K. Baker, Haliowell; Eugene M. Hersey, Ban1). K. Jewell, Haliowell;
George Libby,
'(inland; Edwin L. Poor, Sebago; J, H. Sturgis
Augusta; Joseph F. Twitchell, Hiram.
Pish and Game Wardens—J. H. Heald, Newfield; Albert W. French. Abbott.
Trial Justices—N. P. Noble, Phillips; John S.
Eaton, Deer Isle; Ezra Andrews.
Wellington;
Orris H. Keen, Freedom; George E. Allen, Sanford.
Notaries Public—Charles H. Boothby, Portland;
George P. Dutton, Ellsworth; J. H. Sturgis, Augusta; Jas. L. Stoddard, Gardiner; Austin D.
Knight, Haliowell; Eugene M. Hersey, Bangor;
M. H. Wilder, Machias; Tristram
Goldthwaite,
Biddeford.
Dediinus Justice—F. B. Ferguson, Deer Isle.
Ministers Commissioned to Solemnize
Marriages—Wm. B. Hastings, Hudson; W. Wiggln
Vassalboro; Stanley G. Day, Springfield; Christopher A. Dereby, Cornish.

for;

Beriberi’s Filibusters.
Key West, Fla., Sept. 20.—A car load of
dynamite, enough to blow up Havana, was
discovered hidden in the woods near Key
West, Florida, yesterday. The discovery
The proposed
created great excitement.
plot against Cuba is much more formidable
than at first supposed.
Advices from Cuba
state that Beriben, the filibuster, and his
baud arc safe in the mountains.

—

LED BY LOVERINC.
The Convention of the Democrats of

Massachusetts.

Wobcestek, Mass., Sept. 20.—The Massachusetts Democrats had a splendid day for
their State Convention at Worcester. The
sun

was

origin

ana warm.

The convention was the largest ever held
in the State. Over 1300 delegates arrived before 10 o’clock this morning. Several informal meetings of various factions

were

held

this forenoon for the purpose of appointing
tellers, etc.
The delegates all wore ribbons bearing
the names and pictures of favorite candi-

dates, the Lovering colors greatly predomi-

nating.
The convention

called to order at 11.30
P. A. Collins. The
committee on permanent organization reported as follows:
Chairman, Jonas H.
French of Gloucester; secretaries, A. 13. AlP.
J. Donovan, of Boston, P. J. Kenneger,
dy of Holyoke.
Mr. French was received witli great applause. At the conclusion of his address,
the committee on credentials reported 326
cities and towns, represented by 1,755 delegates.
An informal ballot was taken at 12 o’clock,
and resulted as follows:
was

o’clock, by Chairman

Whole number of votes.1001
Necessary for a choice. 601
Lover ing had.688
Bussell had.363
This ballot was declared formal, and Mr.
Lovering was announced as the nominee of
the convention.
The convention then adjourned until 2
o’clock this afternoon, when the resolutions

were considered.
The platform adopted congratulates the
country that under Democratic rule itlhas
prospered. It asserts that all the important
offices in the civil service should be filled by
competent persons in political sympathy

with the administration; that all other offices
not representative in their character should
be filled by persons selected for their fitness,
capacity and integrity; that the dispensing
of patronage should neither be a tax upc n
the time of public men nor the instrument
of their ambition; no officer should be retained in public servico who has shown himself an offensive partisan; it then asserts
that a sense of propriety and duty to the administration, of which they are a part, re
quires federal office holders representing the
administration in Massachusetts, to discharge from the public service any of their
subordinates against whom charges of offensive partisanship can be substantiated. The
platform declares any system of taxation
which produces a revenue beyond the government’s requirements to be unwise and
disastrous, and while not advocating free
trade it advocates a revision of the tariff.
Fifteen members at large of the State committee were then selected, headed by Josiah
G. Abbott of Wellsley.
The committee on the balance of the ticket

reported

as

follows:

For Lieutenant Governor—Walter E. Cuttloe.of
Pittsfield.
For Secretary of State—John F.
Murphy, of
Lowell.
For Treasurer—Henry G. Thatcher, of Yar-

mouth.
For

Attorney General—John T. Corcoran, of
Clinton.
For Auditor—WUliam F. Cook, of Springfield.
The report
I he

unanimously adopted.
following were elected delegates

at
large to the National Convention:
P. A.
Collins of Boston, Jonas H. French of Gloucester, J. W. Cummings of Fall River, Josiah G. Abbott of Boston.
Following are the
alternates: Chas. G. Lewis of Framingham,
James E. Delaney of Holyoke, Godfrey
Morse of Boston, John R. 'i’hayer of Worcester.
The convention adjourned at 4 p. in.

Treasury Officials Reported to be
Uneasy About the Market.
Washington, Sept. 20.—Tlie stringenof

the

money

market

seems

to

be

giving the treasury officials some uneasiness.
Assistant Secretary Thompson,
who has the matter of bond purchases in
hand, in the absence of the Secretary, while
apparently, satisfied with last Wednesday’s
work, is still dissatisfied with the measure of
relief that purchases give, and is anxious to
evolve some other plan by which more money can be paid out from the treasury in case
a growing
stringency demands it suddenly.
During the President’s absence in Philadel-

The jury of the
charge of Deputy

Itepresentative Wilkins, of Ohio, who has
just come from New York, said today that it

fire inquest which is under
Sheriff Kamsdell of Vassalboro, consists of Hall C. Burleigh, G. W.
Ward and Nathan Ilall, and they began
work today.
One of the pupils who attended the school
On the
suspected of setting the fire.
day of the last fire he was not at church as
was

usual or at his boarding place, and on being
questioned said he was swimming in the river.
The jury when they met this morning
took the boy and went over the course which
he said he travelled on his way to the river.

Nothing

elicited. It is not believed
that the boy is guilty.
At 10.30 a. m. the jury entered into secret session in the hall and
began (be examination of witnesses,of whom
over 20 had been summoned.
The Inquest was completed tonight and no
final conclusions were reached, but it would
not be surprising if a clue was obtained
which would lead to apprehending the firebug.
new was

CARVED ON A BOARD.
How a Shipwrecked Sailor Sent Word
of His Distress.
Nkw Bkdfobd, Sept.
20.—Word lias
reached here of|the rescue of James K. Vincent of Martha’s Vineyard, one of the crew
of the whaling bark Napoleon, lost in Behring sea in the summer of 1885, while coming
out of the Arctic. The Napoleon was struck

by an iceberg and went to the bottom immeThe crew disembarked in four
diately.
boats, but had no time to take any provisions aboad. A night and a day they were
tossed about, when a gale sprang up and the
boats were separated.
Finally, after four
days, the United States steamship Corwin
picked up one boat’s crew with eight men
alive and one dead.
In the afternoon she
picked up another boat with six men alive
and three dead. Nothing was seen of the

other two boats and it

was

supposed that the

18 men who were in them had
perished
amidst the ice or had reached the inhospitable coast, there to die of hunger and expos-

ure.

Last year letters from the Arctic brought
intelligence that the first mate was supposed
to be alive on the coast of Siberia, but nothing authentic was learned, and it lias since
been ascertained that there was no foundation for the hope. A belief that some of the
missing boat’s crew did not perish was again
revived a few months ago. when an old Indian came on board the whaling bark Huntand gave the captain a rudely-carved
piece of cedar on which the hope was based
that James Vincent was alive, and a clew to
er

his whereabouts had been found.

The

mes-

THE CHEAT FICHT.

2.19^, obtained
race

Granite State Solons Still

Discussing

the Boston & Maine.

Contract

Foreign

Mr.

Labor Employed
Hampshire Roads.

New

on

Murphy

Does

lum for

Not Want an

Asy-

u

hn« M nnll

«

L.U

ize and maintain a

railway system of her
opposed to monopoly, and for
should vote for the indefinite
postponement of the Hazen bill. He didn’t
into

supporting

that

by threats that all Manchester
Representatives voting against it would be
marked men. It had been argued that railroad consolidation would be a great thing
here because it had been successful in England. That was no guide for us. By the
passage of the Hazen bill (he railroads of the
State would be practically turned over into
the hands of an uncontrollable monopoly.
What people want is competition and not
monopoly. By the adoption of the Hazen
bill the interests of Manchester would be
measure

turned over to the tender mercies of a corwas now well served
competition, and he did not believe her citizens wanted it destroyed. He
believed it a dangerous thing to give to any
body of men the control of the railroads of
the state for 99 years.
Mr. Bean of Belmont said that a petition
nominally in the interest of the Lake Shore,
but really for the Boston & Maine railroad,
had been circulated in this town, signed
copies of which had been circulated in this
House. He held an affidavit of a business
man that he signed that petition under misapprehension. Nearly nine-tenths of the
citizens and four-fifths of the business men
of his town were in favor of the Atherton
and opposed to the Hazen bill. For that
reason he felt It his duty to oppose the designs of the Boston & Maine to secure control of a large percentage of the railroads of
the State.

That city
poration.
because of

THIRTY THOUSAND STOLEN.
Men

Stop

Train

a

on

a

Trestle In Texas.

Wortr,

Fort

Texas,

Sept. 20.—Two

masked men mounted the cab of the Texas
& Pacific east bound express tonight as it

pulled

out of Ben Broog, a small station 12
miles west of here, and, with drawn revolvers, ordered the engineer to pull on a
few miles from Ben Brook. The train was
stopped on a high trestle. The engineer was
then made to pull on until the express car
was off the trestle.
Here two other masked
men joined the robbers.
The fireman and
were
engineer
placed under guard and a
dozen shots fired into the express car. The
door was finally opened by Pacific

Express
Messenger Maloney. One robber entered,

cleared out the sale and went through the
mail car. Messenger Griffith offered no resistance. Every registered letter in the car
was secured.
The work was all done in ten
minutes. The train was the through express
from San Francisco. The booty is
placed at
$30,000. The same train was robbed on the
same trestle last June. Nd
attempt was
made to molest the passengers.

ZALINSKI’S
The

New

other horses, Judge Fullerton and American
Girl. The flyer, too, has met and defeated
through the grand circuit and in California,
such noted trotters as Ked Cloud, Pilot Temple, Thomas L. Young, Thomas, Jefferson
Castle Boy, Crown Prince, Lula, Ilopeful,
Cozette, Fred Hooper, Bella, Kansas Chief,
Molly Morris and Occident.

DESTROYER.

Dynamite Cun

Schooner Into

Kindling

The Veterans Spend

Long

House.

is generally expected in financial circles that
the President will call for an extra session of
Congress to meet early in November, to take
some steps to release the treasury
surplus
and prevent a financial panic, and he is of
the opinion himself that it ought to be done
and will be done.
Postal

New York,

Sept.

Knocks

a

Wood.

official test
was made today it Fort Lafayette of Lieut.
Zalinski’s long-range dynamite gun. in the
presence of

and

repre-

sentatives of the
Norwegian, Spanish)
trench, Danish, and Japanese governmentsThe target was an 80-ton schooner, anchored
a lime iroin me iori.
Nothing but kindling
wood was left at the conclusion of the test.

bers
number of about sixty,

Changes.

The following fourth-class postmasters
have been appointed for Maine offices: John
S. P. Jones, East Lebanon, and Charles
Y'oung, South Waterford.
Maine Pensioners.

The following pensions have been granted
to Maine people:
Charles Young, Wiuterport, increase.
James J. Peavey. Soldiers’ Home, Togus.
Lorenzo Small. Hodgson.
Edwin P. Hatch, Augusta.

Cobb. Webb s Mills.
Herati» Nelson, East Winn.
George W. Clemeuts. Bucksport, restoration
Iiichard Kobertson, Swanvfile, restoration reissue and Increase.
Albion

SNUBBED BY THE FIRST LADY.
Statements That Cov. Foraker Is Reported 10 Have Authorlxed.

Columbus, O., Sept. 20.—While Gov. Foraker adheres to his announcement that he
would say nothing about the snub given him
and his wife by Mrs. Cleveland at Philadelphia, he has referred all inquiries to members of his staff and other persons, to whom
he has related the circumstances, with the
understanding that lie lias no objection to
their telling what they know.
Their story in brief is that the Governor
remarked to his wife on the way that he was
informed that Mrs. Cleveland had turned
her back to him in the parade of the day,
though he did not believe it, but thought if
she were inclined she might embarrass them
at the reception.
Mrs. Foraker replied that she did not bolieve Mrs. Cleveland would undertake anything of that kind. When they came to the
President lie greeted them in a cool manner
and Mrs. Cleveland, whe came next in line,
elevated her head and refused even to look
at the Governor and his wife.
The Governor undertook on the spur of
the moment to make her speak, and in a
formal manner proceeded to introduce Mrs.
Foraker, but it would not work and they
passed on. After this Mrs. Cleveland’s face
became wreathed in smiles and other people
were greeted with a shake of the hand.

Hannibal Hamlin In Wisconsin.
Madison, Wis., Sept. 20.—Hon. Hannibal
Hamlin arrived today. He is the guest of
Gen. Fairchild until next Monday, when lie
leaves for St. Louis with Gen. Fairchild to
attend the annual meeting of the Grand
Army.

States from Nova Scotia* has not
yet been
removed, and the Intercolonial Railway au-

thorities are being greatly inconvenienced.
Urgent representations have been made to
the t\ ashington authorities to remove
the
order, as no disease exists in Pictou of any
moment, so Veterinary Inspector Jakeman
of Halifax reports.

Cousinshlp In Kentucky.
Louisa, Ky., Sept. 20.- This morning
William Thompson concealed himself near
the house of J. Thompson and shot three
members of the family, one
fatally. He

also shot a school teacher.
The victims
were the murderer’s own cousins.
Thompson
has not been captured.
The Anarchists' Case.

New Yoke,

Sept.

20—Gen.

Roger A.
had been retained
in the Anarchists’ case and was
proceeding
to formulate an appeal to the United States
Supreme Court, lie disclaims any knowledge of the employment of Gen. Butler.
Pryor

stated

today that he

GENERAL NEWS.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mernan Putnam died at
Danvers, Mass., yesterday, aged 102 years

and 10 months.
The body of Lily

Hoyt, who disappeared
from Webster, Mass., has been found and it
is believed that she was murdered.
The strike in the coke regions has

adjusted.

been

Premier
Norquay has left New York after
unsuccessful attempt to raise fnnds for
the Red River Valley road.
Five persons were killed in a collision between a freight and passenger train on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad
an

yesterday.

Phineas Chamberlain, a young journalist
and lawyer of Bradford, Vt., died in Minne-

apolis yesterday.

Ex State Detective J. B. Hersom of Massabeen arrested in Providence
on a charge ot stealing diamonds.
Burglars blew open the safe in the Boston
& Maine depot at
Farmington Monday
night. Ten dollars in money and 82000
worth of tickets were taken.
John J. Love of Chicago, bookkeeper for
the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company,
acknowledged that he had embezzled $10,000
and has gone to prison for two years and
one-half.
The New York police commissioners have
notified Chief O’Brien of the election bureau not to qualify the election inspector for
the labor party.
Another big break occurred in the street
water main in Washington Mouday night
flooding the street from curb to curb. Threequarters of Washington will be deprived of
water for two days or more.

chusetts, has

An explosion of rockets on the British wnr
ship Bellerophnn in Quebec Sept. 10, injured
40 sailors instead of three as reported. Thirteen of them are terribly burned and lacerat-

ed.

Aman named Lew Vanderpoole has been
arrested in New York charged with obtaining money on false pretences. He has recently sold a work he claimed to have been
written by Mme. George Sand, and is said to
be the greatest literary pirate of the times.

Bailey’s Trotter.
Dr. Geo. H. Bailey, of this city, is reported
to have recently purchased of R. M. ReyOr.

nolds of Monson, Mass., the fastest trotter
by the record now owned in Maine. It is the

bay fielding Bodlne, with

n

public record of

at

met

at

Bosworth

which swelled their number to about one
hundred.
It was a pleasant day, quite
warm, and the veterans were In the best
spirits. At twenty minutes past ten, with
left her
all on board, the Forest Queen
moorings and steamed down the harbor, ar-

riving at the island at 10.55 a. m. Comrades
gathered in groups on the boat and talked
over old war times, some met yesterday for
the first time since the regiment was mustered out of service. On reaching the island
they formed and marched, under the old
flag, to Ponce’s Hall, where they proceeded
to transact the business brought before the
nuuse.

luo

secretary

s

report

was reuu aim

accepted and the following officers, to serve
for the coining year and arrange for the next
elected:
President—Lieutenant Colonel Edwin Ilsley.
First Vice President—Sergeant George E. Andrews.
Second Vice President—Lieutenant William P.
Hudsdou ot Saccarappa.
Secretary—Sergeant A. M. True.
Treasurer—George H. Libby.
The following executive committee was
appointed by a committee of three, chosen

reunion,

were

for that purpose by the chair: W. P. Hodsdon, T homas C. Pratt, A. H. Puringten, J.
R. Allen, A. Swett, E. W. Thompson, W. C.
Allen, Ed Hanson, J. W. Thompson, M. I.
Milliken, George H. Raymond and C. B.
Woodman.
After a vote of thanks extended to Secretary True for his efforts made in behalf of
the Twelfth Maine, it was decided to hold
the next reunion at Saccarappa. It was also voted to have the Association organized

corporation under the laws of the State.
photograph of the regiment was taken by
George E. Brown, after which, until dinner,

as a

A

which

was

comrades

served in the hall at 2 p. in., the
in conversa-

enjoyed themselves

tion.
The clambake was excellent and very successfully served, under the supervision of
Mr. Ponce. One was led to infer, as he
gazed along the line of veterans seated at the
dining tables, that the sea breeze was quite
as appetizing as the marches, in war time,
up the Shenandoah Valley could well have
been. After dinner several honorary members were elected, among whom are George
H. Raymond and C. B. Woodman of Saccarappa, who will serve as members of the executive committee.
Many present left on the 3 p. m. boat for
the city, and those who remained departed
at 4 o’clock.
The following officers of
the regiment
were present:
Lieutenant Colonel Edwin
Ilsley of Limerick, Lieutenant William P.
Hodsdon of Saccarappa, Lieutenant Chase
of Bangor, Sergeant George E. Andrews of
Portland, Captain J. W. Thompson of Bangor, Sergeant J. C. Towle of Fryeburg,
Quartermaster C. H. Buzzell of Bangor, and
Sergeant True. W. H. Thompson of the
Lowell Courier, a member ot the regiment,
was also present.
There was nothing to mar the enjoyment
of those who went on the excursion to Long
Island, and the day passed pleasantly with
all. There were no speeches.
In the evening the veterans assembled, for the last
time this year, in Bosworth Post Hall, and
passed a happy evening, agreeing to meet
again, when they departed, at Saccarappa
one year from date.
THE STATE.
AXDB08COGGIX COUNTY.

It is said that another newspaper devoted
to the interests of the French Canadian peoof these cities is to be issued soon in
ewiston.

£le

The Government’s
the

This has been a great season for the corn
In Vassalboro the Portland Packup about 1300,000 cans.

factories.

ing Co. will have put

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Two young men named George and Frank
syttj

Hirio

UCBCU«[9 lrUIU (QQ

English army, arrived in Bangor Monday
from Canada, and are trying to make their
where they think they
way to Lowell
work at their trade of cotton spinstate that they were about to
They
be sent with their company from England to
Ireland, wnere they were to be stationed,
and rather than act against their own countrymen. as they are of Irish descent, they

can get
ners.

deserted, reaching Canada about

a

month

ago.
PI8CATAQUI8

Campaign Against

League

In Ireland.

Proclamation

Sweeping

of

Many

Organization.

Mitchellstown, Sept 30.—At to-day's
in the inquest. Constable Doran
said be fired four times at the crowd, twice
with buckshot and twice with ball. The
The crowd
first bullet piostrated a man.
stoned the barrack and his face was wounded.
The coroner asked him to stand up and show
the wound. He refused, but subsequently

stood up and the wound was apparent
Doran said that Police inspector Irwin,
ordered the constable to fire in defence of
A stone thrown from the
the barracks.
crowd struck the witness, dislocated his
right thumb. It did not prevent film from
firing again.

Harrington—“And murdering?’’
The witness declined to answer HarringMr.

ton’s interrogatory.
Mr. Harrington—“Have you any doubt In
either your mind or conscience that you
killed Lonergan
The witness hesitated and declined to
answer.

A spirited
altercation
ensued
which
several times threatened to culminate In a
free light between the counsel, witnesses
and spectators. It is certain that a verdict
of murder will be rendered against certain

police men.
Workingmen and Parliament.
London, Sept. 30.—Year by year the laboring classes in England grow stronger, until now they have become a' political factor.
They have for a long time possessed a fan-

cied power, but it was one which they were
too ignorant to put In operation, or else soft
words. Accnmnanlcri hv

a

eolden

argument

that made the words more palatable, cajoled
the power out of their hands Into the hands
of those who could more skilfully use it.
Since the workingmen united and formed
organizations, which became powerful from
their very numbers, they have been able
to do more for themselves, and have attained
a

recognized position.

tion of

Perhaps

no

Criodicals

BASE BALL.

Biggest Afloat.
The Trafalgar, the largest iron clad ever
constructed, was successfully launched today at Portsmouth. She is of 11,940 tons,
12,000 horse power, and will carry 12 guns, 4
of 67 tons, and 8 of 40 tons. Her side armor
Is 20 inches thick.
The

Boycotting

COUNTY.

Friday afterneon, Ellen, the four-year-old
daughter of I’eter Olsson of Williamsburg,
while playing with other children, fell backwards into a ooiler of bot water placed in
Her companions were unthe shed to cool.
able to render any assistance, and It was
some seconds before her cries brought her
mother from anotherpart of the house, who
was herself severely burned about the hands
and arms in tescuing her child.
Upon removing the clothes, it was found that the
little girl’s head and body were scalded to a
blister. Everything possible was dune for
the child, but she died a few hours later.

Two recent cases of shooting moose In
dose time have come to light. In one a Xew
York sportsman shot a fine moose on Xelhondis stream, a tributary of the West
Branch of the Penobscot. The game warden was on his track and summoned two
guides to appear before the recent term of
court at Dover to give testimony. When
the grand jury met the guides failed to put
in their appearance, but soon receiving a
visit from the sheriff they were taken to
Dover where a fine and costs was imposed
upon them, amounting to $35 each. An indictment was found against the Xew York
sportsman, but he prudently left the State
the day before the Indictment was returned.
If he ever returns here, says the Bangor
Whig, and he is a frequent visitant, he will
be arrested and tried under the indictment.
In another case a moose was killed on Bussell stream, the head, antlers, hide and
Bind quarters being taken away and the
remainder of the carcass left to rot. The
warden on the track of the delinquents and
they, too, will have to pay the penalty of
violating the laws, the efficacy of which
ilone enables them to find a moose in the
whole of Xorthern Maine.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
The better times that the coasting trade
tias been experiencing
for the last few
months has stimulated
down
;ast. Vessel owners in Addison are
talking
n again opening the yards for business, and
\ movement Is In progress to build next seaion a three-master of some :wo tons, to be
commanded bv Capt. Ellis Look. At Jones,
boro the Lumber Company will launch from
their yard this wee a a schooner of 64.23
tons called the Volunteer, to be commanded
by Capt. Eri Look. This is the only vessel
built in the district this year.
YORK COUNTY.
At South Waterboro next Sunday, in Odd
Fellows’ Hall, J. A. Laird, of Chelsea,
Mass., will begin a series of gospel temper-

shipbuilding

POBTLASDS, 17; M ANCIIKSTKBS, 9.
About one thousand people assembled at
the Trotting Park at Canton
yesterday
morning to witness an exhibition game between the Manchesters and Portlands. The
features of the game were the hitting of

Darin,

Bishop.
The extent to which the Irish are carrying
their warfare against all that savors of
England is Indicated by the boycott that has
been declared against Dr. Healy, coadjutor
to the bishop of Galway.
The Doctor has
given utterances to Unionist ideas which are
obnoxious to the Nationalists, and consequently last week, at a confirmation, only a
small gathering of children were present,
despite the desperate efforts to assemble the
people. The Irish are in no mood for opposition to their struggle for freedom, be It
from priest or layman.

and

Backed by America.
Limerick, Sept. 20.— John Dillon presided
at a great National League meeting to-day.
He said the United States was back of

ui

tne

iorces ID

Ireland, Baron Ashbourne, Lord Chancellor
of Ireland; A. J. Balfour, Chief Secretary
of Ireland; Henry Bruen, Justice of the
Peace; J. G. Gibson, Attorney General of
Ireland, and Gen. Sir Kedrers Buller. The
Gazette announces that Gen. Buller had been
sworn in as a member of the privy council.
Over Two Hundred Branches.
The Evening Telegraph (home rule) states
to-day that the government authorities have
decided to put Into force the suppression
clauses of the coercion act. The Telegraph
adds that the decision of the gevernment
means that over two hundred branches of the
Irish League will be immediately prohibited
from holding meetings.

Foreign

Notoe.

The Prefect of Messina has succumbed to
cholera. There were 111 new cases and 50
deaths In Messina during the twenty-four
hours ending yesterday.
The census ot France for 1886, which has
Just been Issued, shows an excess of births
over deaths of 52,0)0 against 86,000 in 1886.
Divorces granted in 1886 numbered 2019
against 1277 In 1885.
When the police took their usual seats In
Aylesboro Chapel, near Mltchellstown, on
Sunday, all other people present left the

building.

An official statement of the damage by
floods in Egypt shows that property was
damaged to the extent of £500.000. Eight

hundred families were made destitute.
A French lad, 16 years old, son of M.
Schnaeble, the French commissary who was
arrested last April, has been arrested by the
German authorities for posting a treasonable

placard.
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WOMEN AS EDITORS.
Some of the Periodicals which the
Cornier Sex Edit.
It would make a long list simply to enumerate the names of women who sit In the ed-

magazines.

Mrs. Mary

Mapes Dodge

went from a successful literaElla
ry career to the office of St. Nicholas.
Farman Pratt takes an active part In making up Wide Awake. Of the fashion periodicals there Is no better edited publication
of any kind In the country than narpcr’s
Bazar, of which Miss Mary’ L. Booth, and In
her absence Mrs. S. S. Conant, has full control. Jennie June has a half ownership In
Godey’s Lady’s Book and Is supreme In the
editorial room. Mme. Demorest has but Just
retired from the business control of the mag-

azine bearing her name. The widow of Petnce meetings.
terson, the Philadelphia publisher, has taken Peterson’s Magazine Into her own bands,
For
Old
Hip! Hip!
Saccarapl
both editorially and financially. The Ladies’
TLewlstou Journal.]
World pays the woman at Its helm 95,000 a
The Maine boys speak most heartily of
year, and the new dress reform
Philadelphia hospitality. They say that in Dress, if Mrs. Jenness Miller willmagazine.
allow It
one of the stands, at the time of the big
to be classed with fashion publications. Is in
proowned
and
wholly
part
managed
by Its edifession, not 150 yards from where President
tor, who Is putting a good dealof fresh talent
Cleveland was, stood a white-haired old genIts
into
early Issues. Mrs. Laura Holloway
tleman, who had evidently been watching edits the Home Library Magazine and the
[or the coming of the boys from Maine. The
Woman’s Argosy, the Chicago ventures which
Lewiston boys think that they were Just set- promise large success.
Mrs. Josephine
tling down for business, and that they were
Bedding edits two decorative art magazines
getting in their soberest and best work in favery ably, and the housekeeping magazines
vor of the President of the United States,
are In swarms.
Mrs. Frank Leslie has made
when this gray-haired oil gentleman leaned
& fortune in four years.
Of a more serious
tiver the balcony and shouted:
class of publications, Mrs. Martha J. Lamb
“Go it, Succarap! I was from Maine my- nas increased the circulation and made the
ielf, once! By gad, I’m proud of you! Hipt { reputation of the Magazine of American
Hip! for old Saccarap!"
History, and Miss Jeannette Gilder comAnd every boy from Maine who heard It
mands unlimited respect for her work on the
bad to stifle a broad grin as he marched beCritic.
Philanthropic publications of all
neath the eyes of the Chief Executive of the
sorts are In feminine hands. Edward EverUnited States.
ett Halt’s Lend a Hand is largely directed

A.

X.

0
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0
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2
1
4
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0
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PO.
o
6
2
0
1

SB.

l

3
2
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O
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6

o

1
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3
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PO. A.

B.

27

MAKCHBSTkHS.
AB.

_

B.

BH. SB.

Coughlin,If....
Trask, e.
Ikraey, lb~.
Doyle. 2b..

6
1
1
0
0
4
8
8
1
1
l
a
2
1
1
1
l
4
0 15
a
6
1
0
2
1
3
0
Halpln, ss. 5 O 2 0 2 6 1
Canavan, 3b. 6
110
0
10
McDermott, c(Ap. .4210141
Fcnon, pAcl. 6230022
Dunn, rf.. 4
0
0
0
0
0
0

Totals.42 9 n ~1 27 17 10
Innings.1 2 3466789
Portlands.o 1 6 5 o a o 3 0—17
Manchesters.0 30*60000—9
Earned runs—Portlands, 7; Manchesters, 2.
Two base bits—Trask, Carney, McDermott,
Davin (2.1 Three base hits—Davin. Home ran—
Davin. First base on balls—McDermott, Thayer,
Struck
Mains, Shaw.
out— Lufbery.
Double
plays—Scboeneck and Dickerson. Wild pilch—
Person, 1. Time—lb. 60m.
Umpire-D. W.

Mahoney.

England League,

New

GAME TO-DAY.

The Portlands will play the Salems this
afternoon and a great game Is expected, as
the home team have got to win three out of
the four they have to play this week, and
will commence today to do It The Lowells
here Friday and Saturday of this

wlll^be

LOWELLS, T ; SALEMS, S.

Yesterday's game at Lowell was very
spirited. The Lowells took the lead at the
first, but a muff of a difficult fly by Burns, a
passed ball and a batting streak by the
visitors resulted In four runs for the latter in
the seventh, tielng the score. Hits by Duffy
and Morgan Murphy in the seventh and
eighth gave Lowell the winning runs. Campaoa sprained his ankle in the seventh and
was replaced by Fitzgerald.
Farrell was Injured In the first part of the game and went
to second, being replaced behind the bat by
Murphy. The score by innings:
Innings.1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8
Lowells.0 1102111—7
Salems...0 0001040—6
Base hits—Lowells, 11: Salems, 11. Errors—
Lowells. 7; Salems, 10. Earned runs—Lowells.
4; Salems, 2. Batteries—Burke jnu Murphy i
Turner, Earretl and Murphy.
STANDING OF THE

N. E. LEAGUE.

Peri
Won. Loet. <X

Per

Won. Loot. CL
46 49 .478

67 31 .663 * Salems
Lowell
Portland
«5 32
670 Lynn
Maneh'st'r 64 46 .6401

The

40

64

.384

1

0

National

League.

The following games were played In the
National League yesterday:
at emtsuuno.

Innings.1 23466789

New Yorks.O 07000000-7
Plttsburgs.2 02100000-6
Base hits— New York*, 14; Plttsburgs, 11. Errors—New Yorks, 1;
Plttsburgs. 9. Earned
runs—New Yorks, O; Plttsburgs. 4. Batteries—
Welch and Murphy; Galvin andMlfiWr^—
AT CHICAGO.

Innings.1 23468789
Chicago*..0 00003020—5
Washingtons.O OOOOOOOO— o
Base hits—Chicago*. 11; Washingtons, 6. Errors—Chicago*, 2; Washington*. 2. Earned runs
-Chicago*, 2. Batteries—Van lumen and Daly;
O'Day and Mack.
AT INDIANAPOLIS.

Innings.1 23466789

Bostons.4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0— 7
Indianapolis.0 0040010 1—6
Base lilts—Bostons, 11; Indianapolis, 9. Errors—Bostons, 7; Indianapolis, 3. Earned runsBostons, 1, Indianapolis, 3.
Batteries—Railbourn and Kelly; Momttand Hackett.
AT OBTBOIT.

Innings.1

23456789
oooooooo—3
Detrolls.2 00000000-2
Base hits—Phlladelphlas, 8; Detroit*, 7. Errors—Phlladelphlas, 1; Detrotts, 1. Earned runs
—Phlladelphlas, O; Detroit*. 2. Batteries—Con-

Philadelphia*,.3

tar a V

ansi Hwnnntt

f'auw w anil f'lumuuls

STANDING OF THK NATIONAL I. KAO I K.
Won. Lost. Oenli
Won.
40
.643 Boston 6«
72
Chicago 64 43 .6981 Plttsb’g 48
49
.660 Wash'll 39
N. York 64
62
48
Phtla
.564; Ind’p'lls 32

Detroit

Lost.
60
61
70
79

Per
Cent
.641
.440

.368
.288

Other Carnet.
At Staten

letics,
At
2.

Island—Metropolitans, 11; Ath-

6.

Cincinnati—Clncinnatis, 4; Louisville*,

At Baltimore— Baltimore*, 8;

Brooklyn*. 3.

Notes.
The San lords will disband Saturday.
The Lowells have been posted by au "exNew England League manager" on the fact
that the Lynn-Portland games in this city
were sot the full nine innings, and they are
ilkelv to enter a protest against their counting for Portland. The idea is nonsensical,
of course, but it shows that ex-New England League managers are still aching to
have a word in keeping the pennaut away
from Portland. The attempt may prove as
big a fizzle as some of their clubs have been.
The fact that the Portlaod-Maoctiester
yesterday were played one lu the rnornng and one in the afternoon instead of both In
the afternoon, as was the case with the
Lynn-Portland games, shows that Manager
feels rather shaky about the legality
Spence
of his six-inning games.—Loweil Times.
Try again. The games were played as they
were because both clubs had to leave for

(lames

Canton on the 5.30 train

Monday

afternoon.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
BCMFOnD FALL* AND Bl’C'KFlKLD.

The survey for the extension of the Rumford Falls and Buckfieid Railroad from Canton to Rumford Falls, was begun last Tues-

Hon. Parker Spolford of
day morning.
Bucksport is chief engineer. Snpt. Lincoln

says that the survey will occupy about three
weeks, and that contracts for building some
parts of the road will probably be made
soon.
_

His Dollars Swam

«

itorial chairs of

race
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Sweeping Proclamation.
Dublin, Sept 20.—The Dublin Gazette
publishes a proclamation suppressing the
league and all its branches In County Clare
and the baronies Leitram and Langhrea, in
Galway; Corkagulney, In Kerry, Candons,
Clangibbon. Dunhollow and Muskerry, in
Cork and Shelburne, in Wexford. The proclamation is signed by Prince Edward of
nunmauufr

seore:

hits,

his borne
track In
rxnning of Mains
who caught the crowd. Be-

Andrus, rf. fi

the home rule movement.

m-imar,

Scboeneck,

low Is the

a

The Porte’s Latest.
Vienna, Sept 20.—The Porte has sent a
fresh circular to the powers proposing that
a general, chosen by Turkey and Russia
jointly, he sent to Bulgaria with power to
restore order In accordance with the treaty
of Berlin. The assault of Germany. France
and Russia is considered certain.
England,
Austria and Italy are uncertain.

oHAt

who made a total of 12

over teyond the
Iun.8Uii'?l
far left field, and the base

organiza-

this kind was stronger than the
miners of Northumberland. They have
succeeded In
exercising quite an influence in the north of
England, and
it is
to
be regretted that any diferences
are
occurring among them,
as it is
Some of
reported there are.
the members of the Miners Mutual Association of Northumberland are of the opinion
that representation in Parliament is of no
advantage to them, and strongly advise the
abandonment of the plan of supporting two
members there, as they hare done.
Others
advise the election of members to represent
but
insist
more
them,
binding pledges
upon
from their representatives- to accomplish
greater results for their constituents. 4t
all events they have unanimously agreed
and ;that
is.
that
upon one
point,
the two
Burt
and
members, Messrs.
who
now
their
Fenwick,
represent
have
not
done
their
Association,
duty, and
that the Association withdraw its support
from them.
The deposition of these members is due to the mutilation of tne Mines
Regulation bill by the House of Lords. This
Association claims that if it were not for the
barrenness of the efforts of Burt and Fenwick this bill might have been passed so
that the miners could have secured the adBoth of
vantages which they required.
those gentlemen received ASUO a year from
the Association.
It is doubtful at present,
whether the miners will send any more members to Parliament or not.

A

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

W1JU

Jury

at Mltchellstown.

by a woman, and the list, not of women who
supply matter for departments, but where
In editorial or business control or both of
of some size and standing could
prolonged at some length. Many of the
large publishing houses say that women
make the best leaders of manuscript, and
the same qualities that made feminine talent
available there together with some tact and
business judgment make good editors of
them also. Their periodicals almost invariably are good business properties and are
nicely adjusted to the exact clientage they
are meant to reach.
Jennie June says that
women like editorial work, and editorial
work thus far seems to like them.

hearing

Post Hall where they formed and marched
down Congress street to Pearl, to Custom
House wharf, where the steamer Forest
Queen was waiting to convey them to Long
Island. They carried the old tattered regimental flag and wore blue badges which
“Twelfth Maine
were Inscribed as follows:
Infantry Volunteers, November 15th, 1861;
April 18tb, 1866.’’
At the wharf they were joined by a party

"»WVIC,

Want the Embargo Off.
Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 20.—The embargo recently imposed on cattle entering the United

Yesterday

Island.

yesterday morning the memof the Twelfth Maine Keglment, to the

20.—An

Secretary Whitney

What Will Be the Verdict of the

Branches of the

At 9 o’clock

1

own.
He was
that reason ho

propose to be coerced

MURDERED BY POLICEMEN.

at East Saginaw, Mich., in a
the horse defeated, among

TWELFTH MAINE.

Boston & Maine was admitted to the State
the people would have to share it adversely
if the road went down. Their plan was a
one-sided partnership, in which the Maine
would be the entire gainer, and the people of
the State losers. In the case of the Eastern,
the St. Jobnsbury and Massachusetts Central, the speculators who bought them, had
a great opportunity to enrich themselves if
they coum secure the prosperous Concord.
The State of New Hampshire ought not to
be an asylum for the owners of pauper railroads to come to. The time had arrived

Masked

which

in

Pauper Railroads.

Concord, N. H., Sept. 20.—In the House
this forenoon the debate on the railroad
question was resumed. Mr. Murphy of Man*
Chester spoke in opposition to the Hazen bill.
He denied the report that he had been offered
a government position to vote for the liazen
bill, although he had applied for Post Office
Inspectorship. He charged that foreign contract labor had been imported into this country by George Van Dyke in the construction
of the Coos railroad, and he had in his possession a copy of a contract made with
gentlemen in Canada under which laborers
were brought to this State to work on that
railroad at $18 per month. As a representative of the Knights of Labor of New Hampshire, he denied the report that that organization was being worked by any body.
Referring to the bill under consideration,
Mr. Murphy argued against the admission of
the great monied monopoly into this State,
which would be created by the Hazen bill.
There was no denying the fact that if the

Ofhatl till) Sifoln

THREE CENTS.

PRICE

21, 1887.

The gun throws a cartridge
containing 50
pounds of dynamite. Another gun is being
constructed to throw 600 pounds of dynamite.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
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work.
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Nominations by the Covernor.
Augusta, Sept. 20.—The following nominations were made by the Governor today:

sage, which was given to the commander of
the United States steamer Bear, was as follows:
JBV1887,
XOB
BKNAP—
ACC’O
GIVE
On the reverse were the letters:
NAVSWC
HELP
M 10
COME
After repeated efforts the characters were
interpreted thus: “J B V, B K Nap,” signities the name of James B. Vincent, seaman
on board the bark Napoleon.
The two
words in the opposite column are a request
'that a present be made to the Indian for carrying the news. Give tobacco, or literally,
On the reverse side the
‘Tobacco give.
that Vincent was ten
characters show
(‘M 10’) southwest of Cape Navarin.
The Bear steamed away from Port Clarence on July 11, arriving in the vicinity of
Navarin some six days later. The Bear arrived early in the morning and dropped anchor in a little inlet, when several parties
were sent ashore to scour the surrounding
country. It was nearly night when they returned to the vessel, and not a word was
learned of a white man stopping on the barren shores.
The next day the searching parties were
again sent out, and before noon, some miles
from Navarin, in the direction of Cape St.
Thaddeus, Vincent was found. Ilis health
was shattered, and he had nearly abandoned
hope of ever reaching his native land.
The
crew had perished, one by one, and he lived
on with the Esquimaux, with whom he had
joined his fortunes on landing on the bleak
coast two years before. He expected to live
and die on the frozen wash of the Gulf of
Anadyn.and his onlyjforlorn hope was in the
rude message which he carved on the piece
of wood and sent south with a hunting partty. This message reached friends, and after
months of awfui suspense he'was saved as by
a miracle, and the fate of the missing crews
is no longer a secret of the sea.

phia it was impossible to do anything, but as
U is understood he consulted with
Secretary
Fairchild there, it is probable that some arrangement may be suggested the next time
the assistant secretary visits the White

one

The Third’s

Reunion.
Augusta, Sept. 20.—Veterans of the
Third Maine Regiment aie beginning to arrive in the city tonight to attend the reunion
here tomorrow.
Great preparations have
been made and a large procession will parade the principal streets, in which the Capital Guards and Seth Williams Post, No. 13,
G. A. R., will take part.

MORNING,

I_

nomination is to confess that the only Democratic administration, the only test that this
present generation has for proving the quality of Democracy, has been a failure. If
they go before the people without Cleveland, they go asking the people to indorse a
failure. Old Man Cleveland has the party
by tlie neck, and they cannot shake him
off.”
“Wont the Mugwumps still vote against

Bad Water to Drink.

Augusta, Sept. 20.—A number of local
boards of health in towns where typhoid
fever is reported, have requested that an
analysis of water be made of suspected

Press.]

Augusta, tiept. 20.—The

Baxgok,

Fire at

...

feel, aud in private express, against their
President. If they have the ordinary feelings of humanity, how could it be otherwise? They worked for twenty-four years
to put tlie Democratic party into power, and
when they succeeded they find they have
The leaders of the
elected a Mugwump.
party will not strive to destroy their party,
but they will refuse to lead and will sulk in
their tents. The workers will refuse to work,
aud any man who has lived, as I have done,
for twenty years in active and practical politics knows that the absence of that personal interest and solicitation which fnakes
the worker in politics means a diminished
aud hopeless vote.”
“You say Mr. Cleveland will be renominated? How do you reconcile that with his
extreme unpopularity.”
“He will be nominated by the inexorable
logic of circumstances. To refuse him a re-

power for small industries, on the condition
that the valuation of their property for taxation be fixed at 8500,000, to begin when the
new cotton mill shall commence operations,
and remain at said sum for ten years from

accepted by

irifliliim in Aim

recognize the bitter animosity which they

wards Manufacturing Company to build a
new cotton factory, with a capacity of from
30,000 to 40,000 spindles, and to erect buildings to accommodate those desiring to hire

1893,

nrrPAA

escape it. He could not have greater
he President, and he could have
inuffi less peace and independence. Besides,
he
wanted
even if
the nomination, or if we
wanted it for him, we should do nothing to
influence the Republican party in making its
award of the great honor. We do not forget
that without effort on our part the party in
1884 made him, with practical unanimity, its
standard bearer. We promised to elect him
and we failed.
Though the failure was an
accident, it does not alter the case. Other
this time make the nomimay
Republicans
nation, and we shall give them as cordial
and hearty support as they gave us. 1 know
of no
candidate prominently mentioned
whom we would not heartily support, and
whom, as against Cleveland, we will not
elect. Tills goes upon the assumption that
it shall be a leader of the party who gets the
nomination, and not some obscurity whose
only recommendation is the fact that he is
unknown in the council chamber and on the
battlefields of his party.”
“You think Cleveland would be the
weakest candidate of your opponents.”
“On that point 1 feel very positive. No
one who has so large an
acquaintance with
the Democratic leaders as I have can fail to

Kockland, Sept. 20.—The September
term of the Supreme Court opened here today, Charles W. Walton of Deering, being
the justice presiding. Several important

a

him

power were

The September Term.

was

the Black

might

Messrs. Foss and O’Connor.

Augusta’s

morning of

Friday, before Burchard uttered his alliteration on the stairs of the Fifth Avenue Hotel, that Blaine was elected; and he was but
for that ecclesiastical blunder.”
“Are Blaine's friends doing nothing for
his nomination?”
“Absolutely nothing. Most of them near-

suit for damages for tlie serious sickness she
suffered through tasting the poisoned cider.
Every preparation was being made by Lawyers Hunt and Hamilton on one side and
Tapley and Fairfield on the other, for the
second trial, but today further proceedings
were stopped hy a settlement of the case by

Matthews and

jail.
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THE CLINTON
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What Commissioner

IT

NEW

—It.
—2

the laws of Maine?

that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?
you

62
64

P. Jones. Pv’t S.

a

under

Will Accept It.

What the Tramps Claim.

JttlS.

His

The Nomination Certain if Mr. Blaine

..

Denver,Col..

you realize that this old and sterling
DO
HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
pany Is
In 1848

Views

When this one was arrested two or three
others were lounging about in the vicinity,
and when they learned that one of their
number had been arrested two of them hurried across the railroad bridge and it was
thought went out on the train in the evening
or tramped in the same direction.

lllllUJ.

Phelps Expresses
Upon theiSubJect.

William Walter

they

report.

at ail stations.

We shall sell at retail 5) quarter extra
quality Brown Sheeting at 17 cenlN per
yard. This Ik wide enough for Sheets
without scam and is lower than wo ever
sold same goods.

MR. BLAINE’S CANDIDACY.

of

MAINE.

local

Dew

description
particular.

the

the pair they wanted.
They took him off
with them on the train this morning.

westerly.

(Sept. 20,1887, 10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at tbe same moment of time

SALE.

sepJI

Washington, Sept. 21.
The Indications for Maine, New Hamp-

tion and he answered to

one of the men in every
Word
was sent to the constables who were searchsaid he was one of
ing for the men and

WEDNESDAY

.

Away.

[Bangor Whig.)
Two gentlemen were standing on Kenduskeag Bridge yesterday forenoon, and as one
of them took some bills out of his pocket, a
sudden gust of wind snatched two five dollar bills from his grasp, and awav they flew
into the stream. The tide was quite low at
the time, but coming in, so the owner of the
money made rapid tracks for a boat from a
vessel below the bridge. The bills In the
mean time, propelled by the wind, were
taking a 2.10 clip up stream, aud as the
owner started in the small boat alter them
they were out of sight. An exciting race
now ensued, but the bills
not having the
staying powers of the propeilor of the host,
were overtaken hand over hand, and
finally
Just above the Franklin street
captured The
bills were not as much injured
bridge.
aH.the feelings of the owner, and wheu dry
will be worth their face value.
Dartmouth College.
There are at piesent in the freshmen class
of Dartmouth 87 pupils—68 in the academic
and 19 in the Chandler Scientific Department.

George T. Lord, ’84, Is freshmen tutor in
Greek.
Of the sophomore class, six are from
Maine; of the Junior class, five; of the senior class, one.
Two large brick blocks have been built
this summer where the old Tontine was
burned and will soon be ready for occupancy.
John Howard Hill, 87, is teaching at Llmof Professor Lord,
the
PrEkT. S. ofLord,
Limington Academy, who has
son

principal

fitted so many for

Dartmouth,

freshmen class this fall.

entered

the

Cold Hunters.
[Oxford Democrat.]
Gold hunters have recently been In Byron,
from Augusta.
They washed out considerable gold on Last Btancb.

i'i 11-:

sorts of offences, excepting the most heinous,
found fln this docket. The only reason

I'lii'ss.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.

are

why

predominate is because the
rum cases far outnumber
any other class of
cases that come before the court.
Instead
of being a hindrance to the suppression of
the liquor traffic, as Gen. Dow
appears to
think, it has really been a help. Men have
been kept permanently out of the rum business by It, whom imprisonment
would have
kept out only for the few months they were
in jail. There has never been the
slightest
evidence that any of our ludges weroUbustlie
discretion which immemorial usage
ing
confers on them. If Gen. Dow has such
evidence In his possession his duty is clear:
he should lay it before the
Legislature. Unless he has such proof it is dishonorable
and unworthy a gentleman of Gen. Dow’s
character and profession to throw out such
insinuations. Gen. Dow knows perfectly
well that the judges of the Supreme and Superior Courts of Maine are all of them now
entirely above suspicion.
In closing for the present the discussion
with Gen. Dow, we should like to call atten-

SEPT. 21.

Wc do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are In all cases
Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that

arc

not used.

The most important, and also the most
shameless, event of the Democratic State
convention of Massachusetts was the report
of the committee appointed to investigate
the distribution of tiie federal offices in Mas-

sachusetts, otherwise known as the “smelling committee.’’ This committee have computed. inaccurately as they themselves
confess, that of 4014 federal office holders in
tlu; State 38*28 are Republicans.
Boldly and
without shame the report avows the
prin-

ciple that these offices

held by Republicans, who are tried and veteran officers no
doubt, should be apportioned out to the Democratic party because the Democratic
party
needs them. Collector Saltonstall and
Postmaster Corse are denounced for
holding themselves and their offices aloof from the
scramble
for spoils. The Boston Post, the ablest and
most respectable Democrat!
paper in New
England, frankly and forcibly condemns this
disgraceful report,comparing it with the Dernoc atic State, platforms of 1882
and 1884,wherein the party declared that
"fitness, not favor,
should be the passport to the public
service,”
that ‘there should be no removals of
government employes before the expiration of their
terms of service, except for
cause,” and that
tiie civil serviee must be "kept free of all
now

tion briefly to a number of facts, the truth of
which we believe cannot be gainsaid:

First,

■

corrupting dependence
and patronage.”

|

upon political favor

county

torneys was given to the Governor and these
officers were compelled in prosecuting liquor
sellers to allege a previous conviction if one
existed.

nothing

very extraordinary about the occurrence, unless a more accurate survey had
shown that the object was really as “large as
a box car,” as was first
reported. In that
case it would probably have beaten the
record of meteorites. These objects are cona

museum

Fourth, there

is no law on the statute boob
which requires so little evidence to convict
the violator of it as the
prohibitory law.
The mere fact that a man has paid a
liquor
tax to the United States is declared
by statute to be sufficient.

of any

Yet notwithstanding all this
machinery,
notwithstanding all these precautions, it is
notoriously a fact that in many places the
enforcement is very lax and in some hardly
worthy of the name. What Is the explana-

is lacking a speciSome of them are very large. One
thnt fell in Alsace in 1492 weighs 2G0 pounds;
in the Royal Academy of Stockholm is an
men.

immense meteorite weighing 2D tons; in the
of Copenhagen is another
10tons; the British museum lias a
museum

■h"
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CURRENT COMMENT.
THE

weft

was

it iuuHt be insisted that the excuse he makes
for his inaction is a weak and untenable one.

‘‘Unprofitable

eighteen

somehow, the discomfort of it is not such as
to discourage those who persist In it. If the
last Legislature had conceded to us the
legis-

explains only

lation

traffic in Maine.
What would be thought of a carpenter who
should employ a hammer that would require
a dozen blows to drive a nail
home, when
with a suitable tool he could do it with two
blows or even with one. What would be
thought of him, if he should employ a shingling hatchet in hewing squared timber from
the trunks of oak trees? What would he
thought of men going out to hunt a dangerous animal with no other
projectiles than
Could not they kill him with
that,
lee, in time if they would keep up a
protracted fusillade. Men of common sense
would employ in such an
expedition, rifles
and explosible balls if they could obtain them.
The officers of the law are not faithful in
the execution of the statute against the
grog
shops, as all the world knows. What then?
arrange the law as to make it uncomfortop
able and unprofitable to those who violate
or shirk their duty, and that can
easily be
done. It is true, as the Press
says, that
large quantities of liquor are seized and
poured out in the course of the year and that
considerable sums of money in lines are paid
into court, and that some rumsellers are imprisoned hut yet the liquor continues to come
in and to be sold, which is conclusive
proof
that there is yet ‘‘money in the trade.” The
Press of to-day, Monday, contains this para-

muenimeiy outlined.

foul murder has been committed in

b*r<Jshot?

ridding

of the world of a man whose nature has sunk
to the level of the wild heastss. If the murderer is brought into court and his trial is
protracted, and the case goes to a higher
court on questions of law, then these
good
men grow impatient.
They complain of the
law’s

delay. They

want the court to work

broad axe instead of a hatchet.
Sometimes in their anger they insinuate that
the court is in collusion with the criminal.
Hut when these good men grow cool they
are sure to see that the ultimate effects of
gratifying their impulse to hang the murderer without judge or jury could not he other
than disastrous. Their impatience, too, at
the slowness of the courts generally appears
unreasonable. Now Gen. I»ow, when he
approaches the question of the suppression
of the liquor traffic is entirely oblivious to
the effect of any measure except the effect
it may have
on the liquor traffic and
the men engaged In it. Like the husbandman in the Scriptural parable, when he sees
a tare in the wheat field
his impulse is to
pull It up in the most expeditious manner
possible. He Is entirely oblivious to the
danger that in jerking up the tare lie may
Jerk up a lot of wheat with It, or that in his
haste he may confound the two and get hold
of the wheat instead of the tare. The hatchet cuts too slowly for him, and he seizes the
broad axe, in spite of the danger of hewing
over the line.
Now these impulses are not
discreditable. They perhaps demonstrate his
sincerity and show his abhorrence of the
liquor traffic, but they frequently lead him to
advocate rash and dangerous
methods, and
a

to asperse the motives and
conduct
of
other men. His letter in
another column
contains several insinuations of this

ter.

was

characOne of them Is that the
special docket
created for the benefit of
rumsellers and

Is used
cer to

to-day to enable the prosecuting offi“letup” on them. Now practically
the special docket has existed ns
long as

courts have existed in this State. A
certain
amount of discretion has always been allowed to the prosecuting officer and the
Judge. It Is for the Interest of the State

that it should be so. Under this discretion,
loDg before the Superior court came into existence, cases were continued from term to
term for sentence and were marked not to
be brought forward except by order of the
court.
When the criminlal business was
transferred from the Supreme to the Superlor court, Judge Goddard ordered all such
cases to be placed on a
special docket. Instead of being In the Interest of the criminal
this docket was
really in the interest of the
prosecution, for under the old practice these
cases were often
lost track of and practically
passed out of existence. The
special docket
preserved them. Gen. Dow
Insinuates that
“g b“tru‘n CBse8 ever
80 on to this
docket. Gen. Dow Is
entirely
wrong.

All

asked for, there would not be even

objection, can anybody answer? to giving
ns such legislation as we
desire, if the purpose really is honestly to suppress the liuuor

the community a great many good men are
seized with an impulse to hang the murderer
without judge or jury. The impulse Is not a
discreditable one. It is the offspring of the
horror which the foul deed of the criminal
has roused In their breasts. For the moment they see nothing hut the immediate effect of such a policy—which is the

with

we

the

Hut a remedy typified by an explosive bullet,
It seems to us, would be a rather dangerous
one to introduce Into a civilized
community.
a

soap

Call attention to something new in the
way
of Underwear. We are prepared to take
measures and make to order and fit all
shapes and sizes, tall or short, fat or lean,
big or little, Shirts and Drawers in fourdif*
ferent weights, from the very best material
obtainable. Please call and examine samples of goods and makeup. The Shirts if
desired will be made double breasted and
re-enforced down the back between the
shoulders where so many need special protection from the severity of our Winter
weather. Now is the time to have these
things under way and be ready for cold
weather when it comes.

dtf

GO.

1 have just received auother Large Lot of those Wonderful

TEN CENT

BOOKS,

Sale Commences THIS MORNING.

sentenced for unpopular opinions.
The l’ltEga is mistaken in thinking that
there is in this State any respectable "sentiment” in favor of grog shops or in favor of a
lax administration of the law. 1 know that
there is a sort of sentiment of that kind,
zens

Also

an

Elegant Line

of

VASES IN BEAUTIFUL TINTS
At Prices Lower thau Ever Before Offered.

and obtrusive, but it is confined to that
of an honorable profession
whicn
thrives upon vice and crime, whose profits
would be nil if the grog shops were entirely
suppressed—as they will be some day.
Neai. Dow.

470

part

FRANK EL CLARK,
515

SCALY, ITCHY SKIN
And All Itching and Scaly Skin
and Scalp Diseases Cured
by Cuticura.

Congress

graph :

"There has been a good deal of beer seized by
tlie police lately.
Yesterday morning officers
Sylvester and Kalon made a large seizure from
Lbeears; officers Warren ami Bracken seized 61
bottles of lager beer from Mr. Finch and 4 barrels
if beer were got from Mrs.
Flaherty.”
Now, all this lias been going on since June,
as
much then as now, as much now as
1876,
;lien. Everybody can see that this is
absurd,
f the intention really is to stop the
liquor
rade entirely. There was a defiant rnmseler here who had been convicted 48 times
tud yet lie kept open shop. I took ills case
in baud myself and in six months
drove Urn
vut of the trade. His brother took ins
place
sod In six months nfore, I drove him out.
1 lien his brother-in-law comes in and in six
months more I drove him out, and now the
“hop is occupied by a legitimate trade. All
tins occupied a long time ami much hard
work to accomplish. Is not this
absurd, if
the honest purpose is to suppress the
grog
•hops? It is perfectly easy so to arrange the
law that the first blow will send the nail
home. Where is the honest temperance man
who objects to that?
We temperance men propose our plan for
ining it. ft is no project of perpetual motion
nor of Keek’s motor, but a plain, common>ense proposal to employ a hammer that will
irive the nail home promptly; to employ a
food, sharp broad-axe and not a shingling
latcliet to hew the trunks of oak trees; to
lse rifles and explosive halls, not bird
shot,
n hunting tigers; that’s all of it.
The Press says, and I believe truly:
"And for these offenses he (the rumseller) must
;o to jail for several mouths. There is no ilUcre1 ion In the court. He must go to jail.”
Yes. that seems to be the law as f read it,
mt what are the facts? They do not go to
ail, nor pay the fines as the law positively
J oiiimands. It seems to me to he liocusiocus, hut probably it is all fair and honest,
lecause we have no respectable court that
deliberately and persistently nullify
yould
lie law.
Ou the Liquor Docket for the
September
erui 1886, there were 308 eases
undisposed
it.
1 lie list begins with
eight cases against
marked “Not to be brought
,®anie wman,
t
special order of court.”
,nan was pardoned, not
the
but by the Court, which
le man shall not
pay and
»htill not go to jail, as the law
peremutorilv

!v

yt,h.®

fi say’this,

1

‘Continued
continued.
the

Many

of

^weTmrked

these

eases

Bison

?s

hy and by. There
>ea£
irobab y some ?ocljet
law
this mode of
i lardoning criminalsauthorizing
but f do not know
vhere it is to be found. I have
all the
Jquor Dockets for tills country since the
j aw required them to he published,
and thev
s how an
extraordinary method of dealing
vith the liquor-selling crime. All of these
ockets are of the same general character
J nd they will be interesting
reading by and
l y, and will occupy a prominent place some
c ay in a History of the Maine Law, as show-

M

St.

Dandruff. Barbers’ Bakers’, Grocers’ and WashItch, and every species of Itching,
Burning, Scaly, Pimply Humors of the Skin and
Scalp, with Loss of Hair, are positively cured by
CuTict’KA, the great skin Cure, ami Cuticura
8oap, an exquisite Skiu Beautlfier externally, and
Cuticura Resolvent, the uew Blood Purifier
internally, wlieu physicians and all other remedies fail.

Us and 4s
u,
ii.
lot,

Portland,

Portland A OxdensburK
Waldnboro,
Anson,
----Portland,

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.2I.

4,

_

Robert K. Homers A Co. will give a Hllk Hat to
player of the Portland club that will make a
home run on the home grounds in a league game.
dCt
sep2o

any

PORTLAND THEATRE
Two Nignts.
Thursday and Friday, Sept. 22 and 23.
“TUB M S.SIKsr OF Til Kg ILL.’’c

4s

—rVFLOISTT!—
Only appearance here, of

banker and broker,
104

Middle

Street,

Six Per Cent First Consolidated Mortgage Ponds, due l'J07.
GROSS REVENUE for the ensuing year on
the basis of present applications and
contracts, will exceed.$200,000
OPERATING EXPENSES.
45,000

outstanding

bonds

Metal

YOUNG

Shingles.

Send for Circulars

and

120.000

Sasgir,
Freyrhiw..)
In the Ureatest of all Successes,

A BUNCH OF KEYS
OR, THE HOTEL!
HV

&

New Feature.! New .tleledin! New Neat*
ttaare. aad Witticisms.

Prices 76, 60. and 36 cents.
Box Offlce Tuesday Morning.

derncM

Cor. Middle &

PSORIAH1N, OK SCALY SKIN.
I, John J. Chase, D. I), s., having practised
dentistry in this country for thirty-five years and
being well known to thousands hereabouts, with
a view to help any who rre afflicted as
I nave
been for the past twelve years,
testify that the
Cuticura

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.

Suits and

Overcoats

mining Hie lenses needed for (heir correction.

S

m

FOR FALL

»

DUfiTPANFuiT’oF SCALES.
H. E.
Carpenter. Henderson, N. Y„ cured of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, of twenty years’ standing
by Cuticura Kkmidies. Tue inosi weiiuerlui
cure on record. A dust panful of scales fell from
him daily. Physicians and his friends thought
he must die,

WEAR,

Building.

JelO

of the IV. V. star I

u

m

These hues should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines do i
not appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacles will :
not Improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of the corneas. Tills de- I
ect Is called ASTIGMATISM.

Those worn out with Pains, Aclics
and Weaknesses find relief in one
.minute ill the Cutirurn Auti-Pnin
2B cents.

Spectacles
(I

8Wiiw2w

THE CARTON

for 25 cents.
II

FULL

Heater !

LINE

Middle

180

Glasses for 25 cents
Eye
ii
ii
(
ii

il

—

C.J. FARRINGTON’S,
Street

Q

ALSO

NEAR

A-

OF GENUINE

EXCHANGE

/^any people

seem

Always cool.

Large Variety

PEBBLE EVE GLASSES for $1.50 each
Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.

Corner

FRYE,

FOR SALE.

IOKH COKHEHPOVDKIVTN,

Recently the leading Soloists of Prince LichtenHungarian Band and formerly at the Court
of Prince Esterbagy. Assisted by .Win* ANN IK
I.. PHH.Cntralu Iwilix, and Prrf. I..
I.. BVKKNON, Hnmori*!.
Krrslsi Tirkria AO rn

stein's

Frank C. Crocker.
eodtf

la

.....

Maine Central K. K.

SUBJECT:

“Vienna

to Constantinople.”
Keening Ticket* AO cm.

Ne.

Lecture by

.....

REV. 1. II. HMVT. D.».
SUBJECT:

“THAT BOY’S SISTER.”
Dr. Vincent was obtained with great difficulty,
owing to the great number of his previous engagements. Kvcning Ticket* AO cl*.

Us

Nn. O

BANKERS,

180 Middle Street,

dtf

GenNcul Dow,
Portland Savings Hank,
Clarence Hale,
Col-John C. Cobb,
W. H. Dennett,
Samuel Rolfe, Jr.,
Dr. Albert Evans,
John Calvin Stevens,
Frank B. Clark.
Orta L. Lord,
M. S. Fisher,

WHOLE
For

Portland Stove

470
Have

SPICES

Ficliling Purposes.

QUAKER BITTERS, VEPCUE"LBYLE.
Safe,

CO.,

the grocers,

sePu

Mathias,

eodtf

Tills Oat Is carefully
fills the

selected

from

dirt

the

best
or

liber
cleaned and all
or

j

of Sew York.
Recital

valuable for Gilding
Ornaments, Furniture, Frames. Cornices, Baskets. Fans, Decorative Painting, &c.
Ruby s Gilding was used in decorating the splendid homes of W. H. Vanderbilt,
juiwe Hilton
General Grant, and many other wealthy and
distinguished New Yorkers. A Camel's Hair Brush
in each box. Price 30 cents. Bv mail 00 cents.
[Also In large bottles for ManTs and Gilders.1
Ask for RUBY’S GILDING. Take mi
substitute.!
Sold by all ART DEAl.EltS and DRUGGISTS.
New York Chemical M’f’gCo 3 East 4th St.. N Y.
Sold by OWK.V, BOOUk A I'O..303 t'oagrem Hired.
septUieod&wlm
is

PARIS FLOURINC CO.
(S. A.&J. H. TRUE.
>F. A. WALDRON & SON.
KENSELL & TABOR.
CEO. W. TRUE &CO.
’S. W. THAXTER & CO.
NORTON, CHAPMAN & CO.
au31

—

At

and get

a

a

eod'Jm

druggist’s,

your

THE

—

SEPTEMBER 21 and 22

nnd

Am munition.

“JULIUS

and

'‘Club”

Retail.

Paper Shells,

all

0. L.
Sep 12

BAILEY,

263 Middle St.
eodtf

nvltatlons engraved

or

printed. W.W.

k CO., Eagratcn, 4 IHnl
! lend for samples aud estimates.
,

HASKELL* JONES,
470 Congress St.,
S«p»

Building,
•

•

it

iVTtr*1 8a*es °t

the Etna prove the fact that

MOST SUCCESSFUL

ML,

HA VIM
Ho.nni,

sepl2eod2m

First-Class

Druggists and

Fancy

Goods

|
(

AND

iCARBORO; CAPE ELIZABETH

Portland.
(lit

MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

“"kef.

and
P1V1. Iy’ Econ,»«y.
uoequal. All
ulrit has

m@m:H0WARD: ATHEMUM
STAR
SPECIALTY
CO.
RICH ft HARRIS.
S. P. CONEY,

•_

Prices 78. 50 and 38 cents.
Friday, Hept. 23.

Durability. SlmHealthy, pure, warm

the

jointsareeup-joluts.

aelf-cleaning,
?"^"r,',PerfeVtl.VKaa tight. It is dust-tiue,
upUrate, patent
li-fce.il'c.,lnk<‘r
right shaker,
uud double water

sifting grate,
It combines the
greatest improvements
embodied in a heating furnace.
sale in
please send for
vicinity,
f°.r
your
testimonials and price list.

pang.

manufactured

and

CniBEKI.IM) COUNTY"

Agricultural Society
rOKTV.KICiHTH

ANNUAL FAIR

WOOD, BISHOP

&

CO.,

sep20U3t

3VTEwyo

,

Fancy

eodflm

1 Fe

■.uve

u

COE Is sole agent for them, and warrants them
the strongest made. Also Zinc,Leather,Canvas, Ac.

very

Work!
clioicc

COE,

line ot

FANCY WORK

197

tnd would invite the Ladies ot
1 'ortiand and Vicinity to call and
< xautine before purchasing elsevhere.
i

!

The Best Five Cent
Cigars in the World.
Dealers sell them. Trade oan order of
OMAS DANA Si CO., Boston.

augl

eod2ir

HISS

atl

_Middle Street
GONE tO CALIFORNIA !

laiiuigon, the Jeweller

FAIRWEATHER,

No. 8 Elm Street.
my!7

HOf
I

Gorham Village,

27th,j8than»l 2tHh, 1887.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

PATENT WOODTRUNK.

8. D. PLUMMER, Sec’y.

near

rhe sole agency of this world renowned Instrument.

Before buying a Trank of any kind, look at the

ENTRANCE FEE 10 PER CENT OF PURSE.

for sale by

com-

sep21td

PIANO!

«
■

Hale of seats

mences

Dealers.

AND BAGS.

ill entries for the following races will
close, Friday, Sept. 23, at 10 a. in.
•
•Minute Class,
Purse $25.00
“
jj Society Horses, •
25.00
“
0 Class,
50.00
“
J ree to AH,
100.00

PROPRIETORS.
MANAGER.

There will be exhibitions of farm stock and products and trotting, hand work Inventions, etc.,
such as are usually found lu the largest and best
Agricultural Fairs.
Large expense has been made by the society In
preparing aud fencing the grounds, and splendid
premiums have been offered. We especially ask
the farmers ami all Interested to bring In their articles for premiums, and we call for a generous
and general attendance from the public. The
Portland and Rochester Railroad will give the
public reduced rates of fares.
Kntries of trotting horses close Haturday, Hept.
W. W. HAKRIH, President:
-’*i »» 10 p m.
J. J. F R\FI. .Secretary.
sep21dlw

TRUNKS

For

**6lh.

FIFTH ANNUAL TOUR

SEPTEMBER

MOST POPULAR FURNACE

Ni°iW.*on Jh,‘

cm.

Including Reserved Heats,
|lT50
*2.00, according to location. Keserved
Heals (or the Course to members ol the Association 50 cents and *1.00. The sale ol seats begins
at Stockbrtge's Music Store, Friday morning. Sent.
23. at 9 o’clock. Numbers given out at 7 o'clock.
Only six tickets sold to one person at the opening
sale. IV~Association membership cards will atb
mlt to the ball, as In former years, but not to reserved seats. It costs only one dolls it to become
a member of the Association or| of the Woman's
Auxiliary. Names received at any lime. sep21d3t

ONE NIGHT ONLY.

Both long and short. A garment
for Orocerymen, Druggists. Bool
and Shoe Tien,
and
especially
adapted ror use in all munuraelories where n garment to keep
the clothing clcau is necessary,
A trial of this Coat will prove its
usefulness.
Also Carpenters’ Duck Aprous.
Call and examine.

Lancaster

Ticket. AO

Tickets,
tytourse
and

SHP9WDER.

furnace

WEDDING

$6.65 per Thousand.

WOMEN*

C/ESAR.”

Mr. Williams Is one of tbe greatest Shakespearian readers In the country; has appeared as many
as thirty times In one city.

PORTLAND THEATRE

COMPLEXION

JACK SPRATT
will trot FreeExhibition Heats
eaCH da*Sep20
_d3t

Wholesale

of

Imparts a Brilliant Transparency to the Skin. Removes
all Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
For Sale by

tound trip tickets from Portland. Including con'cyance from station and admission to grounds,
II.Oi); Lewiston, Freeport, and Intermediate stai lons at the same rates ;mixed train leaves Cumber
■I and for Portland at 6.30 p.m. The barge Mayflow( ir ana other
barges will run regularly from the
rains and will leave the Fair (irounds for Port_I and
train at 6.30 p. m.
Revolver*

Porlluud

MEDICATED

lst,2dor4thpnrmcF

C3-T7ISTS.

in

POZZOMrSMS

kn unusual large field of horses are entered for the
aces. Kxcelleut dinners will be served as usual,

dollar.

Shakespeare’s Historical Tragedy,

Will be held on their 6rcunds.

ever

CUMBERLAND FAIR

bottle of Hr. Flower’s Nerve

Pills. 100 pills for
J!y20

#Bngg Lot* for Male.

RE MEMBER

STOP

sale

1

growing.
Any one who will give tliefir consideration and a
trial will he sure to use them, as they are in all
respects a first class oat, and the most economical
and best Feed for Horses. Ready sale and Inhas been established In the
creased demand
larger markets elsewere and have become very
popular wherever known. The manufacturer desires to Introduce thtse oats throughout Maine on
tliefr merits and takes this manner of bringing
them before the public.
SILVER TIPPED” can be obtained from the
following Portland firms who handle them direct
in car lots:

FOR LADIES.
RUBY’S GILDING

of

as

joy

Household

to

been In the market 25 years, and have been
thoroughly tested- and to
prove that they possess the merits we claim for them, any one purchasing a bottle of Quaker Bitters
tud after using two-thirds of It can show that they have received no benefit from its use, ean have their
money refunded,—and we hereby authorize all dealers to return the amount paid.
je20MW&F6m

well as obtectionable stntt removed, leaving the oat plump and icady for the horse to eneating. Its hot economy to feed horses poor
food or lorce them to eat dirt and refuse that
causes heaves or other ailments.
All w ho have
bad experience In feeding oats, find much that is
In
which
can only
regular grades,
objectionable
e avoided by removal;nearty 1-3 less of “SII.VER TIPPED” are equal any regular graded
No. 2 white as they outweigh in proportion to
that difference and are, practically speaking solid
meats. They rim uniform, also hrigfit, sweet and
clean, grading the highest iu any market. They
are the best and eheanest to feed, also the nicest
Seed Oat, being free from all foreign substance
and no harm having been done them to prevent

‘‘Rich as GOLD LEAF.’*—N. Y. Herald.
Opinion or GEN. U. S. GRANT:
RUBY’S GILDING merits more praise than 1
can bestow, and it deserves a welcome in
every
American home.”
gives the brilliant effect of
SOLID GOLD, no matter where
applied, audit
may be used by the most inexperienced amateur.

Valuable

Especially

are

yUAKKH BITTKRS have

are

improved by machinery,
clipped off and Hie oat thoroughly

BITTERS

QUAKER

SLEEPLESSNESS, etc.

Send to QUAKER MEDICINE CO., Providence, R. I„ for Circulars and Cards.

and
requirements of Horses Outthan any other. They
grades
manufactured
the end
loose
er

and Speedy Cure of

PROSTRATION,
DEBILITY, DEPRESSION,
GENERAL DEBILITY,

OATS.

FOOT OF CHESTNUT ST.
sepl
dtf

the

NERVOUS

W. Buxton.

Foundry Co.,

Sure

DYSPEPSIA,

“SILVER TIPPED”

J.Rich,

Congress Street,

BONNEY'S DUCK COAT,

L. WILSON &

Mrs. W. H. McAllister,
W. H. Jewett,
8.
F.

HASKELL & JONES,

Assayers,

MIXED

hur.dar Keening, Jnn. IO.

Kerning

-&JNTX>

Prentiss Loring,
Fred W. Robinson,
Warren W. Cole,
James E. Marreil,
John W. York.
Frederick Jones.
Andrew

by

State

I

Engagement ot

Portlnud, Me.

augo_

PURE CIDER VINEGAR,
Analized

3—’I knratfnr Kerning, Dec. 33.

Om
7a

Miami County Ohio Court
House

C. B. BOLTON

Hale,

Biddeford Municipal
la
Denominations, 1500,
Bulls Municipal
...
l«
..
OeerltiB

Bangor

4—Unndny Kerning, Nnr. 3M.
Illustrated Lecture by

OFFER
■ abject

ROtiEllS!

Mr. Rogers appeared twice before In our Course
with great acceptance.
Among his tmpersona
tlons will be that ot Rt. Hon. Wm. E. Gladstone
Kretting Tinkets AO eln.
Ne.

HEAD&CO.
constantly
displayed.
({notations

dec]

Thur.dny Erewiag, Ner. 3.
Recitals and Impersonations by

STUART

CHARLES

Btanley T. Pullen,

3

Ne.

_

Thin Furnace baa an excellent record
for efficiency and economy.
It is made with wrought iron dome
and iron Are pot, which gives greatly
increased radiation aud does not clinker
the coal.
They are economical in fuel—dust and
gas tight.
These Furnaces are made in various
sizes, aud are arranged for either lirlck
or galvanized iron casing, aud are
placed
under our own supervision.
Before selecting a Furnace for your
Residence, Store or Church, call on its
and we will show you one of the best
Heaters ever made.
Estimates will be given for Furnaces
set up in the house, ready for the lire.
Among our many city references, we
refer to

Pagan"

to

3—Tkursdny Kerning, Oct. 30.
Grand Concert by the Kanga Geza,

!S*.

BOUTON,

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtt

Jan 10

SHERIDAN.

Col. Bob lugersoll],
Gen. Sheridan Is strongly endorsed by Gen. Lew
Wallace, autbor of "Benllur." and by the famous
Gen. I'hll Sheridan.
strewing Ticket* AM eta.

baage.

SWAN & BARRETT,

pives renewed

A.

“The Modern

Casco National Bunk Stock.
National Traders Bunk Stock.

QuakenBitters

of Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each.

GEORGE C.

need of

in

a bonic !

$1.50 each.

LAZYl

CEO.

SUBJECT:

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

ST.

PEBBLES.

when simply

A

SECURITIES

WE

i.

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for

182,

£11

Wire to New Tore and Bouton

Private

DIVESTMENT

itfekls good.

HALL,

eodtf

.fleanber*

NKW

—

Wnlat«liit Kerning, Oct. 3.
Lecture by tbe eminent Orator,

CEN.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

Bankers and Brokers,

A T

1

[A reply

NO.33 EXCHANCE STREET.

Sold by ail druggists.
Price: Cuticura, so
cents: Resolvent, #1.00; Soap, 2G ceuts. Potter Drug and Chemical
Co., Boston.
Send for “Bow to Cure Skin Uiaeusea.”

CITY
Nn.

TRUST COMPANY
First national Bank

ENTERTAINMENTS
AT

Sts.
sepb-dtT

PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

RECEIVED

JUST

ECZEMA RADICALLY CURED.
For the radical cure of an obstinate case of
Eczema of long standing, I give entire credit to
the Cuticura Remidies.
£. B. RICHARDSON, New Haven, Corn.

WTTIFY the Complexion and Skin by
^
using tlie Cuticura Soap.

Y.M.C.A, COURSE.

Exchange

City, County and Railroad Honda, and
other First-Class Securities.

,\0° VERTICAL *w.

OO

on Sale at Stotkbridge’s Music Store
<llw
sepia_

SIX

PORT LA ND

We have n large assortment and arc prepared lo adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use A AH NET'S TltlAL CASE, togetli.
er with the OPTHALIHOSCOFIC TEST
LEASE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of ilie eye and deter,

DISTKESglNG ERUPTION,
Your Cuticura Remedies performed a woncerful cure last summer oil one of our
customers
AH “Id gentlemen of
seventy years of age, who
suffered with a fearfully distressing eruption on
his head and face, and who had tried all remedies
and doctors to no puryose.
J. F. SMITH & CO.,
Texarkana, Ark.

sep!7dlw

Sow

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
BAHKKKM,;

Avt*., lioston, Mass.

Hale of seats at

ST0CKBRID6E

FOR SALE BY

CO.,

CHAN. H. IIOVT.

THE ORIGINAL CAST.

COURSE TICKETS
35,000

If the average rate of Increase for the past
three yearn in continued, the gross eurnlngn for
the ensuing year will be 0250,000, but tbe gross
earnings given are ouly on the basis ot mint
applications and contract*.

Prloe*Liets Free.

E. VAN NOORDEN
383 Harrison

MEN’S

the

IKdaaia A

^PORTLAND.MAINE.^

on

23-24

Came called at 3 o’clock. Admission 25 cut*.

Aretas Shurtleff,

charges,.$

_

Unrivalled

and 4s

•

Bath.

*epgOdlw»_

BALL.

Salemsv. Portlands!

ni

HOME BONDS.
Kockland,

BASH

Coming—Lowels. Friday uml Saturday. Hept

ST.

*I»,UUU

In the World Is the Montrose Patent

erwoman's

druggists.

EXCHANGE

_.

INTEREST

BEST ROOF

Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, LiPSORIASIS.
chen, Pruritus Scald Head, Milk Crust,

At

%«tufcwioii, lOrrnU.

PAYSON & CO..

32

.

Pounds,)

1432

(Weight

will be on exhibition for a few days before going
to the Worlds Museum, at Boston, at the store In
Farrington Block. lately vacated by Htobbs.

SURPLUS above eipenses and interest

!

j

Congress Street, Portland.

sep»

H. M.

The Monster Turtle!

Omaha Water Works

HASKELL&JONES,

Look at my Show Windows.

noisy

not sold in violation of law for
the fun of It, but for the profit of it. The
number of grog shops in the city has not
been diminished by even one in the last ten
years, and that Is conclusive proof that somehow, there is yet profit in the trade, and

in a very vague and
indefinite manner. He would substitute the
explosive bullet for bird shot, the broad axe
for the hatchet and the sledge hammer for
the lighter tool. It is impossible to discuss a

When

a

STILL THEY

Liquor is

What that process would be, how-

is so

Surely

roughen the hands
Cannot injure the articles washed.

seplo

Uuarcuteed.

7s and many other reliable
investment securities.

Clothiers anil Men's Furnishers,

roughen

That does not

suppress the grog shops by constant and
vigilant work, if all its officials were honest
men in the discharge of their
duty. But as
the law is, the ruin shops would
spring up
again as soon as the vigilance of the pfficers—
even If honest—should be relaxed.

to be that It does not make it unprofitable
and uncomfortable quickly enough. He
personally drove three rumsellers out of business, but it took him eighteen months. Apparently he wants some process by whicn he

mat

Is pure aad will not
The hands.

are

City of Portland tis, MaincvCentral K. R.

HASKELL & JONES,

that it

reason

liquor

Some Last Words.
Gen. Dow admits now that the law does
make it “uncomfortable and unprofitable”
for the rumseller. His complaint now seems

I’lvfcKiiiiuitt

For the

Interest

We also have for sale

The best to use, siai ply

farce.

iPInater.

Par and

which

The Index Soap is

promptly and thoroughly. It is time, as the
Press says, that the law as it now
is, would

seen.

ever, he

Household purposes

The original Maine law left no discretion
to the courts, which were expressly forbidden to diminish the penalties of line and imprisonment in any way. The cases were not
to be “continued for trial or sentence, but
were to take precedence in the
county of all
other cases, except those in which the parties were in jail awaiting trial. At the end
of the first year of the Maine law the liuuor
traffic was reduced to lower proportions than
it has to-day; and this arises largely from
the discretion permitted to the courts, and
the still larger discretion assumed by them
for which there is no law, and which we will
have corrected by and by. The discretion of
tlie courts with most judges will always be
exercised in favor of the rumsellers. That
Is our experience.
Everybody knows who has any knowledge
of the matter that prompt administration of
the law is a very important factor in maintaining law and order in the community.
The practice in some States in the law's delaw’s delay is a scandal to the country, and
tends to foster crime. The papers tell us
reeeutly that after some two years’ delay
those villains, the dynamiters of Chicago,
who murdered Ii8 policemen, have at last
been sentenced to die, and the judge broke
down and almost cried when pronouncing
their doom, as if they were first elass citi-

RRA

AUrwBSIBl'fTA.

SOME CHOICE
Water Works Six Per Cent. Bonds,
I rincipal and Interest of

general

FURNACE CO’S
and Uncomfortable.”

To the Editor of the Press;
1 am very glad Indeed of the
opportunity
afforded me, kindly, by the Press to
lay out
before the people, our view of what the law
should be, to suppress the
traffic

there is a constant and by no means insignificant addition to the earth’s mass going on
from year to year. August and November
are the months when meteors are most often

lent in

POSITION.

[Provldenco Journal.]
It is announced from Washington that the
active participation of Federal offlcors In the
last Democratic convention, in
Pennsylvania
lias drawn from the President
nothing but
the easily made promise that “when
definite
are
made
charges
against them the President
will investigate, aud if he finds that his
warning lias been set at naught, it will go
hard with them.” This is
precisely the positton he has already taken with reference to
similar instances of disobedience. In the
Baltimore case, for example, the most glaring and notorious of its kind, his only explanation for not even reprimanding Higgins and bis associates was the evasive remark that the violation of his order had
not been officially brought to his attention.”
We
may assume, then, that his policy
in this regard is
fixed.
Having issued
iiis order forbidding Federal officers to
participate “in the manipulation of political
primary meetings and nominating Conventions, and having, in some instances, it is
now said, supplemented this
by a private
warning before the event, he .is content to
sit idly back, see his commands
continually
disobeyed, and ail because no one comes
before him to prefer “definite charges.”
This
may be a very comfortable policy for
the I resident to pursue, it
may save him a
deal of personal trouble aud
annoyance; but

published in the American Journal of Science.
In its composition it was
nearly all Iron.
\\ hen a portion of its surface was
smoothed,
the metal was found to be of unusual whiteness, with a lustre somewhat like that of
mercury. The iron was quite soft, could be
cut easily with a knife, had a
specific gravity
of 7.522, and when anali'zed showed a
composition of iron, 94.90 per cent.,
phosphorus,
0.23, nickel and cobalt, 4.87. There were sulphur and carbon in traces. Previous to
Lieutenant Cusick’s discovery, three other
masses of meteoric iron had been
discovered
in Texas. But astronomers assert that meteors are falling almost
continually, only most
of them do not reach the eartli without
being
reduced to dust. The atmosphere acts as an
air cushion.
The Hying missiles, coming
from space, arejgnited by friction in
passing
air, and in the majority of cases
as harmless meteoric
dust, which
is found on the highest mountain tops and is
dredged from the depths of the ocean. Scientists estimate that from this source alone

same

UNTENABLE

For

Newton, N. J.

The phantom vessel reported down East
Whlt0”’8 “1)ea<t Ship of Harps-

VIJVAJVCIAJ,.

WE OFFER FOR SALE

Remedies cured me oi Psoriasis or
in eight days, after the doctors with
with whom I had consulted guve me no hein or encouragement.
JOHN .1. CASE, D. D. S.

PHANTOM SHIP.

A WEAK AND

a

IfllMi'KLLAWEOl'M.

at

Scaly Skin,

[Boston Hecord.]

named the Maverick from the
county of Texas
in which Lieutenant Cusick found

accomplish the

..

for bird shot.

ing niuety-seven and one quarter pounds.
long description of this meteorite, which is

minutes.

__

*

public sentiment is wanting. The officers
indifferent because the public is indifferent. If Gen. Dow will discover some
way to
supply this want he will have no reason to
complain that the officers are negligent. But
that lack cannot be supplied by
substituting
broad axes for hatchets or explosive bullets

A

can

that in tkn>,.

are

or.

Petersburg have one of 1635 pounds. In
America the Smithsonian Institute has a
meteorite of HOO pounds brought from Mexico; I ale College has over one hundred specimens, one of 1035 pounds weight. Specimens
of meteoric iron can
probably be seen in any
of the college cabinets, and in
many private
collections in Maine, The larger specimens,
however, are by no means common. Lieutenant 0. C. Cusick, U. S. A.; now stationed
In Portland, was the
lucky finder of a large
meteorite, while stationed at Fort Duncan,
on the Kio Grande, in Texas in 1882.
His
attention was attracted by the metallic
appearance of a boulder on an nncient terrace
on the American side of the river.
In shape
It was ovoidal; quite symmetrical, in surface quite smooth, measuring twelve by ten
by six inches in three diameters and weigh-

it,

Tfr

.—

weighing
specimen

tuu

assert that there is no law in the
statute book so well calculated to suppress
the offence against which it is directed as the
prohibitory law. Ware it perfectly enforced,
illegal traffic in intoxicating liquors could not
exist.
Second, there is no law on the statute book
w hich has half the
machinery to enforce it
with. A special force is created by the
Legislature in every county whose entire business
is to enforce this law; and
authority is given
the Governor when this force proves inadewe

quate to create another special force.
Third, to secure the faithful enforcement
of this law the power to remove
at-

The Meteorite Not a Great Wonder.
Had the great meteorite really fallen near
Vauceboro instead of in some unknown
waste of tiie East, there would have been

tinually falling. Hardly
importance in tiie world

rum cases

Illl^ELLANBOIJB.

Ing how the Court don’t do it. The September Docket, 1880, contains :t48 cases not disposed of. Many of those of preceding dockets are not on this one. Thirty-four of these
cases are marked “Continued, not to be
brought forward unless by special order of
the Court.” The Docket January term,
1887, contains 37.1 cases not disposed of; 50
of them are marked “continued, not to be
brought forward unless by special order of
the court.” The Docket for May term, 1887,
contains 348 cases not disposed of, 39 of
which are marked in that same wonderful
way. What would be thought of it if cases
of robbery, burglary, incendiarism, murder
were to be “continued, not to be brought
forward unless by special order of court?”
There must be a remedy for this some day,
or the administration of the law will become

But still doing business at 177 Middle St. A
he expects to remove later, lie Is selling Watches
Clocks and Jewelry, Cheap io Clear. Silver
Ware, Spectacles, Opera and Spy Glasses, Toilet
Sets, &c,
Jly20dft

WALL PAPERS
Closing

IN. H,-A.lt fer the BI'BDKTT OKUAIN

jyi5

Ttnram to

obde*._dtf

Out Sale at
Less than Half Price.
1 all and See our Pat*
terns and Low Prices.
-
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1'HE PRjESS.

BONDS.
State of Maine 6s, due 1869 ....106
Portland City 6s,Munlclp’l vanouslOO
Portland city 6s, R. R. aid 1907.-.126
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various_101
Bangor City tis, long R. R. aid.. ..113
Bangor City 6s, long Mun.123
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid. 104
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various.... 106
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896. Ill
Leeds & Farmlng’tn R. R. 6s.Ill
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7 s_136
Maine Central li. R. Skg Fund 6s. 108
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s_101
*•
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg 6s... .Ill

WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 21.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Wife—Pretty time of night for you to come.
Husband-Woman, If you (hie) will read the papers you will learn that Profeasor Brooks's new
comet (hie) don’t riae until 4 a. m.
Wife-Oh yes, you’ve been looking at the comet
of course.
Husband—Why shouldn’t I look at the cemet?
D'ye expect me (o sink into an unastrouontleal ignoramus Just because I (hlc) got married, say?

v® ,oUowlng quotations of
daT
New

a

pic ibv
•Yes, sir.

a Pig!” said
years old. ''Now
A

pig Is

a

time ye’U

father to his son.
do you know what

a

The follow,ng quotations of stocks are received
daily by Pullen, Crocker * Co., Exchange street.
Portland, Me :
Sept :>0.
Sept. 16.

Opening
St. Paul...... 61%
Erie Seconds.
Erie common.

VO.IW..OUUU1CIU.

Delaware

careless, money-

New York

Corn™

clear do.... 4%w*44fe Sack'd fir’e
stone grouud-1 26*4 60 I car lots. 19 00*20 00
lit laiuisst'gt
do bag... 20 OO* 21 00
roller.4 7'.*6 OU 1 .Middlings. 20 <81*24 OO
clear no_4 25*4 6u ,d<> bag lots,21 00*26 00
Whiter Wheat
Pr«Tioi«si>.
Pau-uts.— 6 00*6 26 !For»r isha.
Bacits ...18 60*19 (X)
I
Cod. t> i|llClear ....18 00*18 60
Large SlioreS 75*4 0( I Mess.16 60*1700
large Banks 60*4 Ot Beet—
Small.3 oo*3 2f I Ex Mess. 7 76*) 8 26
Pollock.2 25*2 7c
8 75(6,9 25
Plate...
Haddock.1 50*2 ot i Kx Plate
9 25*9 75
Hake... .1 26® 1 7f ILaro
Tutis r o..7V4*7%e
Herring
Sealed V bx. 20a22c
Tierces— 7 Va *7 *4 c
No 1.
I Palis.7»/4a,8‘/«c
Mackerel 4» bbl—
Hams *• ft,.... 12*12V4
shore Is. 18 00*2000
do covered. .14 *14 Va
Shore 2s. 14 00*16 (HI
Oil.
Mec. 3s.ll 00® 12 in EeroscueF.eL Pet. <>14
Large .12 00*1400 Po
Proa. uce.
Water Wbite. 7V»
Cranberries—
IPratt sSst’1,411 111. 10
Maine_.1 00* 8 Ot IDevoe’s Brilliant. llVt
8 6o® a IH iLlgouls. 7*4
Cape Cod
Pea Loans...2 00*2 6c .Casco White. 7V4
Medium....1 ik>*2 Ot ICentennial. 7%
Gorman mal 80*1 86 I
Bahinn.
Yellow tives.l 66*1 7£ IMuscatei— 1 00*2V»
Pounces.bush 75c*80c Loudou iJty’r 1 85*2 26
St Potatoes 3 60*4 00 tiudura Lay....
Hu'.,
I Valencia. 0Vs*7
Basket onlons3 76*4 ot I
Singer.

j
|

Turkeys.22*24 ignui;dated
ft..6%
Uhickeus.16*16 I Extra C.6 Vs

62

NEW

OZ'/g
97

69%
38%
92
85
17

21%

Mining

Open- Clos-

lug

lng

82%

bid
82%

99
29 Vi
67

29%
65%
23% 26%
61% 62%
107
107%
118
112%
43% 43%
107%
68%
69%
L28% 129
98
93%
36%
35%
70%
72
24%
24%
53%
62%
22%
22
76%
76%
P4V2

007*

99
99%
60%
61%
41%
42%
94ex-d 94%
88%
22%
21V*
26%
25%

Shocks.

[By Telegrapo.]
YORK, Sept. 20 1887. The following

closiug Quotations lor mining stocks to-day:

are

1 60
OoloradoJOoal.
30 50
Quicksilver. 6 00
do preferred.22 00

Standard.112%

Homeslake. 12 00
Va. 16 60
Ontario. 26 00
El Cristo. 2 76
Security..
100
Ainador. 1 46
Tornado. 1 05
Hale & Norcross. 3|40
Con. Cal. &

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Sept.20.1887.—The foUowlng are today’s quotations or Provisions. Sc.;
Pork—lamg cut 18 00*18 60; short cuts 18 00
@18 60: hacks 18 60tg,1900; light hacks 17 60;
lean ends 18 50@19 00; pork tongues at 16 00
@$10 60; prime mess at SI7 00*17 60; extra
prime at 16 60; mess, at 17 00*1? 60.
Lard—choice at7%@7%c p ib m tierces; 7%
@8c lu 10-lb palls; b@8%c ill 6-lb palls; 8%@
8%c in 8-tb palls.
Hams at 12*12%c p lb, according to sue and
cure; smoked shoulders 8%@9c; pressed hams at
ll%@12c.
Choice city dressed hogs 7%c p tb; country do
7c.
Butter—Western extra fresh maae creamery 24
@25c: do extra firsts atJ22*23c £do firsts at|20@
21c; do fancy Imitation creamery 20c; do seconds 18c; do factory, choice fresh, 17@18; do lair
to good at 16@16c; New York fresh made cremv
extra 26@—e; do extra firsts 23*24c, Vermont
extra creamery 26*—c; do (extra firsts 23@24c;
do dairy good to choice, at 20@22e: selections
23@24c; fair to good at 18*19c; low grades of
butter as to quality. The above quotations are
receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing Drlces l@2c higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh at 20@21c;do firsts 18%@

good

19c; choice Canada 18@19c;
to choice Western at 17@18c; Michigan choice at 18%@19c;
Nova Scotia at 18%@19c. Jobbing prices %@lc

I

higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12c: Ohio choice at
ll@ll%c; lower grades 8*lu%c;Northeru sage
12c; job prices %c higher.
ueans—onoiee small N Y hand picked peajat
2 50 p bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 2 40 a2 60; small Vermont hand picked pea at
2 40*2 65.
Hay—Choice prime hay at 18 00; t&lrto good at
$16 00*$17 00; Eastern fine $12*815; poor to
ordinary $12*814: East swale at 10*$11. live
straw, choice. 16 60**17 60; oat straw $8*8 60.
Potatoes— Houlton Hose 70c p bush; doHcbrons 76c.
Watertown Cattle Market.

00*4 60.

Receipts of cattle

1701.
store Cattle—Working Oxen p pair $9o@$160;
barrow Cows at $16*$30; fancy at $50*880;
Milch
Cows
and Calves 26@$4':
yearlings
*wo
$8 50*$18;
years old $14*$28; three
rears $24® $40.

Swine—Receipts 19,686; Western fat, live,;5%

6; northern dressed 7c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts
@4 00; exlra4 26*4 DO.
Veal Calves 2%in,6c.
,u

8,985; lu lots 2 26

CHICAGO, Sept. 20, 1887—Cattle market—rereceipts 9,000; shipments 1,000; market steady;
shipping steers at 3 »)0*4 90; Stockers and teed
rs 1 76*3 00: cows, bullsjand mixed 1 26*2 80.
flogs receipts 12,000; shipments 6000:market
opened 6c higher; closed w eak; mixed at 4 80®
6 25; heavy 4 86*5 35; light at 4 80*6 16;ruugh
and skips 3 ou@4 70.
Sheep—receipts 6,000; shipments6000; market
weak; natives 2 60*4 10; Western 3 00*3 60;
Texans 3 00@3 66. Lambs 4 00*5 25.
Domestic Markets.
(by Telegraph.]
NEW \ ORk. Sent. 20 1887.—Flour marketreceipts 26.424 packages; exports 5249 bbls and
31,885 sacks; without quotable change; Winter
rule

111

huvers favor

sales 18.30(1

Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 0Oa2 76; superfine
Western ai d State 2 50®3 10: common U> gt.HKl
extra Western and State at 3 0O&3 4O; good to
Geese.00*00 Ited Top....*2 «j*2Vk choice do at 3
60®4 9 *; coiutiiou to ciioicc White
4 pples.
Timothy Heed 2 7S&2%
wheat Western extra at 4 40a4 80; fancy do at
mover. 8V4<v12Vac
al 4 HR.a4 85; c.iliiiriou t<. guou extra (Moo at 3 00
Choice eating 2 00*3 00
Clirm.
a 4 76. common lo
ho.ee extra .St Louts at 3 00®
Common
160*2 00 I Vermont.... 10 * 1 ItV2
4 75; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
Fancy Baldwins
IN.V. factory 10 *1334
» 40a4
choice
to
double extia do al 4 85«
80,
avaooialeu > ;l 10 ti
he
4 90. incluo iig 170 > bids city rnill'extra at 4 10
Via tin.
4 30; 1400 line bbls do 2 00®2 75; 9oo Jbbls suf.riihon*..
ICreamery i> ft...2.,*20
perfine 2 00 gM 10; 300 bbls'extra No 2 at 2 90®
Palermo.6 00*7 >H) 'Hilt Edge Vor_22*23
3 40; 4800 bbls winter wheat extra 3 00®4 90;
Messina.6 00*7 00 (Choice.19*20
5100 hbls Minnesota extr* at 3 < 0a4 90. SouthM a lagers....
I Hood. Ida 17
ern flour quiet; common to fair extra 3 40a4
OO;
tli.iie ta.
I’Store.iigi-1 good to choice do at 4 10o4 no. kye ttour in modFlorida.
erate demand.
Wim hi m eip
hush ;
294,900
Valencia
I Eastern extras ..21*22
exiMTt' llo,L58 bosh; sales 38O,00<> hush spot;
Messina and PaI Can & Western ..21 *22
fairly active and a trifle higher; No 2 Spring 78c.
Palermo *>l>x.6 00*6 Ot I Limed.
N 2 Hed at 78'4(®7Wc elev, 8oV4 ■'« 81c afloat and
rail delivered; No Bed 87. ; No i Wi.nr at8ic.
Imports.
Bye in light deniaii ‘. tint i« j is dull. Corn -r<
e pi.. 99 35, bush
PA RKSBOItO. Bark Ella Moore—685 tons coal
{exports 20,133 bush -ales 180,0 o bush spot a shade Idglier; No v. at 5Vi@51c
loGTK Co.
Sehr Mayflower, 21(3 do.
delivered, c»%c f o b; No 2 tor Sept nominal at
5ovs»c
».«ts—r ce p .> 7 •, vO hi sh. exports 24,170 bush; sales 128,Oo»» busli spot: Va^Vie higher and moderately active; No 3 at 32Vic; No 3
Crain Quotations.
White 3 "4 ®34e No 2 at 52 *i ®33c;No 2 White
Received daily, by private wire, by II. N Plnk34*4 «34%c; No 1
at 37c; Mixed Wesieru
at 3-®34c; White do 35® *Oc. Coffee uoiuinal
bam. broker. 9 Exchange street. PortlaiM, Me:
at JWVi®l9Vic.
Beirut
weak; relined heavy;
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
C 6V8@5V4c; Lxtra at C 53/8@r>V^c; White Fxira
Monday’s quotations.
C at ova an 9l-18c; Yellow al 4*/* a 5 •; oti A 5%
WHBAT.
"*i%e; M in d A 8V4c, standard A 5% c; Coi.fec A at 6 8-hc: cut loaf and crushed at 8 7-l*f®
Oct
Nov
Sept.
Dec
«Vic; mkwdered at 63/8@HV*c; granulated 8Vic:
opening"..
«f%
88%
09%
71%
Cubes
at 8s/s « 6 7-l8c. Fm oit uui firm—united
Highest.
68
89
70%
71%
84 Wc. Fork“qulet -mess quoted at 15 2 a 15 60
Lowest.
67 V*
08%
69%
71:
for
18 2 > a 18 OO for new. Beef steady. I,ard
old,
Closing.
07% ;68%
70 Vs
71%
2a3 points higher; Western sie.nn 8 7.Vo/8 77Vi ;
corn.
city steam at 8 70; rehned quoted I 0) for Comi
neui ; S A at 7 40®7 5 V Butter Is dull.
Oct.
Sep*.
Nov
Dee.
41
Opening....
40%
strong |
4'%
40%
41 Vs
Highest....
41 Vs
Freitfhta to Liverpool Arm
41V*
41%
41
*o%
40%
40%
CHICAGO. Sept. 20, 1887.—Flour market is
J4>we*'.
Closing.
41%
41%
41%
41%
unchanged. Wheat. Corn and uat< were dull at
OATS.
the opening but closed firm at a sbglit advance—
I N- 2 Spring at 88V4c: .No 3 at 64c; No 2 lied at
Kept.
Oct.
Nov.
No 2 at 4lVaC. Oats at 25c
70V4 a70Vic. Con
ipenlug....
2o%
25%
26%
asked. Bye 47c. Barley 78c. Provisions— Mess
26%
Highest...
26%
26%
Fork 15 oo® 15 25: Laid at 8 37 Vi aO 40; boxed
lowest.
26%
25 Vs
25%
meats, slioinders 5 2 5® 5 35;tshort clear at 8 80®
Closing.
26%
26%
26%
8 86.
Whiskey at 1 10.
Tuesday's quotations.
lleceipls— Flour, 528,00-i bbls; wheat. 60.U 0
WHBAT.
bnsh; corn 388.0;m) busli; oats 255.010 bu; rye 2,000 busli; barley. 98,< 00 bush.
Oct
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.
Shipments— Flour *1 1,000 bbls; wncat, il8,0(*0
68%
70%
Opening.168%
71%
push: corn, 28i.00o nnsh; oats, 05,000 bi sh. rye
69%
70%
Highest. ....68%
71%
2,000 hush, barley 34,000 limb .*
...68%
68%
Lowest...
70%
71%
8T LOUIS, Sept. 20, 1887.-The Flour market
70%
71 %
Closing. .68% 69
is unchanged, W iieat closed
higher—No 2 lied at
DORN.
firm at 39a4oc. Oats weak at
..o?88l/iCorn
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Sept.
w eak at 44c.
ltye
Whiskey is steady at
41
41 □
1 <>•». 1 revisions
41%
Opening.41%
generally Arm. Folk irregular41%
4j%
new at *6 25. Laid 8
41%
Highest. 4'%
26®8
30; dry Salted Meats
41
41
41%
Lowest.41%
at 5 6": long clear 8.60; clear ribs at
80; short clear at 8 85. Bacon-boxed shoulders
ciosiug.|....41% 41% 41% 41% 8 5“ou,<ler«
111 « 37 Vi a, a 40; short dear
OATS.
at J 8o®9 Do. cr1?ar
Hams steady 12® 14.
Nov.
Oct
July.
Sept
2.000 bbls,wheat 36.000 bush,
25%
26%
: Opening.
26%
,00° >UslloHl'* 68,000
sh.barley 10,000
26%
26%
Hignest.
25%
26%
lowest.
26%
26%
17,000 bbls, wheat 10,000
1 Closing.
|jhl|»ni.-utj—noui
25%
26%
26%
bush,
17,000 lush, oats 33,000 busli, 'alley
Fowls

.14*16

Menas.

—

o

busli

|.;Mj

Portland Dally Press Stock

Corrected by swan & Barrbtt,
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

Bankers and

STOCKS
Par Value.
t^t'pnonsNational Bank.100

,,
Canal

Bank. ..100
SjffoNat.
First. National Bank.100
Mim'ierlaurt National Bank.. 40
Merchants National Bank.. 76
National Traders' Bank.100
Ocean Insurance Co.loo
Portland Company.I"..
Portland Gas Company. 60

Bid.

Asked

162
160
120
61
122
140
75
»6
66

168

162
122
62
124
142
ft.i

loo
70

at

IlKTItorr. Sept 20.IH37

Whiai— No 1 White
wnue

76Vic,No ^ Ked at 73'Ac.
Keceipls—Wheat 32,680 bush.

.ait/"'AoN.S;.8ept- 20 lSt!7—Cotton 1,
nulet, i.iddiiug 9 1-lttc.
MOLILK, Sept. 20. 1*87. -< otton Is quiet :mid
ilr« 9r.
ANNAJI, Sent. 20, 1887. Lotion steady-

middling 9c.
Cl 1AKLK8TON,Sept. 20, I887-O>tton steady,

.Middling 9 l-l«c.
VlKILFH LvSept 20,1887. -Cotton easier
rtiUg 9

,ON’T

I

Adriatic.New

York..Liverpool...Sept

28

Athos.New York. Kingston, ..Sept 28
Saale.New York..Bremen —Sept 28
Philadelphia .....New York .Laguayra...Sept 28
MINIATURE ALMANAC, SEPTEMBER 21.
Sun rises.B 26' Hieh water !.
115
wa,<
Sun sets.5 411H
r}..... 137
1216
...lOftlln
Length of day
Moon sets
8 3o!‘,c'sl‘l
I .10ft 2 in
..

...

..

MARINE

JSTEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND
TUESDAY, Sept. 20.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Barque Ella Moore, (Br) Byers, Parrsboro, NS—
coal to U T Rv Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Edith May, Kelley, Rondout— cement to U 8
Chase.
Sch Eagle, Foster, New York—oil to K O Co.
Sch Mayflower, (Br) Harvey, Parrsboro, NS—
coal to G T lly Co.
Sch A Hooper, Calder, Boston.
Sch Sargasso. Alley, jouesport.
Sch Arrival. Stewart, Camden -lime to L C Cummings ft Co.
Sen J P Ober, Denning, Rockport.
Sell W C Pendleton, Webber. Damariscotta.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duuton, Bootlibav.
Sen Paul ft Essie, Cape Cod, with 230 bills large
mackerel.
Cleared.
Brig Raven. Stewart. Bear River, NS, to load
lor Cuba Chase, Leavitt ft Co.
Sch Falmouth, Clark, Baltimore—J S Wluslow
ft co.
Scb Herald,(Br) Merrlam, Parrsboro, NS—. yan
ft Ke sey.
Sch Addle J, Francis, MUlbrldge—N Blake.
Sch Clinton, Wilson, Millbridge— N Blake.
Sch Walter C Hall. Hanson, Machlas—N Blake.
Sell Georglauua, Marshall,Bangor—Paris Flouring Co.
Sch Willie Scavey, Simmons, Friendship—N

inhl*

Autumn Excursions

washed in the old

from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.
Your Clothes

are

JAMES PYLE,

Strobic Circles invented by Professor Silvanus P.

and 7.60 p.

StetBur-

eod&wnrmly

international
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

LINIMENT
FOR

—

New

-A-TSTD

EXTERNAL

Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, jy Freight received upto 4.00 r. m.
For Tickets and staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange Si, or (or other information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
oov20dtf
Gen’I Manager.

—

I? S8 JOHNSON ^CO:‘To3TONrMASa.

Boston and Savannah
Steamship Co.

I

Only Direct Line from New

J-J OLD

PillS

N.B.—Please

augl2

J.

*

mioucipumior ©aco.

Hopkins, from
Tiask, Eben E

King, and Emma K Smalley, from New York for
eastern pons; Hattie S Uolllus, do for do.
11AU1A10UTH—Ar 17th, sch Dolphin, Grover,
Calais.

HUSTON—Ar 19tn, schs Delhi, Green, Wilmington; Olias E Sears, Allen, Amboy; Alaska. Clark,
do; O-prey, Crowley, do; Sarah Eaton, Hopps,
and Nellie Eaton, Knowltoii,
Weeliawken; St
Croix, Itosebrook, do; Eaunie Butler, Robertson,
Port Johnson; Vulcan, Lewis, Raritan; Emma
MeAdam, Young. Hoboken; Sliver Spray, Lindsay and Francis Edwards, Hutchings, do; Acara,
Doyle, and Jos Wilde, Bellaty, do; Emma Green,
Scott, and Forest City, Coulter, Roudout; Susan,
Kennedy, New York; Harmona, Pendleton, portsliioutli, Kl; M L Newton. Rowe. Calais; Billow,
Pickett, Millbridge; Tlvano, Tibbetts, Bristol;
Uncle Jo -, Clai k, Tlioniastou.
Cld lutli, sell Vineyard.Cummings, Five Rivers,
NS ; S G Loud, Torrey, Fernandlua.
S.d, unique Hailie G McFarland.
Ar 19Ui, baiqne Golden Sheaf. Luut, Demarara.
Ar 20111. sells Charlie Buck, Patterson.
Amboy;
Billow, Emery, and Magnet. Fletcher, Koudoul;
Lugauo.ciark Hoboken; Fannie Whitmore,Whitmore, oo; Moses Eddy, Hart, New York; Ma y J
Elliott, Thurston, Boothbay; smith Tuttle Feitis,
Damailscotta; D W Hammond,Smith, Rockporl;
Sophia Willey, Ham, Baugor.
Sld 20th, sell Mary L Allen, e astwise.
LYNN—Ar 18Ui, sens Sylvi.from Calais; Victor
Bunker, Sullivan; Caicssa, Jordan, Ellsworth
Ar lllm, sells Olive. Frye, Weeliawken; W G R
Mowry, So Amboy; Govei nor, Low, do.
SALeM—Ar luth, brig Geo K. oale, Bartlett,
Poll Johnson; sens Princeton, Gray, and Ida L
Bay, Marshall, no; Red Jacket, Arey, and 11 Curtis, Spolford, Port Johnson; Chattanooga, Llnuell,
nell. and Alligator, Ashford, Hoboken; Judge
Tenney, Turner, Elizabeth port; Mattie Holmes,
Jordan, Pori Johnson.
GLOUCESTER—Sld 19th, schs Pushaw, from
Lynn for St George; El Dorado, Bangor lor Vineyard-Haven; Perlne, Boothbay lor New York D
M French. Boston lor Gardiner; James Holmes
do for Belfast; Sea Flower, Bangor lor New Haven; Pavilion, Boston for Maclilas; A Hooper do
for Portland.
NEWBUEYPORT-Ar 19tli, schs Ellis p Rogers, Moore, Amboy; Baltic, Spinney, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 17m. schs Atalauta, Pinkliam, and Lizzie Guptill, Smith, Rockland.
Ar 19th. schs Stella M
Kenyon, Williams, Balllmore; Sunbeam, Dodge, Rockland.
Sld 19tli, sen Portland Packet, Gardner, (trom

Calais)

lor
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MISSES STEVENS’ SCHOOL,
—

will open Nept. 47th.

MONEY REFUNDED

ADAJISON’S BOTANIC BALSAM fail*
to Cure any cane of CoiihIi. Cold, Anllinia
or Consumption In Its early ■■>««.
It is
pleasant as honey. Sufferers from either recent or
chronic coughs or Bronchial affections can resort to
this great remedy with conlidence.
Trial Bottles IO
at every drug store in America.Cents,
Made by F. W.
KINSMAN & CO., Apothecaries, New York.
Large bottles 35 sind 75 cents.
mh21

Having secured

convenient and desirable
rooms at 573 1-4 Conan** Mlreei, Corner of
<«»< «• ii
1 have moved ray office to tlie
same.

Jiy2G

more

DU. OSCAR B. IS 1C AW
eod2m

sep5d3w

THE

eod&wlynrmcm

BOSTON

The Best
Blood
Purifier

PORTLAND

Latin

Soliool,

PORTLAND,

ME.

A Mchoul designed lo lay the foundation for
brond culture nnd accurate ■cholarspip.

The year 1887-8

will be allowed on all of said taxes paid on or be
fore Monday, October 31,1887.
H. W. HEKSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
sep7d3w

CITY of

PORTLAND,

aug24dtqct'2

BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
MISS A. WOLHAUPTER,

* * *

IS A NEVER-FAILING REMEDY
FOR ALL DISEASES OF THE
LIVER AND STOMACH.
For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. per box;
8 boxes for 65 cts,; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. H.Bcheack ft Son, rhilad’a.

—

Ladies and Children,
at

—

NO. 148 SPRINC ST.

MRS. PERRY’S

shore of Back Bay, any filth, garbage, dead carcasses, excrement or any kind of offal or offensive
matter.
By order of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
EZRA HAWKK3, City Marshal.
Portland, July 13,1887.
tylAdtf
(IININKN*

H.

CARD!*.

w.boBge,
Successor to T. I.. Kiutball,

LADIES’

and

CENTS’

RE8TAURANW DINING HALL

*0

d&w6mnrm-ce2wM

ATHLOa. Leadmrf

sepl3dllil

No. 7H

Kxchnngv

Htrerl.

PWErintinQ
WILL l»o IT QUICKLY.
1VK WILL DO IT C HEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

1VE

B. THURSTON &

CO.,

PRINTERS,

07 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. Me.
eb9

eodtf

C.

M.

SMITH,

U. S. Claim Agent,

(}Cent?*jt]k
kja^/aJue begins
MaWyfo equal The,

fora
beautiful

augl6
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ggsummsar
Congress Street, Opp. Cily Hull,

eod&wlynrm

MAINE.

This Institution, established In 1863, offers superior advantages for preparing youug men and
women for business pursuits. Studeuts may enter
at any time for the full business course or for any
special branch of study. The 26th year will open
August 1st. 1887.
For circular or information, address
L. A. GRAY, a. M., Prluclpal.
augleod3m

ST. CATHARINE’S HALL, A,"£'A
DIOCKNAIS HtTfOOI. FOK VIKI.S.
The Rt. Rev. H. A. Neeley, 1) U„ President. The
ltev. W. I>. Martiu, A. M.. Principal. 20th year
Terms $275 and $260.
opens Sept. 14.
Strong
corps ol teachers. Special advantages In Art and
Music. Send for circular.
Jy26eodl0w

MISS ALICE HI. GO U LD
will reopen her studio, b67Vi Congress Street,

Monday, September
CLA8SE3

LADIES !
Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes
Tiiey will dye everything. They are sold every-

where. Price I Oo. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fading Dualities. They do not crock or smut.
For
sale by D. W. Heseltine & Co., Druggists, coiner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. U. Nichols, Druggist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. W
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Conand Washington streets; T. J. I.ooney
►ruggist, corner Middle and Franklin streets d’
P. liorr, Druggist, 538 Congress street; William'
»• Banks,
Druggist, junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Danforth
street; Cook, Everett & Pennell; John W. Perkins
& Co., and II. H. Hay & Son, Portland, Maine.

fress

Jlyll

eodly

To Vessel Owners,
Port

Clyde Marine Railway has been thorTHE
in readiness to
oughly rebuilt, and is
take
now

out all vessels In need of repairs.

STEPHEN

■$oolcf Job

All

work

dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address.
W. C. 8TIMPSON, Jr.,
dnclOdtl
Port Clyde, lie.

19.

cmd

sepl!)

CARD.
associated myself with
B. A. Atk inson Sc Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, 1 shall he
happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at

HAVING

My twenty-five years expequarters.
rience In the business with Walter Corey Sc Co.,
six of which w;ia spent as manager (In connection
willi Walter L. Corey) of tile Portland Furniture Co., warrants me in believing that I can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire sattsfactiou. Assuring you that we have one of the
and parlor
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets
suits in the country to select from, I remalu
Yours Very Respectfully,
LOKENZO F. OYEK.

__dtf

0CT20

detention from business, also .11 other dlsCure guaranteed. WM.
caaea of the Rectum.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1842) and ROBERT M.
IlEAI) (M. D. Harvard 1870), Evan. House, No.
175 Troinont Street, Boston. References givcD.
Send for pamphlet.
Office
ConsuR&tton free.
hoar., 11 A* M. to 4 P. M. (Sundays and holidays

ttARKS

Witt. in.

Book, Card
—

AND

—

Job Printer
>t< INTKHN'

97 »-a

K.tt'HANIir,

Exchange StM Portland, Me.

fine: joij printing a specialty.

Aid'll I'It

or

telephone promptly

at-

novlleoatf

l>.

MOUSE,
CARPENTER and BUILDER,
:<1»

I'NION

KTRKKT.

exoepted.)
yend

UNITED STATES A BUY.
for the Army wanted. Able bodied
unmarried men. between the ages of 21 and
35 years,are wanted for the Cavalry, Artillery and
Infantry; good pay, rations, clothes and medical
attendance; hearty young men are especially
wanted for the Cavalry regiments, both white and
colored. Apply at 42Vi EXCHANGE STREET"
augi3S&wi3w
Portland, Me.

RECRUITS

THIS

and after Thursday, Sept. 15, until further
notice, boats of this line will run on the following
on

House Wharf for Forest City
Landing, Peaks' Island, 5.45, 6.45, 7.45, 0.00,
10.30 a. m.; *12.10, 2.15, 4.30, 6.10, 7.30
in.
Beturnlng, leave F. C. Landnlg,Peaks’
stand, 6.15,7.16,8.15,0.30, 11.15 a. m.; *1.10,
2.40, 6.00. 6.80. 8.30 p. m.
Leave Custom House Wharf tor Little and Ureat
Diamond. Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings,
6.46, 6.50, y.OO, 10.30 a. ra.; *12.10, 2.00.
Leave Little Diamond
4.30, 6.10, 7.30 p. in.
6.30, 7.30, 10.10, 11.40 a. m.; *1.06, 3.10.
8.10
m.
Leave Ureat Dia6.10. 6.50,
p.
mond 6.15, 7.25,
10.05, 11.35 a. in.; *1.00,
m.
Leave Evergreen
7.50
3.06, 4.60, 6.30,
p.
6.06, 7.16, 9.66, 11.26 a. m.; *12.50, 2.55,
6.00, 6.40, 8.00 p.m. Leave Trefethen’s 6.10,7.20
10.00, 11.30 a. m.; *12.55, 3.00, 4.55, 6.35,
7.55 p. m.
Leave Portland for Long Island 9.00,
10.30 a. m.;
2.00 p. m. Leave Long Island for
Portland 9.45,11.16 a. m.; 2.45 p. m.
Leave Custom House Wharf for Forest City
Landing, Peaks’ Island, 730, 9.00, 10.30 a. in.;
•12.16. 2.16, 4.30, 6.10, *7.30 p. in. Beturnlng
leave F. C. Landing, Peaks’ Island. 8.30,9.30,
11.16 a. m.;
*1.10, 2.40. 6.00, 6.30, *8.30 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little. Ureat Dlamoud, Evergreen and Trefethen’s 7.30. 9.00, 10.30 a. in.,
*12.16, 2.00, 4.30, 6.10, *7.30 p. m. Leave Little
Diamond 8.10, 9.40,11.40 a.m.; *1.05, 3.10, 6.10,
6.50, *8.10 p.m. Leave Ureat Diamond 7.60, 9.20,
11.35 a. m.; *1.00. 3.05,4.50, 6.30, *7.60 p.m.
Leave Evergreen 8.00, 9.30,11.25 a. in.; *12.50.
2.66,15.00, 6.40, *8.00 p. m. Leave Trefethen’s
7.56,9.25, 11.80 a.m.; *12.66, 3.00, 4.66, 6.36,
*7.56 p. m. Leave Portland for Long Island 10.30
2.00 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Porta. m.;
land 11.16 a. m.; 2.45 p. in.
On stormy and foggy weather starred (•) trips
will not be run.
No lumber over 100 feet received. Coal must be
In barrels and headed up.
Special rates for excursions and deep sea fishing
can he made at the office.
.1

wii.i iun

\t

On and after September 19th 1887, steamer
Gordon, (.'apt. James L. Long, will run dally as

follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 0.45 a. in.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; llarpswell, 7.16; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7.45; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Is-

land 8.06; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portlanu at 9.15 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.
sepl9dtf
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DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Dotanic Physician.
Medical Kooms 03 Franklin St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chroulc diseases that flesh
Is heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their case to treat aud cure
them. 1 find that about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at theoffice, $1 00.
Office hours « a. m. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tf

Dlt.

EITV OFFAL.
complaints for non removal of olTalwIll
be left with us 0. M. STAN WOOD & (JO.
201 Commercial St. Telephoue 980
dim
aug24

ALL

M.n.ir.r

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S
...i

California, Japan, China, Central

.♦ i

and South America and Maiioo.

j

i

From New York, pier loot of Canal St., North
diver, for Haw Fraacbce via The IiiIibu ef

NEWPORT.Mils Tuesday, Sept. 20, Noon.
Great reduction In rates to Nan Francisco.
From Nan Francisco. 1st and Braonan Hta.
For Japan aad Chiaa.
3ITY OF PEKIN sails Wednesday, Sept. 21,
2 p. m.

For Freight, PasMge, or genetal Information
to or address tbe General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAH* A (JO.,
113 stale Street, Car. Hread St., Man lea.

eio__dtf

For NEW YORK.

leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

LIX'E-I

From BOSTON orerj WEDNESDAY lad SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA inn TUESDAY and FRIDAY

("Steamer Maryland Route”) for Pkiladrlpkia,
»»«• the kouik, and
m “**■«*•«,
with Bastaa &
Albany K. B. for the West.
Close connection made at Wesikraak Jnc
w,th through trains of Maine Central R. R. and
ht Grand Trunk Transfer.
Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. II. HEI,LKN,Tlcket Agent, Portland * Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J’ W’ rBTKKt' Hunt.

JUn'a6<m

_

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
All Kali Llnr for Bar Harbor, 8t.
John, and all pari* of Maine
and the Maritime Province*.
Oauud after

MONDAY, kept. 3, ISS7,
Passeager Truias will Irate
Portland

From Long Wharf, Boston, S
m.
From Fine Street Wnnrf,
at 10 a m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
vessel.
Freights for the West by tbe Fean. B. R., and
Couth by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Raaad Trip SIN.
Paaage 310.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
It. H. SA.V1HMO.S, Ageat,
aidtfTO l.eaa Wharf, Weetaa.

A

ItTPfcN

p.

Philadelphia,

dSoSm^VMlllng

The benefit of the Free Surgical
Hospital for Women,supported by
the Murdoch Liquid Food Company, Boston, Is being recognized in
all parts of the United States. Ladies suffering for the want of au
operation known us cupital case)
are coming from all sections.
Liquid food is Riven before and
after all operations.
The quarterly report, ending
June I, 1SS7, shows

132
Operations were made,
pufients came—

and the

1 from Texas.
3 from Colorado.
1 from Montreal.

3 from Alabama.
3 from Prince Edward Island.
!i from Rhode Island.
4 from Connecticut.
4 from Vermont.
lO from Maine.
4 from New Hampshire.
97 from Massachusetts, from 30
towns and elites.
Any physician having a surgical case cna
have a bod a«*igur«l la bin by inforuxiaif
af (hr rnnr.
In addition lo

our

150 FREE BEDS
bare jn*l completed n Meplic Haopital
14 Free Hed*. all for Margical l oam.

to Medical Science for

PREVENTS
a

treatise

'I he Muraical Miaff al .Hardork'i Free
Honpitnl for Wemen are in daily attendance, except Malardaya, to examine patient* and aooign beds.

ISTU. rt KTH K K NOTH K.
the Steamer City af Ki. hu..ml, ('apt. Wm. K.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make tws
round trips per week on the route between Portland. Bar Harbor and Machiasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machiasport at 4.00 a. in.
every Monday and Thursday.

PAY8GN TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Gen’I Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Porvlam.. Bept. 6.1887sepBdt,

GRAM) TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.
M.R.ntK ABKANGEnEim.
Os

—AJTD—

STOUT,

For Sale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS,
dtt

ISf*7,

DEPABTiRKS.
ki t Ankara aad Lewhtns,7.10a. in.,
and 6.37 p. m.
Far Uwkaa, 11.30 a. m., 1.30 and 6.37 p.
Far Clarhaaa, .Itaatreal and Chleaga,
а. in. and 1.30 p. m.
Far Quebec, 1.80 p. m
Far Backgr Id aad Caataa, 7.10 a. m.
1.30 p. m.

1.16
m.

0.30
and

ARRIVALS.
Frasa I.ewistaa aad Aakara, 8.16 a. m.
12.06. 3.16 and 6.36 p. m.
Fraan «-orhaa>, 8.26a.m., lk.oi.aud 6.45 p. m.
Fraat Chleaga aad VIna Ireal,~TT.1)6
d
б. 46 p.

m.

► ram Quebec, 13.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICK.BT OFFICE ■

38

Qioot Foot of loila Shoot

Eiohangi Si, ud

Tickets Sold at Reduced Kates to
f«M4a, Detraii, Ohlcag*. .VilwaabM,

Olaciaaali, St. Laaia, Omnhn, Msgiaaw,
Hi. Paal, NaliLakr City, Dea*er« Maas
Praaciac*. and all points In Una NartliwMt,
Wmt and Saulkweal.
JOSEPH HICK80N,General Manager.
WM. EDGAlt. O. P.
J. STEPHEN HON. 8upt.

May Id, 1887.

Portland

Ogdensburg R. A.

SUMMER ARRANCEMENT
(omiueoclng

June 27, IRS7.

Passenger trains will leave Portland as follows
H. 'M a. u>. for all stations on through Una. all
While Vl.uutnin Kenans, connecting with
all points In Nsrthcru New iluunpehUe,

Verunaat. This train run through to vtoa.ra*
al, Harliagtaa, Ogdeasburg, Niagara
Falla and Wes«.
I. 00
p. aa, express for Cllsu Ifaaae, Craw,
fards, Fabyaa’s. Fradlr Haase, .Visual
Washiagtsa, Helhlekeas, Jeffeenaa aad
Fraucsaia.

0-13 y. aa. for Ns. Caaway, Crswfard'i
Fabyaa’s, l.illleion. Well's Kirer die.,
arrives .Vlsulrcsl

s.J.I

a. as.

Included.

tally, Sunday

Furlar Cars far Vloatreul on 8.36 a. m„ arrive Vtaatrrnl N..IO y. as.
Wagaei Palace Cars far Niagara Falls on
3.35 a. m., arrira al Niagara Falla 10.40
а. a., connecting for all points West.
Wagarr Pnl.ee Cars for Fabyaa’s on 1.00
p. in. Passengers by this tram reach all Wblis
.wsuataiu
Kessrla
befnre
rr.alag,
ET* This train will not stop at Bo. Wldnham

White Rock. W. Baldwin or ’’.Irani
Canadian Paeigc aleepers (or Vlsatreal on
б. 16 p. m., arrive Vlaairsnt s.« a. as
all
trains connect at Brtdgton June, with BAR.
H. H. for
’.glaa, Harrisaa and Walerfard.
Arrivals in Portland, 8.46 a. m., 12.35,7.60
p. in.
Parlor and Bleeping Car accommodations secured
by application tota. L. Williams, Agent, Port*
land. Me,
J. HAMILTON, Bupt
CHAB. H. FOYR. G. T. A.
1* >11land. Jimr -’I, ISS7.
[••■JAdtf

BOSTON AND MAIN! R. R.
SEimCI,
Sayl. 12, IHV,

PASSENGER TRAIN
la

slfwl

WESTERN DIVISION.
niHIPAlU

Par H«m at 17.30,
18.40 a in., } 12.38
8.3i 16.30 p. m.
Bmu lar Fwrilaad 7.80,
Fm
8.30, a. n»„ 1.00. 4.00 anil 0.00 p. m.
Near bare
Brack. P.ne Paial. 7.30. 8.40
Orrkaril Brack,
a.m., 3.30, (6.00, 6.15 p. in.
Baca, Miililcforil aad !4eaneSaak,7.30. 8.40
Wells
a. m., 12.38,3.30,|6.00, 6,30,8.10 p. in.
Brack ,7.30, 8.40 v m„ 3.30, (6.00, 6.30 p. m.
Norik Berwick, tlrrul Palls. Dsrsi , 7.80,
8.40 A m.. 12.38, 3.30, t6.00. 6.80 p. m. Kincr,
llneerkill .1.aw rent e .1.swell,7 30. 8.40 a.B>.
12.38, 3.30,6.30 p.m. Harheslcr Psraisc
lea and Allan Bay, 8.40 a. m., 12.38,3.80 p.
m. W all bare and t'rai# r II arbor, 3.40 A 01.,
.yftaacker!rr and l aacartl via Lawrence 8.40
A in., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
Renan

SUNDAY TRAIN*
and principal way stations tl.00,

Par flastaa at 2.00, A m., dally, 19.00 A m
41.00, 16.00 p. m., Returning, lease Boston 7.30,
9.00 A 111. 12.80 p. m. (“7.00 u. III. daily). Blddriartl. Pnrisnaulk, Nrwbaryparl, Walras
and l.yan, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., l.oo. «.oo p. m
Amrsbnry 9.00A in., 1.00,600p.m. Pullman cars
on above trains.
tCounects wltb Kail Lines ir New York, Moult,
and West.

tCounects with Bound Lines (or New York.
“West Division—North Berwick to Mearbo

Crossing Sundays.

Through Tickets to all points West and South
(or sale at Pti tlaad simian Ticket timer and
Unine Tirkel timer, to Ktchaaie stern'
JAM. T. FUKBKK. tien’l Manager
D. J. FLANDERS, Uen. P. ft X. A
M. R WILLIAMS, tJeu’l Agent,
M>piait(
Portland

our

so

Ktven

with success.

by

a*

FOOD KNOWN, free from Insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids, arid carries the
blood corpuscles.
baby

doc. aai
thrive, sever
chaage its toed, bst add It vr sr more drops
»»d its loot or areded vitality will be developed ia 30 days.
Oar (Tree House for Hoaseleso
Hoys costsis. 30 beds, asd is located at 11 la 31
Causeway street. Wbea say af the hay.
"" »«raf«l«.
Kerne am or other
shia disease., they recaver
qaichly by the
use of ear
Liquid Food.
If

T

a

ii

We use lu our Hospital 200 large bottles ol every lot made. This give* a guarantee of sweetness of every bottle sold, anil Is not given by any
manufacturer of any other preparation In the
world.

Street.

after llOMMW, May I#,
train* will raa an fallawnr

Ruuifonl Falls k Buekfield Railroid

of

spooulul

Bass’ English Ale

>s4

up by the
Liquid Food forSOtotIO
healed
wound
the
that
days
without the aid of an operation.
We also liuve eases where life has
been sustained by Its aid uloue for
several days. When not retained
by the stoniueh. Injections cun be
use

Food is adapted lor all agea. In health or
the use ol one tableIt will make,
lour times dally (or an adult, eight per
cent, new blood weekly. It Is recommended by
the Medical Profession as the ONLY KAW

APOPLEXY!

Fore

duced rates.

PORTLAND, MT. OESERT A MACHiAS STEAMBOAT GO.

at

disease,

»ug6eodly

410

Monday

Harbor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The mr.ra
log train from Watervllle, Augusta and Hath
8.46 a. m.i Lewiston, 8.60 a in.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.43, 12.48 and 12.63 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Watervllle, Bath, Au
gusta and Rockland at 6.86 p. m.. Maranacook
and Lewiston, 6.40 p. m. Flying Yankee 6.45
p. in. Night Pullman at 1. 60 a. tn.
■ .•sailed Ticket.. Aral aad ecoad class, fas
ull points in Ike Provinces so sale at re-

EVERY BED FREE.

Liquid

nov24

and Bar Harkor (Express), at;i2.38 p. m.
1
tTAll trains timed as above from Commercial
Streel Station, stop at Congress street station,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained tor principal points East and West.
»Tbe 11.16 p. m. train the night express with
sleeping ear attached, runs every night Bun*
days Included, through to Bar llarbor but not to
Bkowbegau on
mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyouil Bangor, excepting to Bar

EASTERN DIVISION.

Cases have been built

on

GUINNESS’

For Braaswick. Clardiacr, Hallowrll, is
gusto; Walrrtillc, Baagsr iCIIsworlk

15.30 p. m.
tltuns to Scarboro Crossing (via East Dlv.)

Is acombinat Ion of the most potent remedies know n

menials and

-AND FROM-

CONGRESS ST. STATION.

tor

Apoplexy, bat care# Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart
Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint. Kidney and Bladder trouble. Dyspepsia, Ac., Ac.
For Sale by all druggists. Prloe (1 a bottle glx
bottles for S3. Send to Da. F. 8. Ucrcaiimm A Co,
Knoaburgh Falla, Vt., V. B> A, for circulars, test!,

fallows!

in.lias PHAVD

MARK.

preserving the Fluidity and
PURITY of the Blood and the Integrity of the
Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dlasinees or
Pressure In Head, Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Palpitation of Heart, Pain In Region of Heart with
feeling of suffocation. Ringing Sound In Ears,
Numbness or Prickly sensation of Limbs, especially
the Arm, Pain between Shoulders and In Side, Dry
Congh, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or If Buffering
from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, procure a bottle of Anti-Apoplectine, ltnot only

us

For Ant.urn and l.rwnioa, 7.00 and 8.80 a.
m., 18.10 5.00 p. in.; I.ewiaton rla Rrsae
wick, 6.46 a. m., 12.46 tll.16 p.m. For Hatk,
6.45 a. in., 12.45 and 5.06 p. m., and on Satur
d?.y» only at 11.15 p. in. Roeklaad and
Kuos aad l.tncoln B. K., 6.45 a. in. and
12.46 p. in., and on Saturdays only at 6.0( p. in.
Biuaswick, tJnrdiuer Unllowell, aad
Augusta, 6.45 A hi., 12.45, 6.08 and tll.lt
p.m. .’Woaasaatk, tVinlfcrop
and l.ako
Wurunucook. 7.00 A m., and 12.40 p. m.
rla
Parasiagloa
E.ewisloa, 12.40 p. m.j
ria Braaswick,
6.46 a
in. and
12.48
p. m.
Beodfleld, Oakland aad North
7.00 a. m.
Anson,
and
12.40 p.
m.
AVatcrrlllr aad kkowkegaa, via l.ewlsloa, 7.00 and 18.40 p. m., rla Aagasla, t.4l
а. III., 12.46 and tll.16 p. in., and Waterrillo
б. 06 p. m. Belfast aad Dexter, 12.40, 12.46
and tll.16 p. m. Baagsr via l.rwiuoa, 7 00
A m. and 12.40 p. m.; via Augusta, 6.46 a. m.,
12.46 and tll.16 p.m. Bangor * H i-cuing u is R. K., 6.4o and 7.00 a m., and tll.ll
p.m. Kllrwoitk aad Bar Harbor, tll.16
p. m. At. Mlcpkea (Calais), Arosslosk
County, HI. John, Halifax, aad Iko Provinces, 12.40, 12.46 and tll.16 p. m.

..

■Wa.

•f

TRADE

COMPANY

Nteamers

we

Particular attention given to Jobbing and re

pairing of all kiiule.

or

febll

STEAMBOAT CO.

new

NO

FISTULAi^

(q<mA ffilcnbet>

permanently

All orders by mall
tended to.

IN

DRAWING, PAINTING AND FRENCH.
dlw

knife

FOREST^ CITY

llarpswell Steamboat Co.

BERRY,

Ho. 87 Plum etnK

my

PORTLAND^

after Sept. 13, will run as follows;
Leave Buruham's Wharf at 6.00, 7.00, 10.00
a. m.;
12.20, 2.00, 5.00, 6.16 p.m.
Leave
Casco Wharf (Diamond Island) at 6.30, 7.40,
10.20 a. m.; 1.30, 2.30, 5.45, 6.45 p. m. The
10.00 a.m. and 2.00 p.m. trips will be made around
the Island, touching at Diamond Cove at 10.45 a.
m. and 2.45 p. m., aud at the Farm
Landing, on request. at 11.00 a. m. and 3.00 p. m. KIRK:
Single trip 15 cents: Bound trip 20 cents; sailing trip 25 cents (Diamond Cove and return).
Make all arrangements for saillug parties or excur
ions with the Captain.on board,or with L. A. UOUDV.;Manager. at cor.Pearl and Milk Sta.Je»9dtf

it

will be continued on Saturday.
Pupils not belonging to the school will be admitted to these
classes. Circulars on application to the Principal.

K

tpply

Telephone 703-B.aug29tf

I* WATHLOPHOROS

sep°

a* T L A # 0

NO. 119 WINTER ST.,

SEWING CLASSES

medicinal

CAPT. H. B. TOWNSEND,
Commencing Sept. 12, will leave Burnham's
Wharf, Portland, dally (Sundays excepted), (or
So. Freeport, touching at Cousins and Ureat Chebeague-Islands, at 3Jp. m. WIU leave So. Freeport dally at 7 a. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages In attendance upon the arrival
of passengrts for Freeport and vicinity.
d3m
je25

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

D. C.
WANHINGTOM.
will carefully prepare claims for arrears of pay,
and
for
facilities
bounty
pensions. Superior
speedy
settlement of claims.
je22a6m

will begin its 6th year Sept. 19,1887. The special aim of tlie school is to do really thorough primary woik. A completed course will prepare pupils
for the grammar school. The

J

-unromr-

?.

WANT

School for Children,

cJiemisl^S

Iniaif

Time Table:
Leave Custom

PORTLAND, ME.

~

sepl2

KTEA.UK KM.

above reward will be paid for Information
THE
which will lead to the detection and conviction
STEAMER ISIS, Capt. S. P. Hamilton, MAINE STEAMSHIP
of any person found guilty of depositing
the

PRACTICAL

The aim of the school Is to furulsn a thorough
education in the English Branches and the Languages.
For furilier information address Miss
Wolnaupter, at Drake’s House, Kye Beach, N. H.,
until September 1st; after which date,
apply at
No, 148 Spring street.
jy25eoatf

with earliest trains for

Through tickets for Pr.ridf.cr, I.ewcll,
W.rcrster, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock.

CHANGE JF TIME.

TEN DOLLARS REWARD.

aided by Experienced Amni»iuui«, will RE*
OFEIV on September 15, her

Young

MAINE.

connection

points beyond.

STEAMER HAIDEE,

Di.rount of Our Prr Cent.

for

season

City of Portland,
Treasurer’s Office, Sept. B, 1887.
Is hereby given that the tax 1 Ists for
the year 1887, has been committed to me with
a warrant for the collection of the same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the city, a

Un-

Wliile tlie school will be fairly accommodated in
its temporary quarters, it will have a home of its
at tlie earliest practicable moment.
Students are fitted for any American College,
School of Science or Government Academy. A
European master has charge of the modern languages.
Thorough military drill (at the option of pareuts) will be a privilege of students in thlssohool.
Uniforms are enjoined upon all members of the
School Company.
Circulars containing general information will he
ready at Loring, Short & Harmon's, cariy In; the
week before school opeus. The Annual Catalogue containing names of officers and students,
and minute details, will be Issued after the open-

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

GHANCE OF TIME.

commences

MOIVDA V, September 19- I.oration:
ion Hull, Free Ml., near High.

School for

MLAND

riBBT-CLAM 8TBAMBB0

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every weelt day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In

velvet.

as

ADVEKTINEjIKNTN.

on

Boarding Students will find homes with the masters at tlielr residence, 291 Spring street. For
the present, application for places and seats may
he made in person, or by letter, at 88 PAltK ST.
Til EG. F. LEIGHTON, l
Head
JOSHUA E. CKANE,
) Masters.

J^r. ^cbene^’s
^y^andi^al^e
* 4* 4- pills,

FARE ONLY $1.00.
HUnnKB ABBAKOEMENTH.

by the late world-loved Henry Ward Beecher.

ing.

IS THAT WHICH KEEPS THE
UVER AND STOMACH IN A
HEALTHY CONDITION: AND
NOTHING IN THE WORLD CAN
SO SUCCESSFULLY DO THIS
AS MANDRAKE,.WHICH, AS IN

STEAMERS.

Taxes for 1887.

own

Foreign Ports.

NOTICE.

Special attention given

Gloucester. Maine.

Ar at Calcutta 12th iust, ship Paul Revere
Sewell. New York.
Passed St Helena Aug 23, ship Miudora, Hutchinson, from Manila for New York.
Sld fin Callao Aug 2, barque Eva J Ray. 8awyer

DEWTAL

—

to English Language and Literature; French and
German spoken; Music under competent leadership; Drawing, Fainting and Elocution; Faithful
Care and a Comfortable Home.
For circulars,
address Misses M. B. and 8. P. STEVENS, New

Lynn.

SDOken.
Sept 15, lat 29 N. Ion 70 W, ship Win McGIlvery, Dunbar, Irom Singapore lor New York.

AT

NFW GLOUCESTER. MAINE.

CALAIS—Sld 19tli, barque Maud Scamniell,
for Buenos Ayres.

T ul tab
Sld fin Aspinwall Sept 2d, sch Alice Archer,
Fletcher. New York via Cuba.
Ar at. Bui-uos Ayres Aug 12, sch JoseOlaveri
Arey, I n laud.
Sld fill Progresso Sept 1, sch J A Hairy, Grceu,
lYai'iiugton, Miss.
Ar at Old Providence Aug 29tli, sch Eunie McKown, New York.
Ar at Cardenas ICth, barque Mlguon, Freeman
New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 19th, schs Maggie Dalllng
Hailing, and Maggie L, Spragg, Portland ; Hattie
E King, Collins, Boston; Eben Fisher, Beynolds.
do; Nellie Clark,Clark, do.

Book.

Langtry for the complexion.

COLCORD, NOTICE

W.

143 PEA HE STREET.

—

u'j.

CITY

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

Saco.
sld fm

18th, sells Jas
„J*YANN18—Sld
York for Boston; Melissa

street.

W. O. PEABMON, S. P. and W. Railway
Agent, 211 Washington street.
BICBABDNWN A BAHNAHD,
jy27eod3m Agents, Savannah Pier, Boston Mass

THE

PEARS’ SOAP—Recommended and used

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
1CAL STUDIES

dy,

New

Scrap

PEARS' SOAP.—Makes the hands soft

New York.

Maclilas for New York;
do; Eliza Levansaler,
Tbomastou for do; July Fourth, Bangor ford..;
1 W Allen, Wlilting fordo;
Storm Petrel, Ellsworth lor Roudout; Sarah A Reed, fin Calais lor
Stoniuglou; Hattie M Mayo, do for Secouuet; C E
Rogers, do for New Haven: Raven, Bangor for
Norwich; Alma, Machias for-.
EDGAKTOWN—Sld 18th, sch Hume, Post.lBiverton for Weymouth; Harry P Percy,
Griffin,from
New York for Rocklaud; George E Prescott. Tru-

ington

PEARS’ SOAP.—Recommended and used by Mad. Adelina Patti for the complexion.

eod&wly-nrm

FEHNANDiNA—Ar 17th, sch Florence J Alleu, Diuiton, Charleston.
SATILLa RIVER-Ar 11th inst,sell Palatka,
Cuaples, Jacksonville.
CHARLESTON-A1- 18tli. sch LinahC Kaminski, Woodbury, New York.
NORFOLK—Sld 16th, sch B L Burt, Portland.
Ar 17th, sch Bertha E Glover, Spear, Rockland.
Cld 17th, barque Hannah Me Loon, Bowers, for
Matanzas.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 19tli, schs Flora Rogers, Bradford, Bostou;
Mabel Hooper, Hooper.

veston.
Ar 19tli, schs Beta, fm
C J Dinsmore, Lubec for

this in your

PEARS’ SOAP—Recommended and used by Mrs.

These pills were a wonderfhl discovery. No others
like them In the world. Will positively cure or relievo
all manner of disease. The Information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankAil. Onh
pill a i>o8k.
Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everywhere, or sent by mall for 25 cts. in stamps. Da. I. 8.
Johnson ft Co., 22 Custom House St.. Boston, Mas*

Mauemy, Dodge, Philadelphia.

Millbridge; Joe Carlton, Elizabethpoit for
Rockport; Hattie, Norwalk for Bangor; Luella A
Siuiw. Amboy for Damarlscol a; Express, Hoboken fur Boothbay; JC Gregory, Boston for Gal-

FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
BVBBY THURSDAY, at 4 P. M. from 8a
vannah Pier, Congress -treet, Boston.
A. DeW. Ssbpms.C. R. R. Agent, 201 Wash-

Make New. Rich Rlnnri!

Domestic Ports.
PASCAGOCLA—Cld 16th, barque Eliza J Me-

Dougiitou, Bangor.

place

to Savannah.

Thence to all points South.

Protected against infringement and solely controlled
by The Leadenball Preas, E.C.

EDUCATIONAL.

Also ar loth, barque Addle Morrill, Andrews,
Apalachicola 25 days.
Ar 2Ulh, ship Tacoma, Sheldon, San Francisco.
CIU loth, ship Sami SKoltield, Bishop,Calcutta;
barque Shawuiut. Small, Denial ara; sch Brigadier. Cousins, Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 18th, schs Julia & Martha,
Young, and M E Wilson, Cole, Calais.
PROVIDENCE
Ar 18th, schs Flora King,
Reed, Calais; Lawrence Haines, Tibbetts, WisAnnie
casset;
Lee, Cole, Readout.
Ar 2911), sells lluam, Hibbard,Calais; George
Pierce, Sherman, Machias.
NEW BEDFORD—Sld 18th, sell Seth W Smith,
Parker OaLais
VlNEYARD-HAVEN-Sld 18th. sch Moseley,
Torrey,fm Mtragoaue for Boston; Delhi, Greene,
WUimuctou for do; Magnet, Itondout for do; St
Croix. Weohaivkeu fordo; A L Perkins.
Newport

England

this

Diagram by the right-hand bottom comer and
a
it
give
slight but rapid circular twisting motion, when
each circle will separately revolve on its own axis. The inner
cogged wheel will be seen to revolve in an opposite direction.

|

If

—

tlons.

TTSE.

The Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
Of* CUBES
Diphtheria, Croup.Aathma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Bheumatiam, Bleeding at tha
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenaa, Hacking Cough.
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Kidney Troubles.
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lamenesa

BALTIMORE—Ar 18tli, sch Wm O Show, HarNew Bedford.
Ar 19th, sells Emma F Angel], Tripp, Portland;
Chiidc Harold, Mauson, Washington.
Cld 19th,schs Cbas Haskell, Sllshee, Boston;
Gardner G Deriug, Rogers, do; Melissa A W lley,

AND ALL rAKTS OF

Hraaawick, Nava Hcotia, Prise, ltd.
wards Inland, aad Caps Hretaa.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharl, loot ol State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 r. M., (or
KASTPUKT and ST. JOHN, with above couuee-

Fishermen.

Delaware Breakwater 18th, brig Clias A
Sparks. Philadelphia for Boston; Leonora, do tor
Brunswick; schs Cyrus Hall, Port Bpalu for Bostou; T A Lambert, Philadelphia for do.
NEW YORK—Ar 19lh, sells Herald, Rockport;
Silver Heels, Rocklaud; Anna S Murch, Ellsworth

—

|

Wanekr-irr,*■

Par
uncord, and point* North
ht I 1 11 p. at.
Par Kockratrr, Mprtngvule, Alfred, Waters
hare, and Mueo fairer ht 7.30 a. as., 13.33
and (mixed) at «.:t« a. aa.
Par Uarhaa at 7.30 a. as., 13.33, 3.00,
0.30, and (ndxed) at 0.30 p. aa.
Par Huccuroppu,4 unabcrlund Wills, Wee*
hraak Jaactiaa and Waadfard’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. aa., 13.33,3.00, 0.30 hi*
(mixed) Mt.ifo p.
*
“*
Deer lag) 10.00 a. as.,
3iOO and 0.30 p. ua.
"iThe 13.33 p. aa. train from Portland connect* at
A,erJ—c.. with Haasac iasacl Kaaae for
the West, and at luiou
Depot, Worcester, fci
fobfl* Warwick l.iae, and all rail,
a,so w,til "•
* N. K. R. K.

NPItINO IKKANOEnENT.

INTERNAL

Ar at Boothbay 20th, seb Caroline Vaught,Reed,
west shore, with 140 libls.
Ar at Port llawkeshury I7th, sch Senator Morgan, Graham, North Bay, with 400 bbls mackerel.

19th, schs Kleauor, Charles H Haskell, and
Gertrude L Trundy.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19lh, schs Levi Hart,
Giles, Richmond; Nellie T Morse, Baker, Kennebec; W C Green,Hawes, and Hattie Baker, Parker. do ; J R tlalladay, do.
Cld 19th, brig H B cleaves, CUtrlsou, Portland;
schs Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker, for Portsmouth;
Mattie E Eaton, Gamagc, do; Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Hallowed; T A Lambert, Hall, Boston; Boring C Ballard, Bearse, do; Jona Sawyer,Reynolds,

FO»

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX. N. S

Memoranda.

ton.
Sld

in.

NTEAIBKHM.

Sliaughae, Aug 11—Ship Governor Roble, Blanchard, which arrived here to-day, has 33.000 cases
oil
put of the 00,000 eases shipped at New York,
widen is supposed to be much damaged.

Young, Portland; Eleanor. Poole, Newburypurt.
Cld 19th, barque Henry Warner, Paine, Galves-

uuc

Trains feave P. A O. B. R. 8.36 A m. and 1.00
and 6.15 p. in.
Trains arrive at Bridgton 11,10 a m. and 3.20
and 8.56 p. m.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
Je27
tl

ANODYNE

Tyler, Bostou;

Murphy, Cardiff.
Passed Is.e of Wight 18th inst, ship E W
son, Hammond, Rotterdam for New York.
Ar at Goree, WCA, —, brig Lucy W Snow,
gess, Boston via Cape de Verds.

irrnn«rDirnM .uuiraun, J

mm

Pocliasstt, Rackett,

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Bid fm Hong Hong Aug 18. ship Pactolus, Burnham. San Francisco; 10th, Wacliusett, Oakland,
New York.
Ar at Aecapulco 17th inst, ship W F Babcock,

& Saco River Railroad Co.

Bridgtoo

Sold Everywhere.
feb28

CI1AS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.

Trains leave Bridgton 6.10, 10.10 a. m., and
5.40 p. in.
Trains arrive at Portland 8.46 a id. and 12.36

WISCA88ET, Sept 17—bid, sch Two Brothers,
Dodge, Keuuebec.
Sept lb—Ar, sch Wm E Leggett, Lewis, Boston.
Sept 20—Sid, sch Niger, Adams, Boston.
GREEN’S LANDING, Sept 10-Ar, sell David

Portland, to load lor New York.
Sept 17—Ar. sell Eunice P Newccmb, Allen, for
Boston.
Sept 18—Ar, sebs Nevada, Judkins, Bostou;
Exact, Smith. Bangor.
Sld, sen Stella Lee, for New York.

3epl4eod2w

D.Sc., BA.

New York.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

;

Soap.

NaMrr

mouth.

do

Thompson,

$3.00.

TICKET8 GOOD FOR 10 DAYS

to

Harr!man, Wood, Bucksport—
SAILED-Brigs Sullivan, aud Oderilla; sch Fal-

Brown, Barbour, Boston.
Ar, sens Valparaiso,
sept

PEARS’

Presented by the Proprietors of

worn out more

ltiake.
Sch K H

Kleetwing. Robbins,

RATES FROM PORTLAND
To I'rjbur*, No. Conway, Mien Station
and Return, $2.00.
To Crawford or Fabyan’* and Return,

sensible, economical people, who

by washing than wearing. It is
your advantage to try Pearline.

Portland & Rochester R. K%
ARRANGEMENT^ TRAINS.

COMMENCE SEPT. 15, 1887.

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of

—

■ailuam.

Ktll.KIM UH.

PORTLAND&0G0ENSBURG R. I PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

9

Paint, or Woodwork,

tor

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.)

WliealS still
bbls.

..

W S

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Sept. 20,1887,-Oattle market
unchanged.
Market Beef—Extra 6 (0@6 75;first quality 6®
6 25; second quality 6 00*5 60; third quality at
4

...

*

I Allow your Clothing,

FOR

Sardinian.Quebec.... Liverpool... Sept 22
Andes.New York..Hayti
Sept 22
Hammonia.New York..Hamburg. ..Sept 22
York..
Rhyland.New
Antwerp
Sept 22
Kugia.New York..Hamburg ..Sept, 24
Auraula.New York.. Liverpool.. .Sept 24
Tlilugvalla.New York .CopenhageuSept 24
La Champagne ...New York..Havre.Sept 24
Clenfuegos.New York..Havana ....Sept 24
Fulda.New York..Bremen
Sept 24
Edam.New York.. Amsterdam Sept 24
Chester..
of
New
York..Liverpool...Sept 24
City
Trinidad.New York..Trinidad
.Sept 20
Alaska.New York..Liverpool...Sept 27

nSCILLAPTIOVB.

—

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

Brunswick.

FREIGHTS.

67 V4*168 V4
li;Mxd
low KUuleh.il 76*6 76 Corn, bug lots....09*80
X Spring auo
Meal, bag lots.. £0*57
XX Spring..4 15*4 36 lOats. oar lots
88*89
Patent Spring
,'Oats, bag lots
40*42
Wheats.00*6 26 Cottonseed.
Mich, straight
I car lots..26 26*26 60
roller .4 60*4 75
do bag... 26 Oo*27 00

Ml
39

..

HnpiiL

Superfine and

•>*

H. 97

N Y. &N. K
Missouri Pacific.... 92
Oregon Navi. 8C>
Hocking Valley... 1. %
Richmond Terminal 22%

and is meeting with wonderful success In the cure
of coughs, colds, horseness
and sore throat.
Lactart being the pure acid of milk, compounded
with honey In certain proportions, is found to
possess a true curative power.
There is nothing
very mysterious in this result, lor people liave always been in the habit of using “a sweet aud
a sour” for t roat difficulties.
But nothing in this
line, as effective as Lactart and Honey, has before been tried.
Dr. O. 8. Sanders, one of Boston’s distinguished Tihysicians, writes: “I recommend Lactart and Honey for coughs, colds, sore
throat, etc. It aids the bowels in constipation,
and has a like effect in diarrhoea”; aud Ills testimony Is supported by many others.
Lactart and
Honey is exceedingly pleasant to take, and Is
sure to benefit the user.

SlHI.

<s

Uius'svuie* «....

spending people, who disdain, or do not care to
practice those small economies which the French
and German nations, fur example, find necessary.
There Is probably some truth In this charge, for
In America money comes easier than In the
old countries, and also goes easier. Yet, America
Is the land of Invention, and of new ideas, and of
universal progress. Among the uew ideas, one
which has occasioned a good deal of talk, Is the
adaptation of Lactart aud Honey to the cure of
coughs and colds. This preparation Is put up by
the Avery Lactate Company, of Boston, the manufacturers of the famous Lactart (acid of milk)

PORTLAND, Sept. 20,1887.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain. Provisions, Sc.:

Closmg
hid.
81%
97%
28%

24%
49%
108%
Northwestern.110% 111%
Omaha common.... 4o%
40%
Omaha preferred.. 106
107
Pbila & Reading.
67%
67%
Delaware, L. & W. 127
126%
Lake Shore. 92%
92%
Pacific Mail. :u
33%
Jersey Central. 69
70%
Kansas Texas
22%
22%
Union Pacific. 6L
61 %
Oregon Transcon... 20
19-Vj
Western Union. 72
72Vi

rronin,

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

28

Erie preferred
Northern Pacific... 23%
North. Pacific, pref 49
N. Y. Central. 106

Cook—Share, uium, your pet bull-dorg's Just
aftber bltln’ th’ lig ’most off av the butcher byel
Mistress- Dear, dear! How dreadfully aunoylug. 1 do hope he was a clean hoy, Mary.

The following are recent charters:
Bark Ella, Portland to Paysandu. lumber $11.
Bark Marehesiiia. Portland to Buenos Ayres,
lumber at private terms.
Bark Alexander Campbell,
Philadelphia to
Portland, coal at private terms.
Bark Alexander Campbell. Philadelphia to
Portland, coal at private terms.
Bark Payson Tucker, Baltimore to Portlaud,
coal at private terms.
8chr ilaraidlne, Portland to Buenos Ayres, lumber $0.
Bclir Maggie Dalling, St. John. N. B., to Philadelphia, laths 65c.
Schrs Emma, Angle L. Green, and City ot Augusta, Kennebec to Philadelphia, ice 65c.
Sclir orlztmbo. New York to Portlaud, coal 86c
Schr M. A. Willey, Baltimore to Portland, coal
$1 16.

80
197
.132

..

chest will always prevail.
Cruel consumption
will claim Its victims These diseases, if attended to In time, can be arrested and cured.
The
remedy Is Du. Wistak’s Balsam or Wild
CUEBBV.

a

1314

Union Pacific 1st
113
do Laud Grants
do Sinking Funds.

our
Caution!—In
chaugcable climate,
coughs, and diseases of the throat, lungs and

said to be

38%
100

has been active, ranging from 4 to 7 percent.;
last loan at 6. closing offered at 4. Prime paperno change, 7 a8 per cent Sterling Exchange quiet
and barely sleady; actual business 4 8t%4 80%
l r eo-day bills and 4 84% <t4 84% for demand.
Governments dull and firm. Railroad bonds quiet
The stock market closed
and heavy to weak.
quiet aud generally firm to strong at irregular
changes from opening prices.
a ue transactions at the Stock Exchange
aggregated 610.324 snares
aaj.j tone wing are today’s quotations of Got ernrn-ul securities:
U mted States bonds, Ss..
New 4s, reg.123%
New 4s, coup....124%
New4%s,reg ...108
New 4%s, coup. .108
Ueutral Pacing, lsts..114%
Denver * K. Gi. lsts .....119%
Erie 2Us
97%
Kansas Pacific Consols.101
Oregon Nav. lsts.109%

They tell a good story at the Press Club about
of the nautical reporters of the Herald. Some
years ago there was a young journalist employed In the capacity at a salary of *15 a week;
a collision bad occurred between two steamers
and some lives had been lost. The young reporter
wrote a florid description In which he used the
words, shaking of the moment when the vessel
collided, “the scene that followed baffles description.” Young Bennett was at home and went for
him.
“Why did you not describe the scene that followed Instead of saying that It baffled description?” thundered the great man.
•‘Why, it did baffle description.”
“What do you mean, sir?”
"That it baffled the description of any *15 a
week reporter.”
Beuneit raised Ills salary.

are

receives

New York Stock and Money Market.
fBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Sept. 20 1887.—Money on call

three

Americans

are

Wisconsin Le»'ral.18%
Boston & Iaiwell Railroad.
167
217
Boston;* Maine R.
.i.

one

inr

stocks

....

hog’s little boy.”

tirr ni

112

tref
.
C. H. & g.
Aten.,Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad.100%
Mexican Central 4s. 68
•
Bell Telephone
21a
Wlirorsin Central 2d series .!. 48%
Mexican Central R 7s.

Quaker Blttei s, ns a family medicine, has no
equal. The full and positive effect of tills great
purifier of the blood Is most speedy. The appetite is restored, digestion Improved, and purer and
better material poured In the blood for the nutrition and growth of every part. Twenty-four
years’
use 111 New England Is a
guarantee of its worth. It
is the best Spring medicine ever known.
Use Lltlle Quaker Pills; purely vegetable,
small, and pleasant to take.

■ tiiii

110
102
107

di

Little Liver fills regulate the bowels
make you well. Dose, one pill.

you’re
■‘Lemmy,
was five

126
106
106
113

York and New! England Railroad.do nref
Mexican Central.
F'int * Fere Marquette Railroad com.7.7.'.

Carter’s

who

103
ny

[By Telegraph.]

Always avoid harsh purgative pills. They first
make you sick, and then leave you
constipated.

and

126
106

Boston Stock market.

Old resident—Hello, Frank 1 Why weren’t you
at Mr. Brown’s funeral?
Frank (lately blown village swell)—I did not
know Brown-at least very slightly; and anyway
I have no time for funerals; don’t believe I’d
have time to go to my own.
Old resident—And ef you do. by that
so stiff ye won’t know
anybody.

116

FROM

If you are uervous or dyspeptic try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills, Dyspepsia makes you nervous,
and nervousness makes you dyspeptic; either one
renders you miserable and theBe little pills cure
both.

be

106

HHCELLANEOCg.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Sept. 20.1887.—Consols at 101 5-16
for money and 1017-16 for the account.
LlVt-UP jOL, Sept. 20, 1887.-Cotton marketquiet; uplands BVsd; Orleans Rt^d; sales 8,000
bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVKRPOOL.8ept.20. 1887—Quotations-Winter Wheat 6s lld®rts; Spring wheat at 6s ltd®
6s; Club wheat at 6s®0s Id. Corn—mixed Wes
tern 4s 2Mtd; peas 6s 2V4d. Provisions, ft o—Pork
at 76s Od; bacon at 44s Od for long clear and
45s for short clear. Cheese at 60s 6tL Tallow at
22s Od. Lard 33s 6d.

Boston.
MIRDOGO LIOL’ID FOOD GO.,MWAStl
Uiy22

Sans Birr

Artaageasrat -la

Klim Juar

1837,

4,

Leave Portland, via l). T. Railway, 7.10 a m. j
Lewiston 8.00: Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.30|
Buck Held 9.46;
E. Bumner
10.36; Hart/ord,
10.56; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 2.(,0,
Mechanic Falls 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
K. Hebron 3.40: Buekfleld 3.50: E. Bumaer 4.06|
Hartlord 4.12; Canton 4.27: lillbertvllle 4.86 p.
RKTURNINO-Leave Canton 4u30. 9.15 A m.1
arriving at Portland 8.26 Am., 16-06 p. lanton
On Maturdays only, a tblril train lesvmi
2.46 p. in.: Buckneld 3.26; arriving at Lewiston
°a drrlva.
6.46 p. m.;
6.10
W
1.00, and h
ol train leaving Boston
5 37 o in
Excursion tickets will be sold beMtal'ons
on R. F. A
and
Lewiston
tween Portland,
or Monday.
By leavB good to return same day
several hours can be
ing Portland at 7.10 a m.
and return same day; or
incut In Oxiord County
a trip token up the Audroecoggln Valley to Rum(ordTails returning Monday.
MTAUK 403INKUTI0NH.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. (or Hebron
Academy; Buckneld 3.50 p. m. (or W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
6.30: Dttiold 6.00; Mexleo 7.00 p. m.; also (or
Bretiuu's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dixtteld 7.00 a m.; arriving at Portland 12.06 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN,Bupt.
H. C. BRADFORD. O.T. A.

^Portland

returnlnjl

IwJdtl

-s

THE BAXTER MEMORIAL.

THE

Description of the Ceremonies of
Laying the Corner Stone.

WEDNESDAY M011NINU, SEPT. 21.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Addresses
TO-OAl.

*»VKKTISkKIKI*TN

Iftitt

Delivered

by Judge Sy-

monds and Cen. Brown.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Howard Athenaeum Co.
Cumberland ('o Agricultural Society.
Y II. V. A. Course—City Halt
SKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Portland Flour Dealers and Grocers.
Notice—Committee on Labor Day.
An Unusual Sale—Turner Bros.
Wanted—Cook and Laundress.
Discount on Taxes In Deertng.
Notice—steamer Enterprise.
Found Adrift— ltow Boat.
For Sale—Tw o Hoi sea.
Wanted—Drug Clerk.
For Sale-Two Cows.
Steamer Greenwood.
X. John Little & Co.
Bines Brothers—2.
Tenement to Let.
House to Let.
Girl Wanted.
Boom to Let.
AUCTION SALES.
Administratrix Sale.

The ceremonies attendant upon laying the
corner-stone of the new Baxter Memorial
Building, on Congress street, took place yesThe day was perfect. A
terday afternoon.
lovelier could not have been selected for the
occasion. The turf was still a bright green,
tlie foliage had only just begun to show the
touches of autumn, and the skies were a
cloudless expanse of blue.
At 11.50 p. in., the Masonic bodies left the
armory on Exchange street, for the building,
in the following order:
('handier'! Band.
Portland Commander)'—Km. Com. Sir Knight J.
K. Sawyer-7 officers and 38 Sir Knights.
St Alban Coniniaiulery—Em. Com. Sir Knight B.
B. Farnsworth—0 officers and 35 Sir
The tiraud Lodge of Maine.

represented by
Grand Master F. E. Sleeper, Sabattis; Deputy Grand Master, Albro E. Chase, Portland ; Acting Senior Grand Warden, F. I.
Day, Lewiston; Acting Junior Grand Warden, C. D. Smith, Portland; Acting Grand
Treasurer, W. O. Carney, Portland; Grand
Secretary, Ira Berry, Portland; Grnud Chaplain, ltev. Marion Crosley, Portland; Grand
Marshal, A. M. Uoak, Auburn; Acting
Grand Senior Deacon, C. W. Harding, Durham; Acting Grand Junior Deacon, W. F
Wood, Lewiston; Acting Grand Stewards'
Simeon Stone, Lisbon, and W. R. Tarboxj
Fryeburg; Grand Tyler, W. C. G. Carney.
Portland.
The procession presented a fine appearance, with its beautiful regalia, its waviug
white plumes, aud its gaily painted banners.
The streets were filled with people, who
gazed on the pageant with much interest,
while many followed the line of march. The
building was reached shortly after 4 p. in.,
tile hour appointed.
A rude staging had
been erected close by the corner-stone,
The

Ariricr

M

UolKew.

MIW.

WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYBUPshould always be used when
children are culting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at ouce; it produces natural, quiet
sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and Uie little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It Is
very pleasant to taste, it soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all paiu, relieves
wind, regulates l he bowels, and Is the best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
ottier causes Twenty-live cents a bottle,
lanlfl
FM&W&wly
__

F. w. Kinsman A Co-—Gentlemen: It
gives me pleasure to tell my story ol Adamson’s
Botanic Cough Balsam. It has cured me, my
wife and child of severe colds to which we were
subject during the winter mouths. 1 think it has
no equal as a cough mixture and I recommend it
to my friends as worthy of confidence.
Yours
truly, A. C. Gibson. Trial size 10 cents.
eod&w
seplB
_

NEVEB TBAVEL WITHOUT THEM,
Persons should never travel without a box of
Bka.hdkkth'h Pills.
A few doses taken before
gotug on ship will prevent seasickness, and one
PHI every night on ship-board will counteract the
costive action of the sea air. When sick, t roubled
with pains, colds, or dizziness, or having rheumatism take from three to five Pills and if they do not
operate in an hour or so take three or four more.
The Engadine
Bouquet, Atkinson’s new perfume. This superb
distillation sweetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers.
Bright jewels, In a setting of perpetual snow.
mcllSO
W&St
if you suffer from looseness of the bowels, Angostura Hitters will surely cure you. Beware

of counterfeits and ask your grocer
for

the

Pennine

article,

nrrnared

B. Siegcrt & Sons.

or

hr

drugglst.1

Tlr.

«

septl'Jcod&wlw

Llttta Uver Pills are free from all
Irritating matter. Concentrated met Icine only; very small; very easy to lake; no
pain; no griping; no purging.
Carter’s

crude and

sep20

d&wlw
_

today, F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at
store No. 04 Washington street the stock and
fixtures, consisting of drugs, medicines, &c. Bee
auction column.
At 10

a. m.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.
BEFOBK JUDGE WEBB.

Monday.—Heuhen Weeks et als. vs. Benjamin
F. Jewett, in admiralty. Decree for libellant,
(230.67 and costs.
Tuesday.—Untied Slates, by indictment, vs*
Thomas W. Furse. Smuggling shingles. Plea>
nolo contendere. Sentence suspended.
District Attorney.
Don A. H. Towers.
United States, by Indictment, vs. Samuel Bou
horse.
langur.
smuggling
Plea, guilty. Sentenced to 20 days in jail.
District Attorney.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFOBE JUDGE GOULD.

Tukseay—Cltas. McKinnon, ixittic Doherty.
Intoxication; fined (3 and costs each.
William Cook. Intoxication; 20 days in the
county jail.
Thomas H. Lake. Assault; fined $5 and costs.
A TERRIBLE

Joseph Beers Falls
and is

FALL.

Twenty-five

Feet

Killed.

Yesterday morning Joseph Beers, living at
No. 180 Washington street, and a man named
McGrath went Into Darrali’s boarding house
at the corner of India and Fore streets and
engaged a room and went at once to the apart-

menLTJie keeper of the house says that at
J&fffilTl o’clock McGrath went out and
nothing was heard of the other. At a few
minutes after 12 the people about there were
startled by seeing the body of a man fall to
the sidewalk with

dull thud. It proved to
be Joseph Beers, who had falleu from the
window of the room and struck on the back
of his head, sustaining a bad fracture.
The
a

window was some 25 feet from the ground.
Rich’s ambulance was called and the man
taken to his residence on Washington street.
Dr. Merrill was summoned, but was unable
to help the unfortunate man, who breathed
his last at 12.45.
The deceased was a ship carpenter by
trade, about 50 years old, and leaves a widow
and four children.

Coroner Gould considered

an

inquest

un-

necessary, as after investigation, he felt
satisfied that the man was not intoxicated,
but was sick from the exertions arising from
taking care of a sick friend.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
It was a fine day yesterday, quite warm in
the afternoon.
The much needed gates across tho foot of
Green street at the Rochester crossing, have
been put in position.

At the regular monthly meeting of the
Wheel Club held Monday evening four ap-

plicants

elected to membership.
The
club have secured new nuarters in Reaver
were

Block, and will take possession October 1.
One hundred aud seventy-five thousand
cans of sweet corn were packed this year at
Dunstan Corner by Burham & Morrill.
A
smaller number of acres were planted than
usual, but the yield to the acre was larger
than ever before.
Mrs. Bicknel), an evangelist from Massachusetts, with Mrs. S. F. Pearson, will conduct revival services at the Gospel Mission,
this
are

evening.
earnestly

Christian workers and others
invited to take part in the ser-

vices.
PERSONAL.
Mr. D. H. Young and his daughter Miss
Emma, left the city yesterday to settle in
their new home in the West, Lincoln, Neb.
Mr. 8. B. Fowler, son of Postmaster Fow-

Jer, of Augusta, lias gone to Cornell University to take a special course. Mr. Fowler,
graduated at Bowdoin College in the class of
'87.
The Provincial Grand Lodge of the Royal
Order of Scotland opened its annual meeting
in Free Masons' Hall, Providence, Monday
evening. Sir Josiah H. Drummond, Deputy
Provincial Grand Master, presiding, in the
absence of Sir Albert Pike, Provincial Grand
Master.
Visit of the Secretary of War.
Hon. William C. Endlcott of Salem, Mass.,
Secretary of War, who has been passing his
vacation atPcterboro, N. H., arrived in this
city yesterday by the 0 p. m. train, and is
the guest of Hon. W. L. Putnam and Mrs.
Putnam at their home on State street. The
Secretarj’s visit is purely social. There !•
nothing of an official character about it. He
is simply taking his vacation. Last
evening
he received the officers of the
army and navy
n the vicinity who
called upon Him. Today
he will enjoy a drive about
the city, and in
the evening will be
entertained with a few
other gentlemen at dinner at the
Falmouth
Hotel.
Judge Endlcott has been a Judge of the
Supreme Court of Massachusetts and Demo
cratic candidate for Governor of that
State
The Kermis.
The Ladles’ Aid of the Church of the
Messiah will give a Kermis at City Hall,
October Utb. 12th and 13th.
The scenes to
be represented will be Dutch, as the word
The opening exercises
Kermis indicates.
will be held Tuesday evening October llth.
Mayor Chapman will preside and Governor
On
Bodwell has promised to be present.
the evening of the second day there will be
a grand march In costume, tableaux and
music, with dances conducted hy Professor
Gilbert. On the evening of the third day
there will be a promenade concert.
Mountain Excursions.
Attention H called to the excursion over
the P. & o. R. H., advertised in another column. Tickets good
for ten days from date
of issue will be for sale the
remainder of the

month.

!

Lodge

Kiilguts.

Grand

was

which was intended for the use of the gentlemen, members of the Maine Historical So-

ciety

Library, the two
whom the building is to be deno

attempt to po-

the
place,
only
staging, but every place of vantage
was
citizens
without
occupied
by
and
distinction, including many boys
—1..

but its home is now within the limits
of this beautiful town.
Founded in 1822,
shortly after the separation of this State
from Massachusetts, it is the natural sucessor of that famous society which bas done
so much to promote the historical researches
which have made New England a famous
place. For ten years Portland was its home;
for half a century the historic college town
of Brunswick, in 1881, through the munificence of the city and the liberality of the
members of the Maine Historical Society—
those members residing here—the library
and its collection was moved to Portland,
and from that time under the kindness and
liberality of the city, has been provided
with a home. It remains for its munificent
vice president to provide here, within this
building which is to be erected, a home
worthy of it, and a room wdiich shall be
opeu to all; not merely to the residents of
Portland, but to the people of the State.
The Maine Historical Society in this building will provide a place for everybody to
come and inspect and examine its records.
I think it will be acknowledged that the
Maine Historical Society has done for the
State of Maine a noble work. Nine volumes
of collections, covering the history of many
operations of the State and three volumes
of the documentary
Series, pub
llshed with the
assistance
of
the
all
of
which
have
attract-ed
State,
great attention throughout the English
speaking world, and the last, and perhaps
most interesting of all under
the editorial
supervision of him, through whose munificence we are indebted for a home.
In the
name of the Society, Most Worshipful Graud
I
ask
this
that
corner sloue may be
Muster,
laid in accordance with your ancient rites.

State,

THE MASONIC CEREMONIES.

Grand Master

and Portland Public

institutions to
voted, but there had been
lice

gotten in the history of Portland. It remains for me only to request that its cornerstone be laid with Masonic rites.
At the conclusion of the Judge’s remarks
General John Marshall Brown, for the
Maine Historical Society, spoke as follows:
GENERAL BROWN’S ADDRESS.
Most Worshipful Grand Master:
It has been hoped that one of the citizens
representing the Maine Historical Society,
and a gentleman of the committee having
charge of this building, would have been
here today to present in behalf of the
Maine Historical Society, this part in this
noble work. It is to be regretted that his
sickness prevents him being here today. At
a late hour I have been asked to represent
him and the Society.
The Maine Historical Society is not, Most
Worshipful Grand Master, a local Institution. It is an institution covering the whole

the

and

*...li.

not

„:J_

at..

a

a

al

double row of steps to Plymouth church, aud
the windows, doorsteps and sidewalks of

private residences, were hlack with heads.
Carriages of every kind got in the way, but,
is usual in Portland, all was taken good
naturedly. Upon arrival the two comnianderies halted, facing each other, on cither
side of the street, and the officers of the
Grand Lodge passed between them to their
places on the platform, the commanderies
as

saluting,

and the band

playing.

On the

staging, besides the trustees and
officers of the Public Library, several of the
ex-Mayors of Portland, and many of the
leading lawyers and business men, were noticed Hon. William Goold, Kev.
Dr. Asa
Dalton, Rev. Dr. H. S. Barrage, Henry

Deering, Lewis Pierce, H. W. Richardson,
Edward H. El well, James P. Baxter—the
munificent donor of the memorial—Hon.
Charles F. Libby, P. C. Manning, Judge
Goddard, Stephen Berry and H. W. Bryant,
all members of the Historical Society.
When all was ready Grand Master S'eepei
gave the signal and Chandler’s Band played
with great feeling and effect the prayer from
"Medea.” Judge Symonds then, in behalf
of the Public Library, of which he is president, advanced and spoke as follows :
JUDGE

SYMONDS’ ADDBESS.

Most Worshipful Grand Master:
The Portland Institute and Public Library, which by the munificence of the founder
is to share in the permanent occupancy of
the building here to be erected, joins in the
request that its corner-stone should be laid
and its dedication to the uses of a public
trust should be commemorated, by the ancient forms of Masonic ceremony; and I
have the honor in its name and behalf
to make this request of you.
The true college, like the true church, it
has been said, Is essentially an ideal and invisible thing. It does not lie open to the
sight in the familiar walls and towers, built
by human hands, but can only be discerned
and apprehended by the mental vision,in the
spirit of its history,in the law of its life.in the
essential idea which informs and inspires it.
It is the true church militant of knowledge,
and its champions are the men, who along
the line of its history have gathered aud reflected upon the world all the light of their
time!.
Its armories are piled and marshalled in human memories; the flashing of
new truths to meet the shifting forms of error is the only sign of its advance, while all
its triumphs are of the intellect, of the heart,
of the energies of the will.
The spirit of all this is equally true of the

now

library;

galleries

for what, after al[,

are

libraries,

and treasures of art and antiquity,
implements and accessaries of
thoughtful study ?
Our fathers, in their poverty, planted the
school and the college, and founded, with
equal care and with almost eqnal reverence,
the library and the church; and it remains
part of the priceless honor which, in our
minds, forever surrounds their memories,
that In the early days of suffering and danger, on the margin, the narrow margin,
guarded by their lives, and guarded only by
their lives, between the wilderness and the
sea, they sowed thatprecious seed. From it,
like golden grain, has sprung the glory of
New England life, the love of learning, the
restless search for truth In all the realms of
thought and life, which have been the distinguishing trait of our society for generations, now; which have opened to the intrepid footsteps of youth, at once, all the
paths of usefulness and all the fields of honor; which, to manhood, have given strength
and exaltation above the engrossing cares of
dally life; which have refined, and hallowed,
and given serenity and dignity to old age,
and have poured, and are still pouring, a
strange, new light upon all the problems of
out the

From the height on which we stand today,
in the midst of the brightening auspices
which surround us, it is pleasant to remem
her even the hardships of the past. Our
minds recur to the summer of 1800, when
our public libraries disappeared in a single
night and their loss was not even felt in the
general grief and the sharp distress of that
cruel conflagration, when the relief of immediate suffering demanded every energy, and
our city grieved more over the destruction of
its stately elms and the loss of historic associations than over buildings or libraries
which could be restored; to the meetings of
citizens which framed the charter for the
new library, its organization, its small beginning and slow progress, the little rills of
assistance from many sources which year by
year have swelled the stream, the larger
gifts of other friends, the steady hand of
encouragement and aid which our City Council has always extended, the constant effort
to enlarge the resources of the library and to
make it free as possible to the public with
the means at its command, for few persons
whose
attention
has
not
been particularly directed to the subject can
appreciate the difficulty of making a lithe impossibility of making it
brary public, without
a fund to sustain it—
wholly free,
the accession of the Willis collection, of
value
in
itself
and which associates
great
with the public library the Willis name,
Identified with the history and fame of our
city, the increasing prosperity of later years,
the accumulation of a library of more than
thirty thousand volumes now, which we
hope before long will contain one hundred
thousand of the best books of all time. In
any review of the past, however brief, the
public library remembers with gratitude the
names of its benefactors.
There are names
among them memorable for many public services. While this is not the occasion to repeat them, no retrospect could be to hurried
as not to note the name of Nathaniel C.
Sawyer, who gave the largest part of his estate—several thousands of dollars—to the
library with the single injunction that the
fund should be preserved and its income
devoted to the purchase of works of permanent value.
And now, long before it could have anticipated such good fortune, by the generosity
of one of its trustees, in the beautiful structure which is here to rise, devoted to literature and art, the Public Library is to have a
home of its own, a home to which we are all
invited. Whenever the opportunity offers
and the mood invites us, we may come here,
aside from the dust of daily life, and learn
what the best men that have lived have
thought, what the wisest men have known,
what the most inspired men have said or
sung.
I have no words to speak the thanks of
the Public Library to its munificent benefactor for a gift like this, nor is this the formal occasion for that.
The man whose
heart conceives, and whose hand executes, a
plan like this has bis reward—but it is not
in what is said about it
by anybody. His
reward is in the work itself,
Its
in
enduring value and its perennial benein the consciousness that
ficence,
he
tree by the
in the grateful shadow of
which a remote
posterity shall linger; that
among the warring forces, which exalt society. or which drag it down to a later barbarism more dreadful than that
from which
it emerged, in the institution which he has
founded or endowed his influence remains
working silently and forever, and always
for the welfare of society and the world
Most Worshipful Grand Master, 1 have
stated as I understand them the circumstances under which this building is erected,
the purposes for which it is designed. Its
erection marks a date that will not be for-

SS,-.KfnW..beautiful

Sleeper

then spoke as fol-

lows:
From time immemorial it has been the custom of the Ancient and Honorable Fraternity of Free and Accepted Masons, to lay
when requested so to do, with their ancient
forms, the corner-stone of buildings erected
for the worship of God, for charitable ob-

for ilie purposes of the administrajects,
tion of Justice and free government, and of
no other buildings.
This PfirilPr-Rtmin lliPrpfrtrn tvn tnaar luv
in accordance with our law, and gladly do so,
testifying thereby our obedience to the law,
and our desire to show publicly our respect
for the government under which we live.
The (fraud Master then called up the Lodge
and said it was the first duty to invoke the
blessing of the Great Architect upon the
work.
or

Prayer

then

was

offered

by the Grand

Chaplain, followed by the response, “So

mote it be.”

The Grand Master then ordered the Grand

Secretary

to read the memorials to be placed
In the corner-stone by the Grand Treasurer.
The following list was then read :
Package of Miss Emily P. Baxter.
Christian Mirror, Aug. 0,1887.
Zion’s Advocate, Sept. 7, 1887.
Sunday Telegram, sept. 11. 1887.
Sunday Times, Sept. 11, 1887.
Portland Daily Pit ess, Sept. 3 and July 11,
1887.

Portland Advertiser, June 3, 1887.
Portland Argus, Sept 3, 1887.
Portland Express, sept. 12,1887.
Sixteenth report ot the Maine General Hospital.
Portland Savings Bank papers.

7

Coins, book-plate, etc.
Portland Transcript, weekly and monthly, Sept.
1887.
Cougregationailst. Aug. 11,1887.
Missionary Herald. August, 1887.
Prospectus Portland Latin School.
Statement McCall Mission.
Moody and other tracts; gospel hymns.
By-laws Diamond Island Association.
Bells of Portland, by Geo. E. B. Jackson.

Plan of Diamond fslaud Association property,
with list of members.
Account of Diamond Island, by E. H. Elwell.
Masonic Token, July 15 and May 14,1887.
List ot members of the Fraternity Club.
Papers of the Gorges Society.
Unveiling the bust of Longiellow.
The Gullelmensica! of Williams College.
The contents of the second box were as

follows;
Auditor's Annual Report, City of Portland.
Officers and Committee of the City Government,
1887.
Guide hook of Portland.
History of the Boaid of Trade.
In Memoriam, Alplieus S. Packard.
Fifteenth Annual Report of the P. & O. R. R.
Act of Incorporation, Maine Historical Society.
Postal cards.
Business cards of Geo. S. Hunt & Co., Charles
McLaughlin & Co., Samuel Waterhouse, C. B.
Varney Si Co., Rutland Packing Company and

others.

Sketches, etc., Stephen Berry.
Papers of the Maine Historical Society.
Seventy-fifth Anniversary, h. W. Longfellow.
Report of Union Mutual Life Insurance Uemp'y
The Grand Treasurer then deposited the
box, the Grand Lodge standing.
The Grand Master then spread the cement
on the foundation, and the stone was lowered into place, the band playing “The Vital

Spark.”

CONDUCTORS’ LIFE

ritual,

called in

turn

on

the

whom did so and stated the craftsmen had
done their duty and the stone was square,
level and plumb.
The Senior and Junior Grand Deacons

then came forward hearing the trowel and
gavel, and the Grand Master, preceded by
the Grand Marshal, spread mortar on yie
stone, struck three blows with the mallet
and declared the stone plumb, level, square,
true and trusty and duly laid.
The Grand Stewards next proceeded to the
stone followed by the Deputy Grand Master,
Senior Grand and Junior Wardens hearing
the can, wine and oil, aud the three latter in
turn poured the cau of nourishment, the
wine of refreshment and the oil of joy. The
Grand Master blessed the building and the
response came “So mote it be.”
Then the architect of the building, Mr.
F. H. Fassett.

was

eiven

a

sonare.

level anil

plumb !>:■ the Graml Master, who blessed
his comiiiuation of the work until the build-

ing

shall be

completed.

The Grand Marshal in the name of the
Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons
of the State of Maine made proclamations
that the corner stone was laid properly and
according to the old customs by tho Grand
Master of Masons.
America was then played by the band, the
Grand Chaplain pronounced the benediction,
the procession reformed and marched to the
armory where the Grand Lodge was closed.
Y. M. C. A.

Course.

The lecture committee of the Portland

Young Men’s Christian Association have
arranged for a course of six brilliant entertainments to be given at City Hall beginning Wednesday evening, Oct. 5th, with a
lecture by the witty and eloquent orator,
Gen. George A. Sheridan of Louisiana, on
“The Modern Pagan."
This is understood
to be Col. Hob Ingersoll. Gen. Sheridan proposes to attack Col. Hob’s manner of handling and discussing religious subjects and
promises to point out the inconsistencies on
the part of the Iconoclast.
Gen. Lew Wallace, author of “Ben Hur,” Gan. Phil. Sheridan and Hon. John Sherman, U. S. Senator

Ohio, speak in glowing terms of the
wit. pathos and eloquence of the lecturer.
The Hungarian Gypsy Quartette, the lead,
ing soloists of the Hungarian Hand from
Buda-Pesth. assisted by Prof. L. L. Ryerson,
the well known humorist, and a lady vocalist, will appear Thursday evening, Oct. 20th.
Stuart Rogers, of Providence, R. I, the
renowned reciter and impersonator,is booked
from

for Thursday evening, Nov. 3.
Mr. Rogers
will on this occasion impersonate the Rc.
Hon. Win. E. Gladstone and other noted personages.
Mr. C. E. Holton,of Cleveland, Ohio, who
appeared in last year’s course, will give his
beautifully illustrated lecture, “Vienna to

Constantinople,"

on

age—being the oldest of the kind in the

country—it is known among the “boys” as
the “Old Reliable.”
Upon the death of a
certificate holder the remaining certificate
holders are assessed five dollars for the benefit of the person or persons named in the certificate held by the deceased. Siuce 1808 the
association, in this manner, has collectedani
paid to the widows, children or other heirs>
and to disabled members the large sum $1,114,499. This sum was paid to 538 persons
whose average benefits amounted to $2,071.50.
The headquarters are and always have
been at Columbus, Ohio, where the routine
work is in charge of a grand secretary and

treasurer, an executive committee, consisting of three conductors, who must reside in
that city. Mr. H. P. Feltrow, formerly of
the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore
railroad, is the grand secretary and treasurer.
The executive committee consists of J. S.
Beecher, Columbus and Cincinnati Midland;
Edwin Morrell, Pittsburg, Cincinnati and
St. Louis railway; and A. S. Knapp, Indiana,
Bloomington and Western. Mr. George F.
Hanford, a member from the date of the organization of the association, is the President. The Vice Presidents are:
Thomas
A Roche, Canadian Pacific railroad; B. F.
Bond, Baltimore and Ohio railroad, and W.
W. Sweeny, Louisville and Nashville rail-

"Julius Caesar,”

Thursday evening, Jan.
19. Mr. Williams has been recalled twenty
to thirty times in some cities so great has
been the desire to hear him.
The course, taken as a whole, is more aton

tractive than that of last season and doubtless will have a large patronage.
The sale of course tickets will begin at

Stoekbridge’s
at 9 o’clock.

on

Friday morning, Sept. 23,

Boston Steamers.
The

Sunday evening trips by

discontinued till next

season.

this line are

Agent—An experienced
established busiWANTEDspecial agent in

THE

GRAND AUTUMN SALE !

In Maine.
Address, giving name, age and
previous occupation, 1'. O. Box 1298, Portland,

ness

fae.___15-1
in eveiy town and vllltagc
WANTED—Agents
to sell
New (8) i hriilnito HooU.

ATKINSON

100 pieces all Wool Dress Goods at 50c per yard.
25 pieces Illuminated Flannels, 36 inches wide, at
37 l-2c.
200 Combination Dresses, at $10, $12 and $15.
English Cheviots and German Broadcloths $1.25,
$1.50 and $2.00 per yard. 54 inches wide.
Black Henrietta Cloths.
Black Rhadames $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75.
Black Faille Francaise $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00.
Colored Faille Francaise $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00.
Colored Surah at $1.00 per yard.
Colored Rhadames at $1.00 and $1.25 per yard.
Watered Silks, in Colors and Black.
Ladies’ and Children’s Fall and Winter Garments.
Ladies’ Plush Sacks at $20, $25, $35 and $40;
made especially for us.
Ladies’ Cotton Underwear now open.
Ladies’ Merino Underwear now on sale.
Hosiery, Gloves and Small Wares stock replete.

the boys upon this occasion are cordially invited.
At this meeting the annual report will be
submitted, officers elected, and such other
business transacted as may be deemed essential to the welfare of the society.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

HOUSE

There was a good advance sale of seats at
Portland Theatre y esterday for the Sparks
Company who will appear in a “Bunch of
Keys at Portland theatre, Thursday and
Friday evenings. An exeliange says: “The
Sparks Company presented ‘A Bunch of
Keys’ .last night, and judging from the large
and pleased audience present, there is no

FURNISHING

“Fairy Fingers.”

The name of the play is
derived from the fact that the dresses made

Company,

of Hortense are so
beautiful as to appear to be the work of fairy
As all society comedy dramas
lingers.
should be, “Fairy Fingers” is bright and
gparkling, and well calculated to entertain,
if not to intensly interest or pleasingly instruct. Rhea’s impersonation was another
triumph to her already successful engagement. As the happy milliner, she acted
with a brilliancy and vivaeiousuess that is
The several
really her own.
characters
were well sustained, and the action throughout, thus making the success above noted.

Cor. Pearl & Middle Streets,

that Geo.
for Mrs.
James Brown Potter on the subject of his
“Ostler
pathetic popular poem,
Joe," in
which case Mrs. Potter will of course, play
the part of the misguided wife.
Three princesses have taken to the stage—
Princess I’iguatelii, Princess Dolgourouky
and Princess Rotlelf—the latter making her
debut this week in the Berlin Winter Garden, with song dances as her specialty.
A
Princess in variety acts! Is this “elevating
the stage?”

The Maine Troops.
The Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette com.
pliments the appearance of the Maine
militia, “dressed in the regulation blue,”
the Philadelphia celebration.
The Philadelphia Press says: “The Delaware, Virginia and Maine troops, less
known than the rest, were an unexpected
revelation of the Guard in these States."

WHO

WANTS

THE

us

the opportunity to dispose of
Entire Lot of

A

an

Carpet,

SHORT

LENGTHS

The citizens of Saccarappa will hold a fair
with entertainments and supper,
at Odd
Fellows Hall this week, commencing this
evening and continuing through Friday evening, for the benefit of the Westbrook Social

Library.

“Base is the slave that pays”—for any soap
than the Index.

They

Kitchen

Range,

Thursday Morning, Sept. 22, and
tinue until all

are

DEATHS
this city. Sept. 20, Joseph Iieers, aged 40 yrs
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.!
Ill Woolwich, Sept. 10, Mrs. Abigail 8. Carlton,

aged 62 years ft months
In Bath, Sept. 18. Hiram Welch, aged 63 years.
In Saco, Sept. 17, Freeman Fugsley, aged 48
years 2 months.
In Saco, Sept. 10, Frauees, wifo of Philander

con-

A.

Hawes, aged

Dyspepsia

Makes many lives miserable, and often leads to
self destruction. Distress after eating, sick headache, heartburn, sour stomach, mental depression, etc., are caused by this very common and
increasing disease. Hood's Sarsaparilla tones the
stomach, creates an appetite, promotes healthy
digestion, relieves sick headache, clears the miuu,
and cures the most obstinate cases of dyspepsia.
Read the following:
“I have been troubled with dyspepsia. I had
but little appetite, and what I did eat distressed
me, or did me little good. In an hour after eating
I would experience a faintness or tired, all-gone
feeling* *s though l had not eaten anything.
Hood’s SarsapuTilla did ine an immense amount
of good. It gave mo an appetite, and my food
relished and satislied the craving 1 had previously
experienced. It relieved me of that faint, tlreu,
I have felt so much better since
all-gone feeliug.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, that I am happy to
recommvnd it,”
G. A. Rage, Watertown, Mass.
N. B.—lie sure to get only

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5, Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

sold.

BROS.’

sep21

Hair

A billiard ball, with all modern
A

..AAil W.IaAA

at the ST.

.... A

JULIAN HOTEL.

18-t

TJX© It BENT- From Oct. 1st. to June 1st,1888,
a furnished bouse In one ol the most delightI
ful locations In the city; has sunny exposure, anil
steam heat; stable on the premises. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48ha Exchange street.
7-4
LET—One more rent In the Thompson
X Block, No. 117audll‘J Middle St.; ground
Hour and a good, dry, and well lighted basement
on three sides, making It one o( the most desirable
rents hi the city (or Jobbing or wholesale business
ol any kind. Enquire of II. E. THOMPSON, No.
1114 Brackett St.2-4
rif©

six months; possession given November lit or
sooner if desired.
For particulars, apply on tbe
PKEMISESor to F. A.Pitcher, 305 Commercial
street,

14

MALE HELP.

sltnatlon,on salary, by young
28 years old, of good address and edWANTED-A
references
Address
Port-

HER

PoeiiSvely Cure** by§£
thc. jo Littla Fill*.

S|
They nlso relieve Dis-fl

*.rc£3 iroia

Dyspepsia®

fgootlon andToo®
Hearty Eating. A !>• 1 23

Inc

remedy

for

{^3, ?Jr.area, Drowsl®
SucksBad Tasto in the®
{Month, Coated Tongue®
Ji’uiu In tlio Side, &c®

regulate the Bow*®
[They
IoIb and prevent Const!-®
iahon and Piles. The ern'dlestana easiest to take^B
one pill a dope. 40 in a via), Purely Veg®
3 25 cents. 0 Yinla by znailforfIM)®
lEDlCINE CO,i Prop’rsj New York* K

Shade,
iTIattreu,

Or any kind of

price $35;
proportion.
chance to create a permanent business at
These safes meet a demand never before
supplied by other safe companies, as we are not
governed by the Safe Pool. Alpine Safe Co., Cm
Innati, O. ___aug24 W&S8w
lbs.;

A rare
home.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
Apply

sep7tf

to

3ft K. HAWK1NN.

A.

A. M.
5.40
0.30
9.00
10.30
P M.
2.16
4.55
0.10

M.

Leave
Trefethen’s.
A. M.
0 05

0.46

7.05

10.45
P. M.
2.80
6 45

11.10
P. M.

0.15
0.55
9.36
10.65

9.20

P. M.

3.00
5.15
0.10

on

2.45
5.30
0.30

_d2t

sep21_

Discount

Leave
Penh’s.
A. M.

COTTA WE

KOK

SL (treat Diamond Island; the
large
of the choicest locations

NAI.E-

corner

Island;

on

lot;

one
conven-

steamboat landings; splendid views; eight
well of pure water,
conveniences, young
rrult'trees. fine shade tree with platform and
swing, bathing house, goodjbatlilng and boating,
sandy beach safe for children; Jirlce $1200. Applay at once to CHAS. U. LAMSON, 177 Middle
Street.20-1
ient to

looms furnished anu shed,
PUIIID In kitchen, modern

HALE—House and Land No. 54 Brown
Enquire of D. W. Snow, 36 Exchange
street.17-1
street.
FOR

a

and Store at North Brldggood chance for the right party.

sale._16-1

GOODS, TO CALL

RENT—In the heart of the city, house
of eleven rooms and bath room; well arranged for a large family or a small boardinghouse;
nearly new and very convenient; will be let low to
the right party. For further Information, address
P. O. BOX 1435, Portland,
Me._16-1

TO-DAY!
At

Notice.

Taxes in

on

Dcering.
THE

of

nor

the General ComEVENover

ING, Sept.
Rank. Prompt attendance is desired. All
should be present. Per order.
sep21dli CHAIRMAN OK COMMITTEE.
I.KT-Brick house, No. 108 Dauforth St.,

furnace In cellar, 8
11© modern Improvements,
*20.00. Also brick house In block
rooms;
No. 88
nace In

price

Federal St., modern Improvements, furcellar, 7 rooms; price *20.00. Apply to
ALBERT D. BOYD, 303 Fore St._21-1_

TAOKNALB—At a bargain, a nearly new 7V4
octave Kranich Si Bach Plano; can be seen
Monroe Place for the next three days. For
particulars enquire at HOUSE, or of J. H
STOCK WELL, 24 Flum St.16-1
NALE—One square piano;
will be sold
cheap If applied for at once. Call or address
16-1
H.,81 Congress street.

FOR

NALE—At bargain, nearly
IVOR
octave Kranich A Bach Plano; for
lars
at house No. 8 MON HOE
a

24, a pleasart up stairs
(sun all day) to a small
in front house 139
Brackett St., first house from Spring. IRA F.
CLARK, 482 Congress St., or at 139 BRACKETT
21-1
ST., between 1 and 2 p. in. after Sep. 23.

a

new

7Vi

particu-

NALE
The two story brick house, No.
86 Winter St.; modern improvements; good
FOR
lot of land.
of
No.

some

MALE—Two

liorscs,
FOIt
weight of each 1150, both

THE

election of officers and the transaction of
any other business that nmy regularlycome before
it, will be held at the Board of Trade rooms
MONDAY, Sep. 2Gth, at 3 o’clock p. in.
Per order W. P. CHASE, Sec’y
dtd*
scp21

Through

an

error

our

advertisement I

stated that the Underwear we are to
sell to day was damaged by water from
(be heatiug pipes, when it was chiefly
due to an accident to one of the cold water pipes. The Underwear will he sold
to Ladies’ Gents and Children at good
bargains, whether wet by hot or cold
water.

and 8 years old.
sound and kind;
warranted. Apply to E. E. SHAW, Junction of
Fore and Pleasant Sts.
21-1
HAI.R-Twocows for sale
FOBplyMe.
ear Post
PARKMAN,

cheap. ApOffice, New
21-1

IlO

I.ET—Sunny alcove room furnished or
furnished, No. 11 BROWN STREET.

un-

21-1

WANTED—A good cook and laundress,
vf
Apply with references to MRS. G. F. TALROT, 57 Park St.21-1
work hi small
capable girl
Apply at 180 NEWBURY
to

WANTED—A
family.

STREET.

21-1

42JOOVAV
Fine Portrait Photog-

raphy.
NO. 514 CONCRESS STREET.

Thirteen

Electric Lights.
Plenty of Light to select by, and we give
word, whoever buys a Bill of
Moods from us -.this
evening from

you our

SEVEN UNTIL TEN WILL MET A BARMAIN. Each Customer, who Buys Twenty-Five Dollars Worth, will get a PRESENT of a NICE RUM, and If he Buys
Fifty Dollars Worth he will get a PRESENT of a LOUNME, and ir he Buys One
Hundred Dollars Worth, we wilt make
HIM a PRESENT of a Silver Castor, a
Half Dozeu Silver Kulves and Folks, a
Nice Rattan Rocker or some other article of Equal Value.
Come and see the
HANSOMEST line or PARLOR SUIT’S
set out on the HANDSONKST Carpeted
titiO Yards of
Room in this Country.
Carpet on One Floor. It Is a room really
Worth seeing, and we shall Sell any
Hoods In our Building for Cash or ou
«ur Special Contract System, Moods Delivered, Frieght Prepaid anywhere iu
Corner
New England. Headquarters
PEARL A MIDDLE STREETS,‘.PORTLAND.
If you can’t come in the Day come In
the EVENINM.

THE!

DINES BROTHERS.
d2t

COE. NIMBI A

BICVC'CS*.

Want the Best!
Buy One if inYouworkmanship,
ease

METHOD,

AKUSIKOGRAPH.

They lead
for climbing hills, speed, strengUl
In
of material and for
every way. Every Columbia Blcywaris
fully
icle and Tricycle
'banter. For speed the Columbia
’record has never been beateu.
ITT Middle*!
LIIMOS.
dtt

durability

t*onlund

School af Stenography.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type writing. Day and evening sessions.
circular.
Agent fort he Citligrap I

jp

ATKINSON

Send for

<.

—

C.

Miss A. L. Sawyer. 537

Congress St„

Portland^*.

On TUESDAY, Sept. 27th,
1-32 ship C. C. Chapman;

at 13 noon.

1-34 ship Wm. G. Davis;
60 shares American Turning Co’s stock ;
Va of loo shares American Turning Co’s stock;
Vi of 40 shares of American Turning Co’s stock;
Mortgage note, 2s, American Turning Co., fur

•OOj
1-10 In

common

mouthvlile;

of post office buildings In Yaw

1 share First National Bank stock.
MARY A. WILLIAMS. Adm’x.
sep21dlw

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Mprchaiib
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
BAILVY.
marl4

F. O.

C. W. 41.1.KN
itf

-It known that
Dr.
although
Buzzell has not thousands to advertise h s
Hloed Cwrdial. numerous patients have found
It to be ihe moat valuable remedy ill the market
lor the Blood. Bold at.bla SANITAKIUM, 398Vk
19-1
Congress street.

WASTED

XKT ANTIC IS—Small rent In central part of city,
vf
Address D. K. B., Press Uffice.
17-1
KUO gs,

I.ICT-Vrry nicely
rftu
X
furnished

furnished and uurooms with first class board at No.
12 BROWN STREET.17-1
IIUAKD AN IS KUOy|-Large, square sun■ > ny riHim with board, centrally located, suitable for two gentlemen. Good closet and room,
newly furnished. Address, one week. MHHMc
gl'AKKIE, 65 Free street.
17-1

I.KT-A pleasant furnished room, sunny
X
side, suitable for two gentlemen or two
ladles. Apply at No. 59 H AMPS1IIHK STREET,
17-1
right hand bell.
II1U

I.KT-Pleasant
TUSt.,
In suits or single,

rooms

nlsluid.

at No. 10 Deerlng
furnished or unfursi-1

LEf-1To one or two gentlemen, a large
aunuy furnished room, with bath room accomodations, tor $2.00 per week; also rooms for
51.00 per week. US INDIA ST.15-1

TO

H(»o IIS and board ft.r a lady
in a private family, la the

TWO
children
of the

and two
western

Address K„ Press irnice, stating
1(M
price and locattou.

city.

part

LOST AND

TOTSD.

place
buy trucks at prices
TjWCNB-The
f
that defy eompetltlou; don't buy a trunk until you have examined eur stock; discount of 15
per cent from our lowest prices to Uet. 1st,; every
trunk warranted as represented, no one urged to
huv; come and see: we are manufacturers of extension bags.
BROAD’S TRUNK MANUPACTORY. 122 Exchange St.
_80-1
to

STOLB5

House
Sepl7

or

hank within 30 days from this
to the bank for a new book.

date, f will apply
OI.AP NELSON.
New York, Sept. B, I8S7.ltt-1
the Windham road a small russet
hand hag; the Under will be suitably rewarded by leavlnglt at 6U1 CONGRESS ST.
151

LOUT—On

rvuuiiiiig

waxier

iw

Chemical Fibre Mill for Sale.
property of the Lincoln Pulp and Paper

the Hue
1111E
Company, at Lincoln, Maine,
the Malue Central Kailroad, will be sold at
on

of

public

the works of the Company at Lincoln,
the 20th day ot Octobor, 1887, at 10 o’clock a.

auction,
on

Furnishing Co.

housekeeper

capable girl for geueral houseWANTED—A
work, at 175 VAUGHAN tfT.; call afternoon and
No. 323 Spring street
W for general bousework. Apply with gmsl references at any time In the forenoou or evening.
10-1
I HI. W ANTED- At

Cl

ANTED- A

\\’

good capable girl to do gener
Apply at 44 CABLETON

al housework.

VV

stb k

rr._15-t

capable girl for
WANTED—A
work In family of two.

STREET.

general house27 THOMAS
15-1

1HI1 MORNING
begin

shall

we

to offer best bar-

gains in

White Flannels
that
I

shown
counters.

was ever

on our

White Wool Flannel, forat 20 cents yard.
1 case White Wool Flannel, formerly 45c, at 31 cents yard.
I case White Wool Flannel, formerly 50c, at 42 1-2 cents.
10 piece best 42 l-2c heavy Flannel 31c yard. No shoddy to this.
(lood Embroidery Flannel only
50 cents yard.
$1.12 1-2 Embroidery Flannel
only 79 cents yard.
Bargains for $1 and $1.25 yard.
Cottou Flannels to arrive to-day
in 8 and 10 case lots. Prices way
down.
case

merly 25c,

acres

nm'i>,ur.

at

RINES

BROS.

uhnlO

HASKELL & JONES.

m.

The property consists ot substantial brick buildings with stone foundations, contalng appliances
for mixing amt washing, three digesters, wet and
dry paper machines, five steam boilers, pumps
and all necessary tools and fixtures for produdug

per day seven tons of chemical wood Hbre, which
can, with only an addition of digesters, be increased to twelve tons per day.
The mill is located upon an excello t water
power, with permanent stone dams, and can be
suppded with an unlimited quantity of spruce and
popular pulp wood at a lower cost than any other
mill In New England.
For particulars address.

F. H. APPLETON, Assignee,
Maine.

sepbdtf_Bangor,

Thomas

buildings,
good condltlou; three minutes walk from !>ost office anil Maine Central K. 11. tUalioo; the farm
contaius about loo acres, nearly equally divided
all exce'leut
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay aud farm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or counlry place for a man
doing business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
K. It. give rapid and frequent eomiiiuiueation with
Lewiston. Auburn and Portland, and all points
ern;

east aud west.

For particulars and terms Inquire of
AKA I'l/'SHaAlt, Auburn, .Tie
or on the premises.
aug22eodAwtf
__

Personal attention given to all sittings.
eodtf
Je2

MUSIC READINC AT SIGHT

<uju

new

PORTLAND, VIE.

scp20

Yarmouth, containing

I»nu, upuum

buildings, near church, school and depot. Inquire
on the premises. J. H. BKACKETT.6-8

homestead of the late

also

_

A CARD.

nale—I will sellat a bargain (on acFor
count of ill health), tny farm situated in E.N.
too hundred
of wood

Captain
and modTHEcommodious
Morse. In Dray, Malue: house
altln
barn and out

once

5

Casco,

Portland Orocers and Flour Dealer* Association.
annua) raeetlug of this Association, for the

Commercial street.23-tt

FARM FOR SALE.

small row boat In
have the same by
proving property
paying charges. Apply to
CHAS. LITTLEJOHN, aboard Dredge at Back
Bay.21-1

toE. F. SHAW. Junctlou Pleasant and Fere Sts.
21-1

U4t

O. 0. BOYD,
1 ExEnquire
change street. or HOWAUD E. SOULE, No. 201

children,

ADKIUT-A
FOUND
back bay. Owners can
and

one

The Steamer Enterprise will not mane
her trip to Damariscotta on SATURDAY,
Sept. 24th, on account of werk to be
done to boat.
A. MONTGOMERY, President.

■

and we shall be prepared to show the DIMMEST trades in
these goods ever offered in any city in
the UNION.
NOW WHY l>0 WE DO
THIS.’
SIMPLY BECAUSE we have
enormous lines of the Newest and Choicest Moods the market affords, bought
for Fall Trade. They are just coming in
and we MUST MAKE ROOM, besides
THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHINM
COMPANY, In order to supply our stores
all over the State, is Compelled to Carry
Mreater Assortments than Ever. THE
PRESENT STOCK MUST BE MOVED.
Remember the goods are just as good as
auy we have coming in but the Styles
are not as New.
At the same time we
have plenty of goods ordered in these
Same Patterns.
Carpet that Sitting
Room Now with the Best Tapestry Carpet on Earth for 75 cents per yard, or a
Body Brussels for 90 cents per yard.
Don’t neglect this OPPORTUNITY, you
know we ALWAYS HAVE what we ADVERTISE.
A B1M FEATURE of TOMORROW’S Sale WILL be the PRICES
we shall make to those who come in the
EVENINM.
our warerooms

I.KT—About Sept.
seven rooms,

of
TOrentwithout

competent Drug Clerk;
WANTED—A
with
experience. Apply at

NOTICE.

Cas-

co

family

discount of B per cent, expires October 1.
1 shall be st Waite Si Adams’ store, East
Peering, TUESDAY, Sept. 27tli; Walter Pickett’s store, Stroudwater, THURSDAY,(Sept. 29th;
at my store, Woodfords, FRIDAY and SATURH. B. WEBB,
DAY, Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
sepUltuctl*Collector of Peering.

sep21
tyAdvertiser copy.

will be a

1IX SALE.

AIOIIMSTK

FOR

at 8

meeting
La
mittee
THERE
Day, WEDNESDAY
21st, at 7.30 at Dlrlgo Hall,

AUCTIONEERS.

evening._30-1

—

Leave

__

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.

woman as

PLACE or
enquire
at offlee ol J. W. Stoekwell, 24 Plum street. 16-1

Cushing’s.

Kniglitville,

and one of 6 room*, with lota 60x100 feet
each: property In In good coudltlou and rente for
$17 Iier month. Terms, «foo (one hundred) at
sep!7dlw
time of sale.

man
to take charge ct one
child; must be a good cook, neat and tidy. Address stating where Interview may be had, T. J.,
care ot Postmaster, Gorham, Me.
30-1

Color bav, weight
FOR MALE
1300 pounds; nine years old; a good driver
lor so large a horse, and as good a pulling horse
and Is a good leader In a team;
as can be found;
anyone In want of such a horse, address Post t >fflee Box 1436, Portland, Me.; also three pair of
express harnesses for

BROS.

w«

rooms

young
HOYS. WANTED—A
for a young
and

CASH

Investigation solicited. H. W. LOVEJOY &
CO.20 l

58 CENTS.

m.,

PBNIALB IIEI.P.

N A LB—Stock

SILK VELVETS

STEAMER CREENWOOD.

Auction.
by22(1,
at 3 o'clock

one

OH

M.

RINES

ville
FRIDAY.

p.
Sept.
the J. K. Uodsoe property, C »treet.
ONshall nellconsisting
of 7
of two houses,

Bank book Issued by
take the agency of
the Seaman's Bank for Savings, New York, to
LOST
WANTED—MAN—To
safes; size 28x18x18 inches; weight 600 the subscriber.
If not found
returned to the
other sizes In
retail

FOR
ton, Me.;
Full

COLORED

1

Mr. W. L. Fitcli is now ready to receive pupils for
private Instruction, either singly or In classes of
two, four or six; also, parties wishing to make arrangements for singing schools can do so by addressing 113 Brackett street, Portland, Me.
eod2w
sep!3

ucation;
given.
’‘B”,
land Dally Press Office, Portland, Me.
14-2

Horne

d&wlynrm

NEW

—

A..

Apply

FOR SALE.

dtf

58 CENTS.

100 Doses One Dollar.

n

■

Drapery Curtain,

Window

80 years.

baa

fllO I.ET

31.31 KK

In Sussexvale, N. B., Sept. 19, Mrs. Mary Goo'd,

B

—

Spring Red,

TURNER

Real Estate at Knight-

WANTED.

La§y Chair,

several hundred pieces to select from*
commence

Leave
Portland.

In

■

FOK

ties.

AUCTIONEERS.

—

KENT—A three story brick bouse, centrally located fur a business man; hasten
BENJArooms. In good repair; good drainage.
16-2
MIN SHAW. 48Vi Exchange street.

Lounge,

very beautiful goods and will be sold for about
One-third their Regular Value. There will be

are

Sale to

_sepl&dtd

F.O. BAILEY*CO..

our

Rocker,

In Bath, Sept. 17. M. J. Durgan, Jr.. of West
Groton, Mass., and Miss Mamie K. Hal t of Bath.
In Norway, Sept. 8, Gershom S. Giles of Boston
anil Miss Emma A. Andrews of Norway.
Hi Paris, Sept. 14, Ge rge W. Crockett and Miss
Lenule K. Smith.
Xu Lovell Sept. 14, Stunner Kimball and Miss
Carrie E. Walker.

Ek S y ^

Furnished house on State street,
X
located, plenty of sunshine; hath room,
furnace, good drainage; open view on all sides of
the house; will lease lor a term ol years. If desired. N. S. (J AUDI NEB, 40 Exchange street.

I.ET
rflO well

a.

o«
hIiuII sell the stock and
Drug Htoro, No. i>4 Washington Ht., WtMM*
Matllson In one lot; good location for bu*lue**.
stin k and fixtures clean and fresh and rent very
low. A splendid chance for a bargain to anyone
wishing to engage in the Drug trade. Terias
cash.

VMTIB.

LET—Brick House with ten rooms; bath
good drainage; good yard
room; very centrally located: price *400, water
Brick house, 9 rooms; bath room, furnace;
extra
*3(M), water extra; good location. N. S. UAKD1N Eli, *0 Exchange sti
eet._16-1

TOroom, furnace,

Fern

Parlor Stove,

FIGURED SILKS.

MARRIACES.

feet

6

man

24 INCH

ON m..

Exchange street.19-1

Parlor Suit,

SACCAKAPPA.

v.

No. 76 01For terms

evening alter

any

ink ed no ink kok rent—
House No. 99 State St., will be rented (or

Chamber Set,

-I1>J-

what was wanted. He then drew a revolver
and fired at her, but did not hit her.
He
has cleared out.

5

PKKMISKS,

ou

AJJCTION.

we

_Del

KNIGHTVILLE.

‘«r~

at

I.ET-A rent of five rooms,
TOlord
Street; part down stairs.
the

UOK KENT -On Congress street near State
JF Knot, an up-stairs tenement of lour living
Itent
and two sleepiug rooms iu good order.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vs
*200 per annum.

EVERYBODY !

IN

Levi Seavy went home intoxicated Monday
night and tried to get into his house. His
wife was at a neighbor’s
near
She
by.
heard him and raising the window, asked

"

Apply

II. S.

to

o’clock.__20 1

SUBURBAN NEWS.

JV ci-.i hT
tf \,f
-f

on

;

enuutre

cancelling her engagement.
It is stated by a London paper
R. Sims Is going to write a drama

I

I.ET—House
Chapel street, eight rooms;
TO lower
tenement, 116 Oxford street, eight
also two small rents, one In eastern, the

Block._20-1

ray

]

acres
hennery
land;
repair;
will let to the right party very cheap. Call or ad20-1
dress 1>. H. MILES. Portland, Me.

in western part of the city.
PK1DK, 3 Calloon

Miss Clara Morris will
appear at the Park
Theatre for one week in October, filling a
part of the time left vacant by Miss Dauv-

Janl

KnlghtTOville.stable
Me., sunuy and convenient and in good
and 3
of
and

other

(AGAIN
A
MOST FAMOUS SILK MANUFACTURERS
Has given

BY

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 21*t.. at 10 o’clocX
fixture*

I.ET.

Nlee houses In western section of
X the city. Enquire of C. P. WALDKON, 40
Exchange street.16-1

NOTES.

Hood’s

TO

rooms

by the establishment

aged

77

of all kinds
lO paired In a superior maimer and warranted
to give satisfaction at WIIEKLEK ii WILSON,
17-1
OFFICE, 645 Congress St.

a

Another fashionable
audience greeted
Mile. Rhea at Portland Theatre last evening,
when the lady appeared in her new play of

Lucy

August 1st, 1887.
Massachusetts. Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Khode Island and Connecticut.
Call or
write to ALLEN K. BANOS. Factory and Salesroom, 207 Middle street, Portland. Maine, ButterIck Pattern Booms.
5.4

proved
for

rilO I.ET

MLLE. IIUEA.

Mrs.

Mop, ImLadles and gentlemen

I.ET—Nice house of 9 rooms, in

3t

OF

Drug Store and Fixtures,

Stock of

Im-

MI NCELLANKeta.

AN UNUSUAL SALE !

abatement in the popularity of ttiis queer
melange of fuu and nonsense. The play
went off with great spirit, and chief among
those who contributed to the entertainment
of the evening were Marietta Nash as Teddy Keys; Ada Bosheli as the domestic Dolly
Dobbs, and Ueo. Lauri as Littleton Suaggs,
Esq. Jas. B. Maekie had the funny character of Jonas Grimes, and he played his part
well.”

Hall.
Ill Paris, Sept 15.
68 years 6 mouths.

New

OEWINU MACHINES

WANTS

ONE

BUNCH OF KEYS.

one made *125 In six weeks who never canvassed
before. One agent sold 85 the first week in a vllage of only 200. Send tor circulars it you can only
canvass your school district.
You can make from
*25 to *50o before Christmas.
CASSELL & CO. (Limited), 822 ll'way. New York
cod lit
seplo

WANTKD-For the
AUENTN
proved Excelsior Self Wringing

Portland,

sept 21

selling from .'.(lets, to (3.60. One woman with a
faml.y writes tli.it she averaged *7.o<> a dsy last
year and worked from September until Christmas,

AUCTIONEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY * CO..

our

THURSDAY,^EPT. 22, ’87.

The sessions usually continue two days.
All railway couduciors (whether they are
members of the association or not) and all
railway officials who may desire to meet with

au

ser as

way.

Monday evening, Nov.

28. Mr. Holton has been frequently termed
the “Stoddard of the West.”
Rev. Itr. Vincent, of Chautauqua renown,
has been secured, after much correspondence, for Thursday evening, Dec. 22, the
only available date. His subject will be
“That Boy’s Sister.”
The genial Dr, has a
host
of admirers in
Portland
outside
the Chautauquan circles, all of whom will
want to hear him.
Hannibal A. Williams of New York city,
one of the greatest Shakespearian readers in
the country, has been engaged to give the
closing entertainment of the course, a rerecital of Shakespeare’s historical tragedy,

of

The delegates to the 20th annual convention of the Railroad Conductors’ Life Insurance Association of the United States
and Canada will assemble at City Ilall today at 10 a. ui. The headquarters are at the
Falmouth Hotel, at which place a good many
arrivals are registered.
This association was organized at Cincinnati, in October, 1808. On account of its

Deputy

Grand Master to apply the square to the
stone, the Senior Grand Warden the level,
the Junior Grand Warden the plumb, allot

ArilTiHH

AUENTN WANTED.

WKW ADVKBTIKE9IENTA.

canvas-

Annual Convention
Railroad Conductors.

Twentieth

The Grand Master then in accordance with
the

INSURANCE.

For Sals- in Yurnioufliville.
Stock of Uoods In the large and commo-

dious brick store, Varmmillivtlle,
My
full stuck of first-class
of

consistGroceries, Crock
ery. Provisions, *e.; exclusive sale of Taylor's
Best Flour, now used by over 200 families; fine
chance to add Dry Goods, as this store has always been used for a general variety store. Only
reason tor sell Ing, lack of capital. For further InJ. M. GOODING,
formation, address
sep20dlwYarmouthville, Me.

ing

TAILORING

DEPARTMENT
We have received and are

to which we Invite the attention of all in wnnl of Stylish tiurmenlM of best man rial nud work-

ens,

manship. Please call and look

us

over.

HASKELL & JONES,
LANCASTER

170

BUILDING,

Congrcw Street.
dtf

tep5__

FURNITURE
Keeler &

a

FOR

now

opening for Inspection, our new
styles of Fall and W inter W ool-

Company

Invite

Inspection to their large stock ot unequalled lurulture and upholstery roods.
are
They
prepared to furnish Country Houses
and Cottages at very moderate prices.
KEELER A

CO.,
MANUFACTURERS.

SALeT"

"nrero.il.., *|.»| Wa.kiagt.a Mtrecl,
Klaa, Ho.ton, vin«*.

cor.

engine 12x18 In excellent order; two locomotive and one upright boilers: two Blake
pumps; one steam double holster and one single,
two hydraulic presses ai d pumps complete. Any
portion or the whole of the above will tie sold at
reasouable.rates. G. B. KKNNI.NTON, Boothbay
Boothbay, Me. Sept. 1,1887.
aeptlriSm

ONE

For Mnle
an
FrsM-ndrn
Two; Houara
Nircrt, Oakdale, fleering.
NE of said houses contains fifteen rooms and
bath room, is steam healed; piped I' r hot
and cold water aud has a commodious ami extra
finished stable connected. The other contaius
nine rooms aud in arrangement aud style ot finish
Is peculiarly attractive.
Said houses are within one mile of Market
Square, Portland, and convenient to the horse cars
aud are among the must desirable bouses on
Deei lug Land Company’s property.
Also for sale one hundred or more house lots—
Prices low; terms reasonable.
Enquire
of
HOLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange
or
F. O. BAILEY A CO., No. 18 Exchange
Port-

O^B

s'
St!

land-__

Main St., Cambrldgeport

_aug31__

1

AT

AUCTION.

farm situated at Dunstan's Corner M*arboro. formerly owned by the lab* Jwhu H.
Snow will b» sold at public auction on th
premises, at 2 o'clock p in.. SVri'KPAY. Oct. 8th.
30 acres of good rich land, a beautiful orcb u I <>t
choice fruit trees, a well of good water, cistern
for house and one for barn. The houss Is two
lie
story with L and carriage house connectedalso 1 all
best barn 111 the town, all lu good repair;
at
sale,
Terms
this
the hay cut on the farm
year.
J. F. LEAKING, Auctioneer.
seplidlm

d2mo4tbp

HAVE ItlMIOVKI)
—TO—

NO. 10 FREE STREET
aad lately
(arairrly A. B. W.US place,
P. P. Bicker’..

old ciistomwhere I shall endeavor to please luy

^•r^re1Tb7£AW^VwTll-o7»AlAi.r
wIsTSH ciOOPW In PVFBCOATind

nus.Vnrivuo and P.ITIVUS

at very

reasonable pr'ces.

|e21dU

REALESTATE
THE

vtnairl. and all Arckilectaral H mS
W erk to order from our own
special or
from architects’ designs at Faetary,

fred’K

w.

aossTCCk,

merchant tailor.<taw

Mpp20

__

Money to Loan.

Notes and Hiorlgtiget hoiiutil and
sold. Money to loan lu sums lit

suit

ou

approved seeurtly.

tltAltLEM Hit II. Ilioker,
First Nallonul Uauk Ituifdins.
sepu

d2w*

<

